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Only Line running through cars between Portland
Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leate
and

When he will appear in hi3 famous character of

TOM BADGER,

Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2 30 P. M.
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THE WALLACH CONCERT COMPANY,
assisted by a well known local prestidigitateur,

COiTIPANY.

The Company manufactures three different grades,
designed severally for Steam and Horse Cars, Machinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &c., all of which
secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
All goods guaranteed as represented and put up in
convenient packages for the trade.
Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No.
6 Haymarket Square, Boston, will he promptly
We

refer to the following:
Portland, June 15, 1877.
To the Union Lubricator Co.. 6 Haumarket Square.
are

permitted

Boston:
We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and find it to be of great merit,
iuuning 6 weeks
and over 3000 mile3 without replenishing, thereby
saving in time and expense. We can safely recommend its use on all railways.

ALMON LEACH, Supt.
HENRY S. BENNETT, Master Mechanic.
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.

WILSON,

Foreman Portland Machine Works.
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.

S. P. CHADBURN,
Proprietor Stages Portland to BridgtOD,
IRA CLAY,
TruckmaD at Milliken & Co.’s, Commercial St.
FRED CUMMINGS,
Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,
Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,

je23dtf

Union Street.

MILLS

MY

Concert by Chandler’s Band one-half hour previous
each lecture.
Tickets to the entire course, $1.50. Member’s
tickets, $1.00, (each member entitled to two.)
Evening tickets, 50 cents; afternoon tickets, 25 cents
Reserve! seats. $1.00 extra, (for evening entertainment.) Members’s Tickets can be procured at
wheret.be sale of reserved
Stockbridge’s Music store,
on Monday, Oct. 29th, at 9
seat« will commence
o’clock a. in.
Lecture at 7.45. AfDoors open at 6.30 o’clock.
oc25d2w
ternoon entertainment at 2.39.

Or, Lmi nud \%

wOTlcf'the

on-

al?otbo chaU)t'io" Rifle Shots of the

AUSTIN

BROTHERS,

and the Mexican TrickBouro JACK CAus.
mountain mendow Itlas.acre, Brigham
Young's Temple,
DAN1TES! DANITESI DANITES!
Prices as usual. Reserved seats to be had at Bos
Office, Music Hall, 2 days in advance.
JOSH. E. OGDEN, General Agent.
6t
oc30
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Maleberry.28e

Best Old Mocha .32c

m

GOODS

yc

uuiue

Choice Family Raisins.
Best Muscatel.11c
Choice London Layer.12c
New Muscatel.13c

lb

(jnoicc

ramiiy

Ficaies.

9c

“

IN PARIS ALONE,

l,300,0®0BOTTLES.

Melissa Cordial
Eau de Melisse des Cannes.

!

IN CASES OF

Apoplexy, Paralyais, Syapepaia, Colic,
Headache, Indigeatioag, Faintneaa,
Chill, aud Fevers, Ac.
Beware of Imitations.
Get the Genuine.

General Depot at BOYER’S No. [59 Park Place,
New York.

rely

can

on

qt

Canada Oat Meal. 4c
Graham Flour.4c
Best Family Pickles.50c
**

Wholesale Druggists, Portland, Me.

Choice Rio.23c lb
Best
Best

.' ".25c
35e
Old Gov’t Java.
35c
Maleberry.
Old Mocha...38c

First Premium
—

GENERAL.
i'll re i^reaiu i<u

iai.....ju

Ginger.20c

NEW

WILLIAM

M.

WRITTEN.

lb

gall

.30@55c bot
((

p’k’g
can

glass
lb

Bay Rum.20@35c bottle
lCc
lb
Cocoa Shells.
11c
Oyster Crackers.
Best Leaf Lard.12c
Pure Cider Vinegar.30c
gal
White Wine
.35c
Uorsfords Preparation.20c p’k’g
Congress Yeast Powder. .10c

Gilbert's Daocmg Academy.
Juvenile class already forced will meet

urday at 2.30 p. M.
“rming class meete Tuesday and Friday

on

eventop-

TO

“

Tomato Ketchup.•
•.10c
Good Cooking Molasses.40c
Extra
50c
New Orleans
pOc
Best Porto Rico
70c
Pearl
Soap. 3c
Jones* Rival
5c
Golden Crown
..

Babbitt’s Best

gall
cake

.7c

Kirk’s
.6 7@8c
Leat he & Gore’s “. 7c
American Castile
io
luipoiieu
••. 15
but a small part of our
lor one ot our

“.*

catalogues.

staple goods.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
244 Middle St.,

For

AND

Portland, Me

,

At which the competition was markedly the most earnest an c powerful ever
known in this State.
oc22
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LADIES’ FRENCH GOAT
SEAMLESS

CHEESE.
and families can purfrom the usual

saving

BUTTON BOOTS
With French Reds.

of St.

Louis Flour!

PACKEDIn^STHONG

E. T. Merrill,
24-1

Middle

GEO.

C.

583 CONGRESS
And China Tea

SHAW,

ST., Under City Hotel,
Store, 235 Middle Street,

PORTLAND,

Street:

OC26dtf

ASES

Flour going out ot town.
Orders lor the above routes are all delivered by our own teams.
Families in surrounding towns will have tlieir goods delivered at
their residences tree ot charge, by express, when they purchase $25
worth, not including Sugars.

oc22

FAIR, 1877.

“
Castana.10c
“
Filberts.13c
“
Almonds.
20c
Satin and Silver Gloss Starch.10c
Buftala Mirror
9c
Good Laundry
“.8c
liuflalo
Corn
10c
12c
Duryeas
Canary Seeds.15c
Halfords Sauce.35c bottle

Fine

on

Sat-

—

AWARDED

and delivered at anv depot, also Peering. East Deering, Knightsville,
and ICooling Mills FREE OF CHARGE. 25 cents allowed for express

_eodly

AT

ENGLAND

Allspice.25
Cloves.....60c
Best Saleratus.
7c
....16
Eng. Walnuts.
Pecan Nuts.
13c

Choice French.13c
Best.15c
Pea Beans.9c
\ BestMedium
8c

Enelish

The anti-resumptionists and silver men
are losing no time in
getting their wild
schemes before the House. Mr. Ewing of
the banking and currency committee, and
the leading inflationist of the country, appears
to have taken currency matters into his own
hands, regardless of the chairman of the
He managed to secure a test
committee.
vote Wednesday on the question of repealing
the resumption act, and had not time failed
him, would have been as successful with the
bill for the recoinage of the silver dollar.
The committee stood seven ta three in favor
of non-resnmption, but disagreement rose
between Ewing and Fort, the Illinois mem-

desiring

to save the free banking clause
in the third section. So on the final vote

ber

the committee stood six to five in favor of
reporting the bill to the House. The provision relating to the fractional currency was
allowed to stand, the soft-money men not
thinking it worth while to make any contest
over a currency which is already nearly redeemed. Mr. Ewing was about to take up
the silver bill, when Mr. Eames defeated its
consideration by making the point that it
was twelve o’clock and the committee had no
right to sit during the session of the House.

Engravings!

being received

at

Hale’s,

No, 2 Free St.

Roll

Top
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Desk.

A first-class, new, roll top desk
offered lor sale at a bargain.
Apply at the
PRESS OFFICE.
lon
is

MAINE.
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measure

still waits

a

hearincr
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there is no doubt that a bill will be reported
for the restoration of the silver dollar, making it unlimited legal tender for all debts,
public and private.
It is charged that Ewing was guilty of bad
faith in his course after the repeal bill was
submitted to the House—a charge that honest men will bring against the entire proceeding. The understanding was that he
was to admit Fort’s amendment and then
have the bill recommitted. Instead of that
he moved to reconsider, and so got absolute
control of it, with power to call it up any
time. The proverbial honor among thieves
seems to have been wanting in this instance.
The motion for a reconsideration forced the
test vote which the Eastern Democrats were
so anxious to avoid, and was carried
by a
majority of twenty-two.
An analysis of the vote shows that of the
supporters of Ewing 107 were Democrats and
31 were Republicans, and that of his opponents 21 were Democrats and 95 were Republicans. The strength of the repudiation
movement is with the Democracy, and the
only hope of the advocates of an honest currency is to day as it has been for a decade
past, in the Republican party.
It is a great advantage for the Presidential
party in France that there now is in the
public treasury a surplus of 21,500,000f.
nearly $4,500,000) of receipts over expenditure. When the budget for 1878 is submitted to the National Legislature the Minister of Finance will propose to apply this
surplus to the reduction of the License tax,
of the hill-stamp duty, and of the duty on
goods carried by rail. A reduction of the
postal and telegraphic rates, and of the duty
on wine, spirits, and malt liquor will also be
proposed. This favorable financial position
will doubtless be claimed as caused by the
good administration of M. Caillaux, who
holds the portfolio of finance in the De Broglie Ministry, appointed on the 18th of May,
but actually ought to be credited to M. Jean
Baptiste Leon Say, who was Minister of Finance under President Thiers, 1872-3, and

held the same office in the Buffet and Jules
Simon Cabinets from March, 1875 to May 18»
1877. That there is a large surplus out of
which several taxes can be abolished or reduced is a very strong trump in the game for
President MacSIahon at this moment. It invariably happens that a reduction of taxation
turns away wrath, even in politically excited
populations. A nation falls into internal convulsion, not when it is prosperous, but when
taxes press heavily, and agriculture, trade
and commerce are depressed.
The most careless observer of politicai
events must be impressed with the verification of the old saying, that the Democratic
party has its head in the South and its tail in
the North, furnished by proceedings in the
Honse. It would require but very slight
chan ges in the organization perfected by the
majority of that body to render it a more
complete representative of the Confederacy
than the Congress which sat at Richmond
during the war. By a few more partisan
changes in the North the ascendency of the
men who
made great but vain efforts
to destroy the Republic will be complete. The
question is forced upon public attention
whether the party vanquished in the appeal
to arms shall come back as masters of the
nation. And all citizens who are not anxious to complete such a startling revolution
should stop to consider how nearly it has
been perfected.

JNO. W. PERKINS &C0„

Cassia.40c

15e
Fine Table.
New Eng. Currants. 9c
Best Turkish Prunes ..10c

Buuker Hill.25c
Ileckers Farina.15c
25c
Condensed Milk....
Pure Jellies.
10c
Best Preserves. 28c

as a

Pepper.25c

Seedless.15c

Yelloweye“.8c

—
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ROASTED COFFEE.

COFFEE,

GREEN

Choice Rio. 20c lb.
.23c
Best
Old Gov’t Java.28c

OF THE

SOLD RV ALL DRUGGISTS.

Our Coffees arc roasted and ground daily and Customers
a fresh and pure article*

GOODS

TREET, «*or<la

AGENT,

Sovereign Remedy

Everybody buys it. It is easy working and makes the whitest and
sweetest Flour in the market.

ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
nol5

rtUK,

DISTRICT

getting

Belle

250 FORE

meet the

300 Years’ Reputation

C O FFEE-

retail price.

ITM»«KISON & WHITTEN,

to

OAnMELITB

hand all grades ot

from Vermont and New York,
chase from us by the pound or tub at a great

etc.

in which tc Insure.

Payments arranged

OOLONG, JAPAN, HYSON, GUNPOWER, IMPERIAL, ETC., ETC.

BUTTER

Cr. Tartar,

Stability beyond

TEA

IMPORTED

TEA

Buying direct

Coffee, Spices,

over

1876.

Strength and

selling from

is the

BILL,

CODY,

sum

We deal largely in

(HON. W. F. CODY.)

may

75c

OUR

The above list comprises
complete list call

Return of the great Scout, Guide and Indian Fighter.

Wiib hi. <2real Combination, will appear in
great. Border Drama, by Major A. S, Burt, U. »•
A., entitled

arc

we

We consider our 50 cent Tea equal if not superior to any Tea sold
in the city for 75 cent lb.

H .A. L. U

his

NEW

OF

50 ctSi

to

85

a more

3 MIGHTS OM1I!
5 and 6.
Monday and Tuesday, Not.

BUFFALO

CHESTS

300

to

to

MUSIC

Owing to the great reduction in prices paid for labor in manufacturing and cost of Transportation we are enabled to offer many kinds
of Imported and Domestic Family Stores at ASTONISHINGLY LOW
PRICES. Buying large invoices as we do direct from importers it
gives ns great advantage over other retail dealers.

Just arrived which

without friction, gnmming or running. The absence
of all friction renders it an indispensable auxiliary
for cooling journals and boxe3 on Steam Cars. The
coldest weather has no effect on this Lubricator.
It has been conceded by those that have thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubricator offered to the public, and that it is a saving of

I. D.

Afternoon Entertainments
for Children

“I c nnot afford it.” Then how can your
afford to do without it? The very difficulty
that may exist, is the strougest argument for making the effort.
This Company, since its organization, has paid in
Insurance on the lives of thoughtful Fathers and
Sons, to those who otherwise would have been left
destitute, the noble amount of over
come.

family

—

This Lubricator combines economy, durability, and perfect
lubrication

addition to the above

SATURDAY,

The

UIANSJFACTLRlNt*

If in

ANNUAL SALE

attended to.

GOUGH, ESQ.,

B.

TIHLJ3

30 to 50 per cent.

Course

vened between the determination and tbe act.

health, to-morrow may not find you so, and yon will
be denied the privilege. To-morrow: it may not

dtf

GREAT REDUCTION

The thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam and
Street Cars, Paper,Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy bearings.
Also for Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

—

REV. DR.
Per

out,

Having made up your mind to insure, do so now.—
Many instances are known where death has inter-

d. d.

AND SEE THE ABOVE AT

AGENTS FOR HARSTOW’S GOODS
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DELAY !

NOT

DO

Fisk & co„

d. b.

Under

fail.

convenience of all.

Us, Examine Our Price, Then Buy.

c.

may

question. Sound, Careful and Con-

OVERCOATS, ULSTERS, KILT SKIRTS
See

means

$45,000 during

$3.75

■

handsomest stove in the market. Its elegant deand beautiful finish is admired by every one.
With its silver trimmings it will be an ornament in
any drawing room.

NUTTER BROS. & CO.’S,
29 Market Square, Portland,

Duty.

a

possible contingencies. No one now wealthy is
of dying so. Secondly, as a means of accumulation; for, taking the expectation of Life, a Policy of
Insurance on your life will probably yield you a fair
interest for your annual investment, besides the full
return of the amount paid. In the event of previous
death, the Policy is beyond question the best investment that can bo made, often increasing, very manv
times the amount ot premiums paid* The chief advantage of Life Insurance is, that it makes this proand when every other
vision when most needed,

sign

Union Lubricator

—

Insurance

To those dependent upon a salary, a Policy is in
dispensable. To those possessing more of this
icorld's goods. it appeals, first, as a security against

the

The first lecture in the course given by the M. C
Mechanic Assoc ation will be delivered in

MECHANICS’ HALL,

our people understood and practiced more
gmerally life assurance. Jiany a widow
and orphau hare had great reason to be
of
life
adraatage
grateful that the
assurance was understood by the husband
and father.

Of this

The Barstow Parlor

CALL

the

Is

style but

iu the Price ot

JolinP.Addams,

Assurance

Twenty-One Million Dollars.

for

WOOD OR

_5±i

unr $10.00 suns wun tvim you see etsewuere.
Our $11,00, $14.00 and $16.00 Suits arc thejboss,
Our $18.00, $20 00, $22 00 and $25.00 Suits, not only lead in

oct27

First appearance for twenty years of the old favorite
of world-wide celebrity, the

Life

sure

300 All Wool Pants only
$2.50
300 Vermont Gray Pants
$100 and $1.25
07
$6.00
Gray Suits
53 Plaid Suits.$7.00
Examine our Overcoats for
$4.00
See our Splendid Fur Beaver Overcoats for $12.00
MOTE THE QUALITY AMD STYLE

Wrought Iron

Furnace!

of

Insurance

all

-

Portland & Worcester & Norwicb Lilies.

oi

Policy

Life

ALL QUALITIES
BE
OBTAIMED
OF US.
CAM

A

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, stoamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon ua by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

So that,

ALL

-

Positively Last Nights

of Life

131,000,000

Cheapest and safest mode of mabiog a certain provision for one’s family. It is time

CLOTH! i G
ALL.

Loring,

oc21d9t

Leave Custom House Wharf, west
side, every day at 3 p. m., and returning leaves Harpswell at 8 a m
dtf
geptlO

and

Insurance."

*‘A

—

6,000,000
33,000,000

Assets.

Advantages

MEN’S BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S

HENRIETTA

STEAMER

$2,000,000

over

Amount of Income.

—

'T'l.

Managed.
Large Ratio of Dividends.
Non-Forfei fable
Policies.
Insnrauce at Lowest Cost

GOVERN
OCR ENTIRE MAMMOTH CLOTHING ESTABLISH*
MENT. One price is asked and no oilier taken, eoliic aticuliou aud
truthful representations are guaranteed to all.
AN IMMENSE AND ATTRACTIVE STOCK.

On Nnccesaive FRIDAY EVENINGS, at
7.30 o'clock, beginning Not. 7.

den, and the Comic Dramatists. Newton and Locke
VIII.—Queen Anne’s Reien. Pope. Addison, Swift.
Early Novelists. IX.—House of Brunswick. Dr.
Johnson and his iriends. X.—Cowper, Burns, Scott.
Sbedey. Byron and Keats. XI.—The Lake School.
XII.—Modern Essayists, Historians
Later Poets.

Economically

GOOD

PRICBS

LOW

A Purely Mutual Coinitany.

AIM

the times:

to meet the reauirements of
never allow them to push us.

_Jydtf_

Mercantile Library Association Hall.
TOPICS: I.—Formation of English Kation and
English Language. 1L—Chaucer and his PredecesFifteenth Century. III.—The Reformation.
sors.
The Tudors. More. Bacon. IV.—Spenser, Sidney
and Raleigh. V
Shakespeare, and the Elizabethan
Dramatists. VI—The Stuarts, the Civil War and
the Commonwealth. Cavalier Poets. Milton, III.

RIGID

WE

Staterooms on steamers and ebairs in Parlor ears
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern K.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL. PreB’t E. R. R.
.T. T. FCRBER, General Sup’t.B. & M. K. R.

con*

cannot be reached at a single bound, but by long and earnest efforts.
The hue and.cry as to the kind ot money we shall use is a delusion.

We do DOfc read anonymous ettera and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily foe publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not nsed.

The Anti-Resumption Bill.

ORGANIZED 1845.

ROAD TO WEALTH

THE

FRIDAY MORAY A'G, SOY. 2.
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PROFITS

AND

tliiugs of the past, active sales and reasonable profits should

NOTHING BUT
TIMES AGAIN.

night changes.

HISTORY,

—

and

COMPANY.

trol all kinds ot business.

connect with

rest

connection with

MRS. ABBA G00LD

WAR PRICES
are

a. m.

tho Past

fade from view, and tlic present pinching times met
manfully, expenses should correspond with the income, and all should
learn ill'it a penny saved is one earned.
MERCHANTS MUST BE CONTENTED WITH SMALL PROFITS.
must forever

across Bos-

Including Transfers

enjoy

in

Expensive Habits Acquired During Flushed

the Mound Idne* tor new York.
Passengers by this route are iaDded on board
Mound Steamer. in season for Mupper, and

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ENGLISH

ECONOMY MUST PREVAIL.

PRESS.

A sebies of bills indicative of the drift
the extra session relate to the removal of the
few remaining political disabilities imposed
for participation in the rebellion; the repeaf
of the iron-clad oath, the repeal of laws forbidding the payment of claims to persons1
who were not loyal, bills providing that the
direct taxes collected in the States in insurrection should be refunded, and the extraoramary proposition introduced by Mr. Banning, the newly appointed chairman of the
Committee on Military Affairs, for the repeaof the law forbidding the employment in the
United States army and navy of persons who
were engaged in the military and naval ser
vice of the Confederacy.
An efficient preservative against lead pol
soning would be welcomed by pottery glazers
and workers in the’poisonous preparations of
lead; hut the preservative must be something that can he taken or applied with the
minimum of trouble. It is stated that washthe hands thoroughly with petroleum
three times a day has been found to prevent
all symptoms of lead-poisoning amongst
some workers who have given it a fair
trial,
and who are so satisfied that they recommend it tor trial by those liable to
injury
from the salts of copper or mercnry.

ing

London presents the appearance of a city
in the eourse of being rebuilt. In all directions houses are being torn down for the purpose of widening existing streets, or making
ones,
creating squares,
clearing
sites for new blocks of shops, hotels or private
residences. The buildings now in coarse of
erection are invariably of the most showy
aud at the same time substantial orders of
architecture.
new

or

or

_

If the Democratic support of the Beach
ticket isn’t any warmer thau Tildeu’s endorsement, it will take less frost thau that of
the mildest October night to freeze it so that
no election can thaw it out.
Current Comment.
Twas an old man ot Gramercy square,
With his head all uncovered and bare,
Who said, lilting his hand,
Up in front of the hand,
“J wil never condona
it, I swear.”

Think of “Dan” Voorhees in Senator Morton’s seat.

It is understood that Hr. Tilden wants to
seven more mules to kick John Kelley
with.—Bocnester Democrat.
Mr. Pendleton’s friends claim that he will
have forty votes for Senator on the first ballot, which is eight sho“t of enough to nominate. This claim rests upon a solid Hamilton
County delegation in his favor, and this is by
no means a certainty.
General Morgan is

buy

thought

to stand

second,

and General

EwiDg

third, with something like a hundred more
candidates scurrying along behind, tapering
off with Judge Hoadley at the tail.
Senator Davis wants it understood that he
will not ally himself with either party-that
he is on the fence.
Good 1 that miserable
structure is certain to be broken down now.
liochester Democrat.
The Washington correspondent of the New
York Tribune writes: “The storm that is
brewing among the Republicans in Congress
will probably break upon the Administration
in the secret sessions when some of the most
important appointments are reported for consideration. The mutterings of the tempest
have been heard on all sides ever since Congress met two weeks ago, aud have even
reached the ears of tne President at the
White House. The explosion may be postponed for two or three weeks—it is not likely
to occur before the November elections, and
may not come until the regular December

session,

if the

Democratic plan

of

adjourning

both houses this week should succeed—but
sooner or later the President’s nominations
must be discussed, and some of them are

certain to be rejected, uuless they re saved by
the solid vote of the Democrats, and that
would be more likely to kindle disseusioos in
the Republican party than a failure to con-

firm many appointments.
In the selection of the committees announced by Mr. Randall yesterday it is not
easy to see what principle of responsibility
he recognized, or what one, indeed, he has
not deliberately and
flagrantly violated.
Neither ability nor character, nor political
prominence seems to have been necessary
to obtain important position. Two considerations appear to have been weighty in his
mind, the desire to give the late slave states
practical control of the House, and the wish
to secure for Mr. Tom Scott’s lobby as much
power as could be conveniently transferred
to it.—New York Times.
Gen. Harlan’s record is being overhauled
apropos of the nomination for iudae. and
these interesting remarks are exhumed from
a speech iu 1860:
“A large party iu the
North are devising, by amendments to the
constitution and laws of Congress, to disfranchise almost the entire white population
of the insurrectionary states, and to enfranchise the negroes. The defeat of all such
schemes is doubtless regarded by the white
people ot the slave-holding states of the
highest importance. The permanent triumph
of those who, in the North, are followiog the
leal of Sumner and Stevens in their series
of constitutional amendments would work a
complete revolution in our republicaa system
of government, and most probably the overthrow of constitutional liberty.”

The Missouri supreme court has decided
that the disputed seat In the third congressional district of that state, one of the St.
Louis districts, belongs to Mr. Metcalf, the

Republican candidate. The returns gave
Metcalf nineteen majority, but the change of

70 to 90 in the Democratic vote of one ward
was made by one of the Democratic
figurers,
and that change was relied upon to elect
Mr. Frost by one majority. The Missouri
courts are Democratic, but they have too
much regard for justice to sanction that kind
of official mathematics in counting up votes.
Mr. Frost, however, does not accept the
decision ot the courts against him and hopes
for better success in the Democratic House
than he has had before the judicial tribunals
of his State. He is a youDg man with plenty
of Toney and he proposes to leave no means
untried to thwart the will of the people of
his district as they expressed it
by their bal-

lots.

The blandishments

of cffice have proved
of Gov.
Blue-Jeans Williams. He still sticks to
homespun, hut his constituents will be disgusted to learn that the suit which he wears
on his visit to Washington is new and fashionably cut. Furthermore he is said to be
looking at State Houses with the view of
having a new one for Indiana, in accordance
with modern extravagant ideas.
too much for the

Spartan simplicity

Art aud Artists.
An enterprising reporter connected with the
New York Evening Post, in the coarse of an

interview with the venerable Prof. Weir, who
fills the Chair of Fine Arts at West, Point,
drew out the followicg comments upon one of
Turner’s most celebrated ■works; “The ‘Slave
said Prof.
Ship,’
Weir, “is a wonderful
piece of painting. Bat it tells no story whatever, and

not intended to do so. It is
simply an effect of color and of light and dark;
and as snch it is the very cream and poetry of
was

painting. Thackeray said of Turner’s ‘Temeraire’: ‘If that picture could be translated
into music, it would be a national anthem;’
and a similar remark might be made concerning
the ‘Slave Ship.’ Turner, in my opinion,
painted rapidly from the inspiration of the
runousiy, witn
perhaps only a knife or trowel. When he had
done enough to suggest a thought he would
stop and then tack on a name to the canvas,—
any name that his fancy dictated—or a quota,
tion from some poem like the ‘Fallacies of
Hope,’ for example—a poem which never existed. In bis ‘Slave Ship’ the black figure in
the foreground has a leg ten feet long, the fish
nave eyes as big as dinner plates, and iron is
made to float on the water. He fastened a
mauacle around that leg, and called the picture the ‘Slave Ship.’
He didn’t know what be
intended to do when he began to paint it.’’
After some critical, yet kindly, remarks upon
American painters, the Professor was led to
speak of foreign artists, and passed the following judgments npon the two popular French
painters, Gerome and Meissonier: “Gerome
has immense technical power, he thinks, but
lacks refinement of feeling, and is fond of the
theatrical. His ‘Cleopatra before Caisar’ was
admirable in background, but the frail queen
herself was miserably done. The ‘Circassian
Slave’ dancing was vulgar, coarse, badly
drawn and hard and resonant as porcelain.
Knock it and it will ring. But here again the
backgronn d is beautiful. The ‘Sword Dance,
however, was a very remarkable piece of execution, and a trntbful representation of the
scene—the figure of the woman being delightfully managed, so that the green veil which
floats about her does not injure the rest of tbs
color. Still, in general, Gerome’s works have
in them more of work than of pleasure. Wilkie’s hones: scenes were rich in sentiment and
masterly. Meissonier is all very well; gets
enormous prices for his pictures—far
beyond
their worth. I suppose he is so well known
that everybody who has a collection wants one
of his pictures. But his ‘Man Smoking a
Pipe”—what is it? Wonderfully made out; no
one could have done it better; a piece of ingenuity, like that of a man playing a trick, who
does something you can’t comprehend almost.
He doesn’t come out with human feeling, like
muiueut, raying

Wilkin in his

uu

ms

colors
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Wilkie’s work always has in it that 'one touch
of nature’—human nature—which interests,
brightens, awakens the sympathy. The heart
is the object that a work of art appeals to.
Tbe appeal to the intellectual is only incidental,
That,” continued the Professor, “is why Alcis-

sonier is not so great an artist as Wilkie. At
the same time a work of art should elevate as
well as excite the emotions.”
The Spectator, in a comparative view of
French art, observes “For realistic landscape
there is not a Frenchman in the world who can
touch meu like Holmau Hunt or Brett, in the
oil school, or Boyce and Poynton in the watercolor; but, on the other hand, the thonght, the”
thorough personality, so to speak, of Corot and
many ot his disciples, has no rival in the English art of the present day. Certain of these
latter suggestive pictures strike the eye with
absolute pain, so vivid is the impression which
they can convey of loneliness and desertion,
while others have all the

spring morning,

or a

airy brightness

delicious

sense

of a

of peaoe-

fulness and repose.
Again, other nations*
characteristics stay in and cause the different
styles. Gifted with a sturdy industry and common-sense (which seems to be the distinguishing gifts of the Briton as comptred with ths
Gaul) our home artists sit down to the unflinching reproduction of what he sees, and carries
out that desigu with more or less ability according to his honesty of purpose and his skill
of band. But tbe foreigner, while no less honest in his intention aud possessed for the most
part of a far more thorough training in art, has
no sooner begun his picture than it straightway becomes his master, and his active imagination begius to play here aud there upon the
natural facts, till thousands of details are lost
iu the grand transforming process which takes
place, whereby a field with a few cows in it, a

girl

at

a

cottage door,

or

a

mau

paddling

a

boat across the stream iu the twilight, becomes
a
little poem ou tbe master’s ctnvas. Ot
course, this is ouly one aspect of Freuch art,
aud we have omitted all memiou of tbe great
classical and historical element; but we have
chosen the above,for illustration because it allows the best comparison with the works of

onr

for alas, of
“Jtists,
we have little

called,

IN ADVANCE.
historical painting

so

Bat one fact
clearly borne In mind, and that is,
“““Sh
be
to the artist
allowed
“ay
Juf
that he is right in
neglecting the miDnte realization of detail if he finds it will interfere with
nis pathetic or humorous
or peaceful cocception, yet it can never be granted that he is at
ail right, or indeed anything but
utterly and
unbearably wrong when he, besides ngeieoting
natural
to
fact,
begins
it.
falsify
We
excuse
him for
may
instance in
casting his ni iture into such a shade as will
obscure all but the masses of the foliage, or
the shining surface of the water; but never for
painting a tree in full daylight as a confused
blotch of color, without the spring of its bonghs
and the curves of its leaves. So it is that the
b rench practice is apt to lead to such unreal
and wretched results, because the artists find
themselves at every turn incommoded by an almost infinite series of natural facts which
they
have not learnt to master. The
English practice at present gives in many cases all the
materials of a picture without the vivifying
spirit
which wonld make ‘the dead bones
alive’;
while the French gives a picture which is exexpressive enough as far as it goes, but which
is generally restrained to a very limited interpretation of nature from the artist’s incapacity
to fully represent her.”
must

be

none.

or

[From Harper’s Baxar.]

New York Fashions.
The [late fall openings for customers just returned to town always show novelties that are
reserved for the last display. First are the
black net veils, with loops of clair de lune or of
jet beads; these are worn in mask shape. There
are also scarfs of thread net, with woven dots
or with the heavier embroidered
dots; these
are

just wide enough to

being crossed
in fiont in a
quired for a
season is very

cover the face; after
behind the bonnet they are tied
large loop; three yaTds are resingle veil. The Virot bow thia

peculiar, consisting of six pieces
ribbon, each four inches long, doubled
flatly, each end cat in sharp points, the whole
placed together in layers, acd strapped tightly
of satin

in the middle. Black velvet bonnets have a
slight edge of gilt braid, old gold feathers, and
two sets of satin ribbon
strings, one of which
is yellow and the other black. For old ladies
steel gray satin is mixed with black velvet.

new tancy is to put trills of colored
crepe lisse or of white mnslin edged with lace
low down at the end of the crown to rest on the
soft pull of the back hair. Pompous and
high
aigrettes are also much used agaio. Two narrow stiff bows of
velvet, piped on the upper
edge with satin or silk, are set low on the
crowns of velvet
bonnets.
Velvet ribbon
striogs are seen on many bonnets; few bonnets
are without strings of some
kiod, either plash,
satin or velvet. Virot trims pale bine velvet
bonnets with dark brown hnmming-birda resting on a golden branch. Mossy green velvet
leaves are also used on pale bine bonnets, and
the face trimming is then of the moss
greeD,
either velvet or plash. Maroon velvet bonnets
are trimmed with clusters of white
roses; sky
bine is also associated with maroon red. PruQe
colored hats have old-gold-oolored facings of
satin. Coronet bonnets are suddenly restored
to favor. The coronet is very high in the middle, very plain, and very close on the sides.
Some of these are shaped so that they can be
reversed, forming, when turned arvuod, a jockey cap or a round hat with the square fronts
and rolled sides of the English walking bat.
Pale tilleal green plash bonnets have dark myrtle green velvet face trimmings, strings, crown
trimmiogs, and myrtle ostrich feathers Face
trimmings are all dark yelvet rolls, even on
very light-colored bonnets. Pink boonets have
olive green velvet fronts. Fewer flowers are
seen than at former
openings. One floral novelty is a coronet made entirely of t’my green
and white velvet flowers, set flatly on the
shape.
The jet and clair de lune coronets with a drooping fringe on the edge are very handsome for
black bonnets.
We are glad to see a redaction in the prices
of the best qualities in kid gloves. Those fastened by two buttons at the wrist are now sold
for SI 65 a pair, and for S9.50 for half a dozen
pairs; those with three buttons are 81.90; with
four buttons 82-20, and tbe prices increase to
$5 for the long twelve-bnttoned gloves that are
worn with short sleeves.
Embroidered gloves
are offered, bat the refined choice is for
plain
nntrimmed gloves without ornamental stitching
and with the long wrists that make tbe hands
look slender. Those fastened by three or four
buttons are most nsed for tbe street. The
grays are clair de lune shades, showing bine
and steel-like hues. Old gold-colored gloves
are the dressy choice for
wearing with black
aod dark dresses. Medium dark colors—wood,
slate, brown—and the dark olive and myrtle
greens,are for general wear and to match woolen
dresses. Undressed kid gloves are more
fashionable than at any previous season, and
come
in darker shades of robin’s-egg blue,
clair de lune gray, seal brown and mordore or
golden brown. For mourning are beantiful
soft finished undressed kid gloves. These are
also reduced in price, beginning at 81-25 for
two buttooed gloves, 81.50 for those with three
bnttoos, and 81-75 for the long fonr-buttoned
gloves. Eveoing gloves show deeper tones
each season; those with ten or twelve bnttons
are in pink coral, cream white,
pearl and
primrose tints.
Lace mitts, white, light-colored or black will
be worn for fall dress all winter, as they have
•anotner

ueeu
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summer.

elbow, and

xney reacn to tne

are tied with colored
ribbons, above
which are two or three frills of Valenciennes
lace. They cost from $10 to $18 a pair.

[From the London Timos.l
Rivals to Pongo.
When Dr. Eduard Iiuppell in 183$ published
his
Naue Wirbelthiere zu der Fauna von
Aoyss.uiou” he described a
he met with in the districts of Haramat, Semien and Godjam. He said it lives high up in
the mountains of these districts, from 7,000 to

8,500 feet above the sea level, passing its time
mostly on the ground and sleeping in caves.
He brought a skin to Europe and gave a col.

figure of a male in his book. The name
he gave was Macacus Gelada, Gelada being the
native name of the animal. Since then other
skins have been brought to Europe and shown,
ored

staffed,

in museums. One is in the British
Museum. Different naturalists have assigned

different names, Gray calling it Gelada Ruppelii, Isodore Geffeire St Hilaire calling it

Theiropitbecus Gelada,
lus

and Lesson

Gelada.

Cynocepha-

Cynocepbalus is, perhaps, the
generic name. No skeleEurope, and for a long time
the chief knowledge we have bad of thi s
most characteristic
ton has reached

“monkey” has been Ruppel’s deThere have been accounts of troops
of them descending to the plains and fighting
their Hamadryad congenets, and Dr. Duncan
in his history of monkeys just published by
Cassell, has from some source one arthed an
account
of
a
of them
group
stopping
the caravan
of
a
Duke of Saxe-Got ha.
The first live specimens have just reached
Europe, and six specimens have just been
sent via Hamburg to Bngland
by Messrs.
Rice and Hagenbeck and are at the Alexandra
Place. These are a large
male, presumably
folly grown, a small male, two females and two
young. The large male has a considerable
mane, as Rupelli describes, and is hairy all
over tbe whole body, though Iiuppell gives the
mountain

scription.
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somewhat heart-shaped p’uk patch free from
hair, and a space round the throat of the same
color. When the animal becomes angry or excited these become a bright red oclor. The
nostrils are high up from the upper jaw, and
the upper lip is made so mobile that it is often
turned up so as to show the whole of the opper
teeth and gums. The tail is long and large,
and eods in a tuft resembling roughly • lion’s
tail. The color of the hair is brown except
around the breast, where it is gray. The bare
part of the chest shows two male indications of
teats and the sntnre seems to open
into
a
which
it
however
has
not
pouch,
been possible to examine, as the animal is still
somewhat savage alter its journey. The female
has not such long hair as the mala, and on the
bare space in front are two well-developed
teats. The young takes one in each hand and
sucks both at once. While these animals have
rejected all fruits, &c., they have eaten Indian corn and grass, palling it apart and
making it into little balls. As Rappel says,
they sleep in caves; a large box was introduced
into the cage and the whole of them soon went
into it, the old male remaining near the entrance on guard.
The group is especially interesting to naturalists from the fact that these
are the first ever brought to Europe.

News and Other Items.
Samuel Lindsey of Greene county, N. Y.,has
become insane from being hit in the forehead
by a base-ball daring a game.
Harwich, Oot., has had a shower of fisb,
some of them large enoegh to f urnish the Inhabitants with a good square meal.
One of New York’s street singers is an old,
white-haired man, who, bareheaded, chants a
ferocious air at midday, in the centre of the
street. This ancient vocalist owns a three*

story brick house in Harlem, where his childlive in good style.
One of the phenomena of Louisiana polities
is the growth of a prohibition sentiment of
which the New Orleans Times says; “People
will begin to think that we of Louisiana are
gettiDg Puritanical if this sort of thing goes on
much looger. Parish after parish is falling into line with the prohibition banner, and now
the largest parish in the state comes oat with a
Sunday law fully equal to the “blue laws” of
Connecticut.
ren

Professor Wtrchow, of Berlin,as a result of a
series of observations npou 2.114,153 German
children, fiuds that in Northern Germany children with light hair, bine eyes, and fair skins
are far the most numerous, while the brunetta

type preponderates in Southern Germany,
attaining its maximum at the Southwestern
and Southeastern portions.
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In a very loDg and
interesting letter to the
Boston Transcript, the Hon. Hamilton Fish,
in response to a
from Mr. Edward L.

Pierce, gives the

challenge

names and specific details of
nine treaties which had been transmitted to the
Senate for its action, and referred by that body
to the Committee on Foreign Relations while

Mr. Snmner was its chairman and which remained unacted upon at the time when he
ceased to be such chairman. One of them had
been in the hands of the committee
nearly
fifteen months. Eight of these treaties were
and
acted upon
approved within three weeks
after the appointment of Mr. Snmner’s suc-

SENATOR MORTON DEAD.

\ffecting Scenes

Earope. In June, 18G6, he delivered a political
jpeech of great power, which was circulated thioughcut the North. In January, 1867»
tie was elected to the United States Senate, and

re-elected in 1873. His present term would end
In 1870 he declined the mission to
in 1879.

at His Bedside.

I

England.
Mr. Morton

the Senate with the
great prestige of his record as war Governor of
Indiana, and a high reputation for eloquence
and energy of character.
He soon became a
leader in that body, and since the war few men
have lived more in the public gaze than he. Jn

SKETCH OF HIS LIFE AJiD PUBLIC
SERVICES.

came

to

all the reconstruction measures he has borne a
prominent patt, and his powerful eloquence
has always been exerted in behalf of freedom
and equal rights for all, however poor or

Indianapolis, Nov. 1.—Senator Morton

died
at 5.30 p. m. About noon Mrs. Morton and
cessor.
lowly.
her sons, by her request, were left aloDe with
the Senator tor about an hour.
William H. \ andeibilt was an
Before live In him the freedmea of the South found a firm
Inveterate o’clock it became evident that
the Senator had
and constant friend, able and willing to do batsmoker in his youth, and one
day in 1853 as the entered upon his last hour on earth. Ge had
family were on the steam yacht North Star en rested during the greater portion of the day in tle at all times iu their behalf. His oareer in
the Senate needs no rehearsal here, ft is fresh
route for St. Petersburg, his rather
As he
remarked a half-lying and half-sitting position.
On some questions he has
in the public mind
grew weaker the supporting pillows were
to him: “I wish you would give
up that smokwithdrawn so that he
prone upon the bed.
His financial views were at one
wavered.
ing habit of jours. I’ll give you 810,000 if yon A deeper silence now lay
in
the
room
prevailed
time tinged with the heresies prevalent in the
doit” The son replied: “You need not
give and remained unbroken except by an occasionWest. But on most of the intricate problems
al question to the dying man.'
me any money.
Once when the
Your wish is quite sufficient.”
Senator exclaimed, “I am dying,” his sister-inwhich the country has had to deal with since
He has not smoked since.
law, Mrs. Halloway, inquired, “You are not the war, his judgment has been
Lord Falmouth, one of the
sound, and his
English lords afraid to die, Oliver? He indicated no by loss is one the
country and the R"publican parhis head. Soon after a similar queswho believe in “the turf,” has won
swaying
during the tion and answer
ty at this time can ill bear.
passed between him and Dr.
recent racing season 8172,165
by his betting, Thompson. At ten minutes past five o’clock
The disease, paralysis, of which Senator
besides the Asoct gold vase.
he exclaimed, “I am dying; I am worn out,”
Morton died first attacked him in 1865. His
Invitations are already being given out for and those were his last words. From this on it
own account of it is very interesting and pa.
the golden wedding of the Emperor and was difficult to discover that life remained.
On the doctor’s announcement “He is going,”
thetic. “Dating the latter part of the snmmer
Empress of Germany at Berlin next Spring. tbe gaze of his wife
and sons became fixed on
and first part of the fall of 1865,” he once said,
Queen Victoria is among the elect who have the face of tbe husband and father with now
“I felt an indisposition to read or study.
I
and
of inquiry towards tbe
then
a
look
invitations.
piteous
until at his further announcement, “It
didn’t care to read so much as a newspaper.
Archibald Forbes, Eastern war correspond- doctor,
is over,” the widow clasped her sons to her, exMy mind felt dull and clouded, aud I found
ent in Bulgaria, who has returned to Great
claiming quietly but in tones never to be forBritain on account of broken health, states gotten, “My darliDg boys.” The friends with- many little things escaping my memory. I
was confused
easily, and took little or no indrew, leaving them for a time when they were
most emphatically that all the stories about
led from the room.
terest in what was going on about me. Even
Russian “atrocities” are untrue, and that so tenderly
This evening by the direction of the Mayor
the duties of the state no longer engaged my
far as he could discover, no Turkish woman
the city bells have been tolled 51 strokes, indiclose attention. These feelings continued until
tbe dead Senator's age.
The bells will
cating
was ever maltreated by a Russian soldier.
As
also be tolled each day at noon till after tbe
I shall never forget the
the 10th of October.
Mr. Forbes is not pro Russian in his views and
funeral. The family have-decided on Monday
It was a beautiful one; the air was crisp,
sympathies, his testimony is the more con- at 1 o’clock as the time for the funeral at tbe day.
and I walked a very long distance. In the eveRoberts Park M. E. church ahd the interment
clusive.
will taxe place at Crown Hill Cemetery.
The
ning I retired somewhat fatigued, but in other
Mr. Frodette, a member of the Quebec
Leg- services will be conducted by Rev. Prof. S. K.
in my usual health. The
islature, is a professional diver and unable to Hasbour, Mrs. Morton’s former pastor, assist- respects apparently
next morning I woke early, but as 1 attempted
raari nr nr vita
WKon a
on^,i:,i
i_
v. .m
ed by Revs. J. B. Clever, Henry Day and J.
to get out of bed I discovered I was unable to
H. Bayless. The body will lie in state during
avowed his ignorance on these points, but said
Sunday in the corridor of the Marion county lift my limbs
Again and again I made the
that while the House contained plenty of lawcourt bouse, now used as a state house, giviDg
when it instantly flashed through my
effort,
and
others
who could tell about things on
yers
tbe people of the state an opportunity to view
It felt little paiD,
mind that I was paralyzed.
the face of the earth, none of them, like him- the remains.
Special excursion trains will be
bnt from my hips downward I was unable to
run on Sunday and Monday.
The Indianapoself, could describe the bottom of the sea. lis
L-ght Infantry have tendered their services move myself.” Ever afterward he was comThat declaration elected him.
as a guard of honor. The Montgomery Guards
pelled to deliver his speeches in a sitting postThe Vatican refused to make Christopher
of Crawfordsville have also tendered their serure.
v ces.
The
have
Hon.
E.
B.
family
a
requested
Columbus saint on the ground that his Chris
Martindale, Hon. James A. Wildmar and extian virtues have not been exemplified by any
Gov, Conrad Baker to repres-nt them and act
XLVth CONGRESS-Extra Session.
great deed; that, apart from hig discovery of for them in making all further arraugemeuts.
The Mayor has called a meeting of citizens
America, his public and private life was open
in the United States Court rooms tomorrow
to grave reproach; that, until now, nobody ever
mornmg, when he will decide to invite the
thought of regarding him as a saint or invok- r»_: j_i._j n.i
SENATE.
IUO
U1
^utciuuig
ing him as such; and, finally, it is very donbt- several states to attend the funeral. Members
Washington, Nov. 1.
of the Bench and Bar of the city and state are
ful whether be died a good Catholic.
Rerequested to meet at 2 o’clock tomorrow.
Daring the morning hour the Vice President
Clara Manning of Brooklyn, IT. Y., a pretty
ports from many cities and towns in the state
appointed Senator Withers a member of the
young girl of 17, was inveigle! into a mock
announce the tolling of bells.
Governor WilBoard of Regents of the Smithsonian Institute in place of Stevenson.
marriage at a summer resort at the Catskills- liams will close the state offices on Monday and
Cravens
the
offices
of
the
Mr. Conkling introduced a bill to amend secMayor
city governthe past season, and now her mother is enment. They will jointly request the citizens to
tion 2931 of the Revised Statutes of the United
deavoring to get her out of the scrape, as It close business houses from noon to 3 o’clock ou States, so as to allow repayment by the Secreturns oat that the marriage was performed by that day.
tary of the Treasury of the tonnage tax where
it has been exacted in contravention of treaty
a clergyman and the bridegroom claims his
Senator
Morton's
were
natives
of
provisions. The bili provides for the refundparents
bride.
ing of that tax as expresed in the title, but
New Jersey, but moved west and settled in
The recent row at Rutgers College seems to
declares that the acts shall not be construed to
Wayne county, Ind., where he was born Au. authorize the refunding of any tonnage duties
have taught the students no healthy lessongust i, 1823. As a boy he was fond of study whatever exacted prior to the firtt of June,
The other night a party sallied out with picks
1862.
and eagerly improved such opportunities as he
and crow-bars and tore up the plank walks
Mr. Ingalls introduced a bill to provide for
bad for gaining an education. His parents saw
upon the college grounds, saturated them with
the settlement of tax lien certificates erro uin him no sign of superior talents or else were
coal oil and built an immense bonfire on the
eously issued by the late authorities of the
too poor to furnish him means
District of Columbia.
for their culticampus. The town police saw the blaze and
Mr. Anthony, from the Committee on Printvation, for at fifteen he was apprenticed to a
rushed in, arresting three of the culprits, who
ing, reported favorably on the resolution rehatter and served four years.
His thirst for
were taken to the lock-np, but were
submitted by Mr. Morrill of Vermout,
cently
subsequently bailed out. President Campbell is reported knowledge did not forsake him however and to provide for the disposition of the surplus
at the end of that time be contrived to enter
public documents, bills, reports, &c.
as greatly incensed and determined to proseMr. Hoar submitted an amendment providMiami University, where he remained three
cute the offenders to the full extent of the law.
ing that all surplus documents should be turned
years, graduating at the age of twenty two.
over to the Secretary of the Interior to enable
Prof. James Orton, whose death occurred
Immediately after leaving college he com- him to complete the sets thereof and issue
September 24th, while crossing Lake Titicaca,
them to institutions entitled to receive the
Bolivia, was born in New York in 1830; gradu- menced the study of law with the Hon. John same.
S.
Newman
of
Centreville.
He
was
admitted
ated from Williams College in 1855 and from
After a brief discussion the matter was laid
to the bar in 1817 and soon rose to eminence in
over till to-morrow.
Andover in 1858; travelled in Europe, and in
The Senate then on motion of Mr. Sargent
his profession, both as an advocate and coun1866 became Instructor of Natural Scieuce in
went into executive session and when the doors
sellor.
At
the
of
he
was
age
twenty-nice
Rochester University. The next year be led a
were reopened adjourned.
eleoted Circuit Judge by the Legislature, but
HOUSE.
college expedition across South America, de
....J!.. iL.
A
__J
j_
the duties of that position were not to his taste
The followirg bill3 were introduced and re--r>
bUQ Uist
and after serving a year he resigned and referred:
fossils there. He then associated himself with
sumed prectice at the bar, which be continued
By Mr. Knott to organize the judiciary of
Vassar College, and in 1873 ascended the Amathe District of Columbia.
till 1860. During his early years at the bar he
zon to Lima and Lake Titicaca, renowned for
By Mr. Bell, to refund to the state of Geormade frequent incursions into the political field
some mine of Inca civilization, where he has
gia the money expended by said state for the
and his voice was often heard ou the stump.
common defence in 1777.
just perished. He has published half-a-doz3n
By Mr. Ballou to exempt from taxation savUp t > 1854 he was a Democrat, but ever since
volumes on metallurgy, zoolog}, female educaings banks and institutions having no capital
he has been a staunch Republican.
He was a
tion, poetry, minerals, the Andes ard Amazon
stock.
delegate to the first National Republican ConBy Mr. Lapham for distribution of the un—his last work appearing in 1875.
molested money of the Geneva award.
vention iu 1856 where his abilities produced a
By Mr. Hardenbnrgh abolishing stamps on
powerful imoression. Ou his return home he
bank checks.
was nominated for Governor of his state
by the
By Mr. Cabell of Ya., authorizing the SecreRepublicans. The state was overwhelmingly tary of the Treasury to pay owners thereof the
value
of ail cotton and tobacco seized under diDemocratic, but, notwithstanding, Mr. Morton
rection of the government since April 10,1865;
entered vigorously into the campaign and
also repealing the laws imposing a tax on spirworked zealously to the end.
Of course he
its distilled from apples and other fruits.
was defeated, but the Demoorat’c
MAINE.
By Mr. Luttrell abolishing the duty on grain
majority was sacks
and gunny cloth; also for the pardon of
greatly reduced.
certain deserters from the United States army.
During the next four years Mr. Morton dtr
Mr.
Ward to provide a lawful note and
By
voted his t'me to his profession, but in 1860 the
coin currency for the United States.
Grand Trank Meeting.
By Mr. Schleicher to aid the Washington,
Toronto, Nov. 1 —A cable dispatch from Republican party of the state again demanded Cincinnati
and St. Louis Railroad to construct
his leadership and he was nominated for LieuLondon to the Globe says that the Grand
a narrow Range railway irom nue water to Bt.
Trunk meeting is largely and influentially atLouis and Chicago.
tenantjGjvernor, with Hon. Henry S. Lane
Mr. Schleicher offered a resolution calling
tended. The report was unanimously adopted the president of the Fremont C invention, for
for all information relating
Governor.
and a vote ot thanks to Captain Tyler was
Throwiog aside his professional upon the President
to the condition of the Mexican border in Texas
and
incited
to
passed. The proprietors expressed themselves engagements
gre’ter effort ny
and to any recent violation of territory of the
the defeat of the last oauvass, K,. Morton
United States by incursions from Mexico.
satisfied with future prospects.
Adopted.
entered into and worked vigorously through
Appointments by the Governor.
Mr. Goode asked leave to offer a resolution
Augusta, Nov. 1.—The Governor has ap- another long campaign, the result of which declaring that in the judgment of the House
was
in
Jason
favor
W.
cf
President
of
Lincoln
pointed
and the
the action of the President in withdrawing the
Saco trustee of
Beatty
federal troops from the states of South Carothe reform school; A. J. Billings of Freedom
Republican state ticket by 10,000 majority,
lina and Louisiana was
just and constiinspector of jails and prisons; J. W. Spauld- Zne excitement consequent upon the election tutional and that it has wise,
contributed in a large
!Ug'<Tf_rttcu3tUud trustee of the military and of Mr. Lmcoln is well remembered. Many degree to the restoration of peace and harmony
naval orphan asylum at Bath; William P.
Northern men were for compromise; others
throughout the country, and is entitled to receive the cordial support of all men who realwere paralyzed at the prospect of impending
Wingate of Bangor trustee of the state col
ize that while there is a North and a Sonth and
lege; Henry Carmichael of Brunswick state revolution. The Southern leaders had the an East and a West there is but one country,
advantage of close communion with the Ad. one constitution aod one destiny.
asssyer; William A. Pike of Orono, commisMr. Phillips of Kansas objected.
ministration and the prestige of long supremsioner to verify the meridian line in Aroostook
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts suggested that
county.
acy in the national councils. Amid this turit should be referred to the committee on eduFire in Belfast.
moil. confusion of opinion- and uncertainty of cation and labor.
Belfast, Nov, 1.—The boardiog bouse of aolioD, Mr. Morton, in a speech at a Republican
Mr. D. C. Haskell was then sworn as a memJesse Bobbins on Bridge street, the former
ber from Kansas.
mass meeting in Indianapolis on Nov. 22, 1889,
Mr.
Ewing called up his motion to reconsider
homestead of Benjamin Brown, was burnt
sounded the key-note cf a strain which vibrated
the vote of yesterday recommitting to the comwith most of its contents this morning.
Some through every patriotic heart of the North. mittee on banking and currency the bill to reof the inmates only escaped by ladders. The
peal the third section of the resumption act.
Denouncing the doctriae of peaceable secession
Mr. Eames inquired whether any discussion
fire was caused by a defective chimney. Loss
as pernicions, he demanded the enforcement of
of the bill would be allowed.
$5000; insurance $3000 on house and $1000 on law aod order in all the states, North and
Mr. Ewing replied it had been the desire of
furniture.
South. His words were recognized all over the the committte to have an ample discussion of
Beath of a Skowbegan Woman from
country as those of a brave leader, and his the provisions of the bill, but it was in the
Abortion.
morning hour and the opportunity for the dissubsequent action amply justified that belief.
cussion aod management of the bill were very
Lawrence, Mass., Nov.—On Sunday even- On the 6th cf
Governor
January, 1861,
Lane
much restricted. Besides there was some probing a woman calling herself Mrs. Thompson,
resigned, to take a seat in the United States ability at least of an early adjournment of
who has been peddling complexion powders
The committee has therefore inCongresB.
Senate, and Mr. Morton became Governor of
and cosmetics here, died suddenly at 189 Esstructed him to ask as soon as the bill should
Indiaua. He came to the office with the repube before the House unanimous consent to
sex street.
Having no relatives hero the police tation of an able counsellor at
law, a powerful have the discussion continued today till 3 o’Were notified, and the circumstances auemiino
clock with the understanding that then the
debater, and a fearless champion of Republican
her death being of a suspicious nature the
previous question be demanded on its passage.
principles; and he soon developed great abili
Mr.
body was entombed and an investigation com- ties as an
Conger inquired whether amendexecutive. He was thirty-seven years
ments would be permitted to be offered.
menced. It has been ascertained that her real
of ag”, and, with one exception, the youngest
Mr EwiDg replied he was instructed by the
name was Laura A. Smail, and that she has a
committee to yield to the gentleman from
Executive in the United States. The political
husband and two children residing at SkowheIllinois (Fort) to offer the amendment presentopposition to him was strong, and embittered ed
yesterday.
She came here a few months ago,
gan, Me.
by bis known radicalism on the question of
The Speaker suggested to Mr. Ewing to ask
since when she has boarded at various places.
consent to have the bill taken out of the mornwith secession. He fonnd the
compromising
On Friday she was taken ill at the
boarding state finances confused and embarrassed after ing boar.
house 391 EsEex street, kept by Mrs.
Sir. Conger pressed his inquiry whether othBowman, the succession of loose and corrupt adminis
er amendments than Mr. Fort’s will be allowand at her own request was moved to the
and
the
civil
service was in a deplorl
tratioDS,
ed.
house of Mrs. Jepson, 501 Essex street. The
The Speaker suggested that was a matter for
able condition. His first attention was turned
latter lady not having sufficient accommodathe House to determine.
to reforming the latter, and he worked wonders
Mr. Ewing—I am desirous to have the sense
tions refused to keep her. She then went to in
the first three months. Again, in February,
of the House taken on any amendments that
the house of Mrs. Haley, 4S9 Essex street, and
after
the adoption of the Confederate
—jnst
may be offered providing they do not endanger
her illness increasing a magnetic physician
the consideration or disposition of the bill.
Morton spoke words
constitution,—Governor
and clairvoyant was called to attend her.
(Laugher)
She that thrilled the
n
„_J__a. ._1J
loyalists from Maine to the
died in great pain on Sunday evening.
Her
Pacific. President Lincoln, while en route for
not displace the consideration of the bill.
husband was notified and arrived here last
Whether tbe amendments might impair tbe
the capital, made a brief stop at Indianapolis,
Medical Examiner Lamb held an
night.
bill is a matter of opinion. (Laughter.)
where he was addressed by Governor Morton’
Mr. Ewing adopted tbe previous suggestion
autopsy yesterday and ordered au inquest, who laid down this broad
principle:
of the Speaker and asked unanimous consent
which will be held this afternoon. The husto have the bill taken oat of tbe morning hour.
ounmissioa to me popular will is the eeseuband states that he has not lived with her for a tioual principle of Republican
Messrs. Hale of Maine, Gartieid of Ohio and
government, and
bo
is
others objected.
number of years on account of her bad character
vital
this priociple that it admits of but
one exception, which is revolution.
Mr.
To
Sajler submitted as parliamentary that
weaken
Sufficient is known to show that her death was
it is anarchy; to destroy it is despotism. It rectbe expiration of tbe sixty minutes did not
orused by malpractice, but whether her
injury ognizes no appeal beyond the ballot box, and necessarily close tba morning hour, but that it
was self-inflicted or committed by the medical
while it is preserved liberty may bj wounded,
required the interposition of some other busibut never will be slain.”
ness of higher privilege.
attendant will be decided at the inquest.
he Speaker stated in reply that at tbe exAfter the fall of Sumter, on the same day
Later—At the inquest a verdict was rendered
piration of the morning hoar it would be in orthat death was caused by abortion procured by that President Lincoln issued his call for 75,000
der to move to go to the Speaker’s table or to
some person uuknowu.
troops Gov. 'Morton telegraphed tendering go into the committee of tbe whole, and that
10,000 men to defend the Union. Thus he se- either of these motions would necessarily close
the morning hour.
ared for Indiana the honor of striking the first
Mr. Conger of Michigan moved that the
MARINE
blow for the salvation of tho Republic. IndiHouse do now adjourn, but that motion (whioh
was
intended solely for delay) came too late,
tna’s quota of six regiments was rapidly filled,
as the Speaker stated that several names on
md her governor foreseeing the future need,
the
roll
had already been called.
A Norwegian Bark and an American
iffered six additional regiments without regard
Ship
The vote on ordering the main question re
Abandoned.
;o length of service, and
salted yeas 132, nays 124.
pledged his word to
London, Nov. 1.—The Norwegian bark Sk jee- irganize them in six days, if accepted. He iD_
Tbe question then recurred on recommitting
holt from
tbe bill.
Philadelphia, has arrived. She
used
his
own
into
all
the
personal vigor
crew of the
brought
departMr. Hnbbellof Michigan interposed the moNorwegian hark Binments of the Btate government, and the fideliQuebec for London, abaodoned on
tion to adjourn.
The calling of the yeas aud nays ou that
W**®L‘logged. The American ship 1 y and zeal with which he began was maintv
W. Chapmau, Capt. Chase, from New York
motion occupied the remainder of the morning
ained tbroogbout the great struggle.
H’s
for Bremen, went ashore at Nieuve
hour.
Iiiep and 1! nfluence
became a total loss.
Crew were saved.
apou the action of other state3 aod
The question was put on reconsidering the
She
parted her cables in the storm last night and I he administration was very great. He not
rote and it was agreed to.
was washed ashore.
Two hundred barrels of
The
Speaker—The morning hour has exinly prepared to fight hii country’s enemies iu
petroleum have floated ashore.
tired. The matter was then passed over.
listant fields, but'his vigorous arm was stretcbMr. Potter offered a resolution that when the
d out against the treason which lurked at his
Souse adjourn tomorrow it adjourn to meet on
A Plate Throws a Captain Oveiboard.
wn threshold, or invited invasion from across
Tuesday next, and then no business shall be in
New York, Nov. 1 —A St. Thomas letter of
to the following
he border. The Democrats carried the state
! irder but a motion to adjournhe reierred
Oot. 16, says that the ship M. Nottebobn arrivto the
Thursday. In explanation,
n 1862. and
ed there in charge of first mate Madison, the
captured the legislature, which react that on next Tuesday elections would be
kKond mate being in irons for killing Captain I used to receive Governor Morton’s
jeld in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York,
message
Whitney. Second mate Kelly says he had a > lassed resolutions
Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Minnesota and oththe war, aod addenouncing
■r
states, and he said that many members de®,wl.tMhecaPtain on the night of Sept. oumed without making a single appropriation
, ired to go home for
legitimate purposes conw ii
5EjWllicb the captain fell overboard. * o
As Kelly did not heave
carry on the government. Governor Moitun
lected with these elections.
to, or make any effort
to rescue the captain, or
Mr. Conger asked Mr. Potter whether he
ras equal to the emergency.
report the affair until
He organized a
ir°D8hougbt the public interests would ba promoted
Ctm8al 1 ureau of finance aod appealed to the
people,
letting members go borne.
ly
fj Iowds made appropriations; a railroad loaned
After some further discussion Mr. Kelly mov< d that the House go into committee of tbe
15,000. and individuals proffered funds. Gov
Death of Hon. A. B. Foster.
rbole on tbe state of the Union, in order to
Morton went to Washington, was ap£ rnor
nable tbegeutlemeu who want to to discuss the
Montreal, Nov. 1.—Hon. A. B. Foster died
of heart disease this morning. Mr. Foster was
* ointed disbursing officer aod received 8250,000
ending bill and make their speeches.
one of the most extensive railway contractor
f rom the general government out of the special
Tbe motion wag agreed to and tbe House at
in the country and it is said the troubles be.20
went into committee of tbe whole, Mr.
s ppiopriation for military
purposes. Iu this
J
tween the Southeaster and Fassumpsic roads,
-ayler in the chair, and was addressed by Mr.
ray the state was saved.
which culminated iu bis incarceration in the
j looter of Indiana, in a speech to prove that
In 1864 he was again elected Governor, but
Irasburg jail a couple of weeks ago, preyed on
at'onal bank notes are cheaper and s ifer monnis mind and accelerated bis death.
e y than
1 is health failing he spent several months in
greenbacks.
_
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Mr. Kelly rose, and in a sarcastic tone felicitated himself on haviog got the House into
committee of the whole, where the wrongs and
sufferings of bankers have been so feelingly statHe was quite sure tbe stockholders and
ed.
officers of national banks were not aware of
their sufferings, and that when they read the
gentleman’s speech they would surrender their
He knew of no bank in his state
circulation.
that had ever declared more than 100 per cent,
dividend in a year, bat it was quite common
for them to declare semi-anuual dividends of 1
percent, and put a large amount into the reHe implored the gentleman to make
serve.
Known to the suffering brokers of the country
tbe terrible taxation they were enduring.
Committee then rose.
Mr. Springer offered a resolution for a final
adjournment of this extraordinary session ou
the 28th of November. Referred to Comm tteo
on Wavs and Means.
The House at 315 adjourned till tomorrow.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

FOREIGN.
The Tnrco-Russian

War.

Portland Wholesale Market.
Thursday, Nov. 1st.—The markets are quiet today and there is but little change to note in prices.
Sugars are steady at 10£c for granulated and 9|c for
Extra C. Iu our report of yesterday Porto Rico was
quoted much too low, as 54 @ 56c is low enough to

Itoumnuiaa Ndccfm bear Pleven.
Hondon, Not. 1.—It appears from a Bnchar"
quote a good quality. Corn is firm aud unchanged in
est telegram last night that an effort is being
made to gain possession of the Plevna and prices. Pork and Lard are rather dull.
Rahova toad. The Roumanian force which has
been stationed between the rivers Vid and IskClearing Ilouie TramtacliouM.
ra, yesterday made a reconnoisance along the
Portland, Nov. 1.
Danube iu the direction of Rahova. At Vadeni
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
they found a Turkish detachment occupying
The Roumanian repoitstates
the transaction of business as follows yesterday:
some earthworks.
that after a brief cannonade the Turkish magaGross Exchanges.$134,995 54
zine exploded and the garrison retreated in the
Net Balances. 54,519 54
direction of Rahova. Two companies of Roumanians occupy the redoubt.
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
7000 Turk. Captured at Telitche,
Dy water conveyance—1090 bush corn meal to O
A Russian official despatch says the number
&
CoW True
of prisoners captured at Dubrik aud Telische
was 7000, including two Pashas aud 200 officers
Foreign Etporaand an Ecglisb colonel in the Turkish service.
MATANZAS.
Bark Acadia—3,360 shooks and
Nomianf ion. Confirmed.
After the victories at Dubrik and Telische the
5500
heads,
hoops, 80 bdls headings.
Washington, Nov. 1.— The Senate in execu- Russian scouts approached Radormiaze, aud
tive session today, confirmed the following
Cbevket Pasha with twelve battalions fled from
Boston Block Market.
nominations:
there without waiting to destroy the bridge,
ISales at the Broker’s Board, Nov. 1 J
Wm. G. LeDuc, Commissioner of Agriculwhich is how intact in our hands. Our cavalry
5 Continental Mills. 80
ture.
is pursuing Chevket Pasha.
Frederick W. Pratt, Collector at Newpoit,
Second Call.
Osman’. Army in a Tight Plare.
r. r.
10 Union Pacific Railroaa.... Gold 6’s.104$
Nov.
1.—The
uneasiness
at
ConVienna,
Naval Appropriations.
150 Eastern Railroad. 4
stantinople about 03m»u Pasha’s army is by
The House committee on naval affairs today
no means groundless.
It is true that th re are
New t orU Block nod Money Market.
adopted a resolution that the committee on ap- roads in the direction of Widdin and Venatza
New York, Nov. 1—Evening.—Money 6 @ 7 per
propriations be informed that it is their judgwhich do not appear to have been closed, but
cent, on call, closine at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange
ment that a bill should be reported at the earthese are of little avail for supplies and are
quiet at 4 80 @ 4 80$ for sixty days and 4 84 (g 4 84$
liest opportunity, making an appropriation to
for demand.
very poor substitutes for the Sofia road iu case
cover the deficiencies, on account of the
pay of
Gold opened and closed at 1 02|, with sales in the
of a retreat from Plevna.
While there were
the Daval officers, the hospital fund and tbe
intlrim at 102J; carryiug rates 1 and 4 par cent.;
detachments of Russian cavalry ranging
only
loins also made flat. Gold clearances $11,890,000.
support of the marine corps during the last west of the Vid, and all
important pnints on The Customs receipts to-day were $239,000. The
qnattei of the last fiscal year.
the road were held by the Turks, a retreat could
treasury disbursements were $549.000for interest and
Effect of the Silver Bill.
have been effected with considerable facility;
$82,600 for bonds. Governments steady. In State
Tbe question has been raised in the Banking
bat now that the Muscovite army may be said
bonds Tennessee 6’s sold ae 41$ to 44.
In Railroad bonds Erie 3’s sold at 105 and do 5’s at
and Currency Committee as to what the effect
to be in the rear of Plevna and on the most diwill be of the passage of the proposed silver
101$.
rect lice of retreat, a retiriog movement by
Stock speculation opened firm and prices advanced
bill which repeals the third section of the reother routes becomes a rather doubtful matter,
sumption act upon the laws that were repealed
Turkey Calling out the Reserve.,
was a decline of $ to 13 per cent, with considerable
These laws were those which
by that section.
Constantinople, Nov. 1.—It is officially an* pressure to sell, 3specially Lake shore and Western
limited the volume of national bank notes to
Union; Lake Shore fell from 68$ to 67$, Western
nouuced that 220,797 men are to be immediate
Union from 81$ to 79$, St Paul from 33$ to 328. Michi8354,000,000, and provided for the distribution ly called out for active service. The
majority
of national bank currency among the states in
gan Central from 64 to 63, and the rest of the list
of these are members of the reserve. The draft
slightly.
proportion to their population and wealth.
will leave 333,412 registered members of the reThe transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day agSection 12 of the Revised Statutes declares that
serve.
A considerable force of Russians is congregated 147,000 shares, including 48.600 shares Lake
an act is repealed winch
wueuever
a
repealed
Shore, 29,100 shares Western Union, 16,300 shares St
centrated iu the Hain Boglaz Pass.
former act, such former act shall not thereby
Paul, J9,400 shares Lackawanna & Western, 8600
Mehrmet Ali on Hi. Way lo Herzegovina.
be revived unless it shall be especially so
shares North Western, 6250 shares Erie, 4900 shares
provided.
Some of the lawyers think that ?he
Eondon, Nov. 2.—Toe Times’ Vienna corres- New York Central.
pondent telegraphs that Mehemet Ali Pasha
The following were the closing quotations of Govpassage of the Ewing bill would leave free
ernment securities:
bauking as it cow is, without any limit to the has arrived at Salonica en route for bis Heizehis
headUnited
States 6s.1881 reg.ID’S
will
establish
command.
He
issue of bank currency, and no retirement of
govinian
States 6s, 1881, coup. .1101
Other lawyers hold different
greenbacks.
quarters at Novi Bazar, whioh is convenient for United
United
States 5-20*8, 1865, new.H5|
operating either against Montenegro or Servia.
opinions.
United States new 4$s, reg..... 105$
The Army Bill,
Militia will be sent from Constantinople to reUnited States new 4$s, coup.105$
inforce him.
United States 4 per cents .......102$
The House Committee on Appropriations at
United States 1867, reg.108$
a meeting today nearly completed the preparaEngland Proposing mediation.
United States 1867, coupon.....108$
tion of the army bill and expect to finish it in
The Times’ Beilin correspon lent stya that
United States, 1868, coup.109$
time to report to the House tomorrow.
preparations seem making iu various quarters
United States new 5’s reg.106$
with a view tc the restoration of peace io ihe
The Damaged Models.
United States new 5s, coup.106$
event of a decisive Russian victory at Plevna.
United States 10-40’s, reg...107$
The Senate Committee on Patents voted to
TPrwvlnnrl id imnnrlinrr tVia
fri tlia nPnK.
United States 10-40s, coup.. ...t,.108g
recommend an appropriation of $45,000 for the
6’s.121
ability of future mediation on tbe basis of tbe Currencv
restoration of such models which passed
The following were the closing quotations of
conferthrough the fire in the Patent Office as can be programme of tbe late Constantinople
Stocks:
Tbe correspondent does not anticipate
ence.
Morris & Essex. 75
repaired.
any decided response to England’s overture unThe Patent Law.
Western Onion Telegraph Co.,,..
80$
There have
til
after
some decisive operation.
Pacific Mail... 23f
The committee also decided to give a hearing
New York Central & Hudson R R.If 6$
been
numerous contradictory rumors in circuon the 15th to inventors and patent
attorneys lation on tbe subject.
Erie.
12$
upon the subject of a thorough revision of the
Erie prelerred offered.
25$
Drafts of the new patent laws
patent laws.
Michigan Central... 61
are in possession of the committee.
128
One was
Panama...., offered.
War Notes.
Union Pacific Stock, -.
made by Chauncey Smith of Boston and an67$
Official returns of tbe Bussian killed and
Lake Shore. 68$
other drafted in the interest of the inventors
wounded and missiDg from the commencement
Illinois Central.
74 V
which is understood to meet the approval of
of hostilities to the 25th of October, is 61,942.
Pittsburg R...77'
tbe Commissioner of Patents.
Cable specials state that tbe Butsian troops
Chicago & Northwestern. 36$
All Quiet at Sitka.
Chicago <& Northwestern prelerred.. 65
around Plevna are estimated at 150,000, with
Rock island........101$
Caot. Selden of the revenue cutter Walcott,
50 siege and 500 field guns.
New Jersey Central... 15$
The siege of Kars has opened. Tbe garrison
telegraphs the Secretary of the Navy from SitSt. Paul.
3l|
consists of 10,000 men, well provisioned and
ka, via Washington territory, Oct. 22d, that
St. Paul preferred..68
tbe Indian festival was progressing and that
with plenty of ammunition.
Chicago & Alton. 79
The Eussians are advancing by way of O'ti
Chicago & Alton preferred.103
everything was peaceful and no trouble appreOhio «V Mississippi.
to tarn Erzeroum.
hended.
8|
Fort Wayne..... 89
Mukhtar
at
for
circles
October.
Id official
Coinage
Constantinople
Delaware & Lackawanna. 50$
but
not
is
considered
critical
Pasba’s
The coinage at the mint for October was:
position
Atlantic •& Pacific Telegraph. 21
desperate.
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
The
Gold, $5,479,800; silver, $2,516,702 50.
A telegram from Constantinople states that
Railroad securities:
Comptroller of Currency reports the national
Turks
have
taken
of
Boston, Hartford & Erie let.-.
11
bank notes ontstanding at that date as $316,up positwenty battalions
Guaranteed offered.
13
tions at Kurudjuk, near Deve Baynn.
775,111.
Pacific bonds.
Central
1068
The
Vienna
Standard's
says
correspondent
The Lock-out on the Auti-Beeumptiou
Union
Pacific,.
io6$
that 8000 regular troops now remaining at ConLand Grants....,..,.103
Bill.
stantinople are ordered to the front.
Sinking Funds.
94g
As the bill for the repeal of the resumption
act was reported in the morning hour yesteiPnbJic Debt Statement.
FRANCE.
its
before
the
House is duronly privilege
day,
Washington. D. C., Nov. 1.—The following is
the recapitulation of the public debt statement issued
ing sixty minutes each day; so that it is easily
The Ministry about to Resign.
to day:
within the power of the opposition to prevent
New Yoek, Nov. 1.—It is reported that the
DEBT BEARING INTEREST IN COIN.
any action upon it, as was the ease in the last
French ministry will hold office until Sunday.
Bonds at 6 per cent..$ 758.776.850 00
The
Congress with Mr. Bland’s silver bill.
President Mac&lahon is forming a compromise
Bonds at 5 per cent...
only escape out of this parliamentary lock-out Cabinet.
703,266,650 00
Bonds at 4$ per cent.
is to have the bill placid upon the general cal200,000,000 00
Bonds
at 4 per cent.
1
—It
is
not
Ced
that
Nov.
txo1
the
55,000,000 00
endar and referred to the committee of the
Paris,
whole, whose debate and amendments could resignation of the ministry will oe officially an- Total principal.$1,717,043,500 00
nounced before tbe opening of the new Chamnot be restricted, or else to pass it under a susTotal interest.
28,515,034 61
ber of Deputies.
pension of the rules on Monday, but that
DEBT BEARING INTEREST IN LAWFUL MONEY.
would require two-thirds.
Jules Grevy Ready to Compromise.
Navy pension fund at 3 per cent.
14,000.000 00
Paris, Nov. 1.—The ConstitutioDel says: “!!• Interest.
140,000 00
Grevy has come to Paris with a strong and sin"
MASSACHUSETTS.
Total....,.
an
be"
wish
to
effect
honorable
cere
14.140,000 00
compromise
DEBT ON WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE
tween tbe Bepublicans and Conservatives.”
MATURITY.
With this object, he is not indisposed to see
President MacMabon, in company with Duke
Principal.$ 27,062,880 26
Probable Murdrr In Boston.
Interest.
Daudillret Pasquier, President of the Senate.
1,019,495 09
Boston, Nov. 1.—Last night a young woman The latter returns here Saturday.
DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
named Annie Brennan roomiDg'at No. 1 HanOld demand and legal tender notes .$ 354,554.594 50
Resignation of ibe Duke Deeazes.
son Court. was shot by an uuUdowu
youDg
Certificates of deposit.
32,620,000 00
man in her chamber during
London, Nov. 1,—The Times’ Paris corres" Fractional
a quarrel, and
currency.
18,352,574 66
pendent announces that the Duke Deeazes Coin certificates.
probably fatally injured. The mau escaped.
00
33,513,200
several
in
bis
Uis
banded
resignation
days
ago.
Another Texas Emigration swindler.
retirement may already be considered an acTotal principal.$ 414,070.369 1C
Lawkence, Nov. 10.—A week ago a young complished fact, as he will quit bis official resi- Total unclaimed interest.
7,447 03
man giving the name of Edward Stenson opendence within an hour of its public announceTOTAL DEBT.
ed an office here, advertising for emigrants to
ment.
Principal.$2,202,196,749 41
populate land owned by him in Western Texas.
Interest.
29,771,996 73
He advertised either section, land or labor at
JAPAN.
$2 per day and free transportation, and his of15
Total.$2,231,888,716
The Rebellion Over and Pence Restored—
fice was crowded daily.
He bad pamphlets
CASH IN THE TREASURY.
Christening a Prince.
containing a map of Texas, railroad routes,
Coin.$131,022,843 94
&c., which he sold to each emigrant at 10 cents
Yokohama, Oct. 13.—Peace is completely re15,950,632 64
each, stating that if given away the publio stated at the south aod troops are returning Currency.
Currency held for the redemption of
would imagine the scheme a fraud. Yesterday
fractional
currency.
9.441.569 00
home. A policy of conciliation and forbearafternoon be left his office to visit the mills
Special deposit held lor the redemption
ance is proclaimed, severe pnnishment being
and has not returned.
Tndau tli«
of
of
as
certificates
deposit
provided
only for those whose crimes are other than pofront of his office has been crowded with his
by law. 37,629,000 00
litical. Ayama, the former Governor of Kogodupes awaiting his return, asthe expedition shina, was executed for betraying bis trust and
Total.$194,058,045 58
was to leave this aftern on.
He left with conconverting public money to rebel uses, and oth- Less estimated amount due military
siderable money derived Irom the sale of his
wanton
massacres.
ers for participation in
establishments for which no appamphlets.
Those who merely fought in the insurrection
propiiations are made.
9,500,000 00
under misleading guidance, are to be leniently
dealt with.
Total.$184,538,045 58
NEW TORE.
DEBT LESS CASH IN TREASURY.
Saigo’s body and head were found, but under
circumstances which still leave doubt as to the
Oct 1, 1877.$ 2,051,587,254 87
exact position held by him in the rebel moveNov. 1, 1877
2,047,350,700 57
AiMfgsmeii s for Campaign Purpose*.
It is probable now that it will never be
ment.
Decrease of Debt during the past
known to what extent he is responsible for the
Nbtv Vokk, Nov. 1.—Two thousand dollars
Month.$
4,236,554 30
were collected from the holders at the custom
outbreak, or whether be instituted it at all.
Decrease since June 30,1877.$
12,807,522 69
house yesterday, by two meu statooed at the
BONDS IS8UED TO PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANIE8,
Fatal Railroad Accident.
treasury office by Gen. Pinkney, wto has for
INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.
several years attended to this bra.-ch of camU arrishuro, Nov. 1.—Today’s express east
Principal outstanding.$64,623,512 00
on the Philadelphia & Erie Railroad, collided
paign work.
Interest accrued and not yet paid. 1,292,470 24
with a freight train east of Ridgeway, this
A Big Steal.
Inte.est paid by the United States.35,957,629 14
morning. The engineers and firemen of both
Interest repaid by the transportation of
The Tax Payers’ Association of Brooklyn
trains and one brakeman were instantly killed,
mails, &c.
8,756,413 52
charge that of the 810,000,000 expended on and another brakeman
Balance of interest paid by the United
fatally injured. Several
Prospect Park, 8500,000 have been stolen.
States.
62
were
but
none
27,201.215
injured,
passengers
seriously.
The Telegraph Companies’ Trouble Setwere
made
from
the
The
Treaspayments
following
tled.
MINOR TELEGRAUS
ury by warrant duriog October, 1877, as follows:
The difficulties as to the pro rata of exoenses
Mrs. Signe, aged 70, was killed by a train on
On account of civil and miscellaneous,.
82
the
IWestsrn Union aid the Tuesday, while crossing the railroad at West On account of War..$5,503,.78
betweep
913,040 16
Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph companies were
Rutland, Vt.
On account of Navy. 1,314,1)93 29
referred to Vanderbilt, and his decision, renOn account of Interior, Indians and PenThe testimony as to the methods of carrying
dered last night, has settled the matter satis
sions.
541,15110
oa the late popular New York life insurance
latter
factorily.The
comply i3 to pay KM45tbs
company’s business by its manager Lambert,
47
of the expenses.
Total.$8,271,453
were
of
shows that they
the most fraudnlent
nature.
What Oakey Hall has to Say for Himself.
Providence Print Cloths market.
Mrs. John C. Green of New York, donates
Providence, R. I., Nov. 1.—There was a moderEx-Mayor Oakey Hall was met on Broadway $50,000 to the home for destitute
children of
ate movement in printing cloths to-day, and a few
this morning and in an interview with a Teleseamen.
sales at 1 per cent, discount from quotations for stangram reporter said that no person knew of the
The straw goods shop of L. G. & O. B.Deans
dard and ex 64 x 64.
nrodeof his leaviDg; that he had not for a long
in Tanntoc, Mass ,was slightly damaged by fire
Chicago Cattle marker.
time.prior been himself; that ring troubles had Wednesday night, Cause unknown.
*‘l have now
nothing to do with it. He said;
Chicago, Nov. 1.—Cattle—receipts 4100 head;shipPeter Langhlin, 8gfd 40, was instantly killed
had a six months rest, really the first during 20
ments 1900 head; all grades of shipping 10@l5c
in Taunton, Mass
Wednesday, by a wiedow lower and dull at 4 00 @ 4 75; Colorado in fair supply
years of continuous professional and political
his
as
fati
on
neck
he
vras
out.
wiili easy demand at 3 374 @ 4 30; through Texas are
conflicts. So long as my brain holds out I
ng
looking
shall resist every attempt to make it appear
fairly active at 2 70 @ 3 7.5; native butchers inactive;
The New York Chamber of Commerce has
cows 2 00 @ 3 50; bulls 2 60 @ 3 75; calves and steers
that a former mayor of this great city deliberprepared a memorial requesting Congress to 2 75 @3 85;
stockers and feeders active and steady
ately planned and carefully executed and profit- appoint a
commission
to
irquire into 3 30 @ 4 00.
ed pecuniarily by a criminal conspiracy.”
the workings of the present brukrupt law with
Hogs—receipts 17,000 head; shipments 2800 head;
authority to recommend amendments and also market opened 5 @ 10c lower, closing weak; PhilaStealing an Elephant.
4 80 @ 5 00; packing 4 60
rtquesting the commission to be partiaily com- delphia 5 15 @4 5 20; Bostons
An attempt was made this morning by four
@4 85; light 70 @ 4 75.
merchants.
men to steal a circus
elephant, but tie animal posed of
Sheep—receipts
1900; market steady and active at
was unwieldly to be got away with.
A Washington special says: “On accouLt of
3 25 @ 4 25.
$75 000,000 4 per cent, bonds subscribed for durl»ome«itc marhetr.
ing the 30 days allowed for popular subscription
HETEOKULOtilCAb.
Ntw Tore, November 1—Evening.—Colton is
$50,000,000 5-20 bonds have bean called and
INDICATIONS
FOR
TOR NEXT TWENTY-TOUR
$15,000,000 have been placed to the credit o; easy at l-16c decline; sales 1166 bales; Middling uplands UJc; New Orleans 11J; futures, fair business,
the lesumption fund, leaving $12,000,000 yet to
closing steady at 10 to 11 points decline. Flour—reOf this amonot $5 000,000 will
be disposed of.
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal ,
ceipts 10,185 bbis; market dull and in buyers’ favor;
be used lot resumption purposes during the
sales 11,000 bbls; No 2 at 3 00@4 40; Superfine
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
>
present month.
Western aud State at 4 80 @5 40; extra WestNov, 2, |1 A. M ))
The story of the secesgioa of Sooora is pronounced nntrne.
Cor IVew England,
® 6 DO; White Wheat Western extra at 6 05 ® 6 75;
Fancy White Wheat Western extra at 6 80 ® 8 25;
T’Kanlifloririr.fT in
FTnmnahira "XT/tcctm
increasing cloudiness and rain, increasing south- 29tb.
good extra Ohio at 6 45 @ 7 50; choice extra St Louts
5 50 @8 25; new Patent Minnesota extra good to
at
stat
or
easterly winds,
onary
higher temperature
Kerbs and Spiess, tbe leading cigar manlacprime at 7 40 @8 25; choice to double extra 8 30®
falling barometer in advance of cycloue cen
tnrers of New York, served tbeir Bohemian
9
50; Southern flour dull and heavy; sales 1200 bbls;
tral iu Louisville.
tenants with notice yesterday that if the reguextra 5 75 ® 8 50; ttye flour unchanged at 4 00 @ 4 40
Cautionary signals are orlered to continue
State, ttornmeat is steady; sales
lor
terms
the
house
were
not
of
lar
immediately 1300 SuperfineYellow
on tbe entire Gulf and Atlantic and lake
2 75 @3 00.
Wheal—receipts
coasts.
bash;
accepted the strikers must vacate their prem- 273,883
is tower; Winter grades 1 @ 2c
Spring
bush;
ises. Next Monday they will be ejected it the
lair
business, maiDly speculatiue, with some
lower;
Trial of Ex-Tre aaurer Cardoza.
not
with.
complied
terms are
Ninety-four iittle export inquiry; sales 389,000 bush, including
97,000 hush on spot at 1 22 for No 3 Spring; 1 27 ®
Colombia, S. C., Nov. 1.—The trial of ex- families are likely to be turned ont,
128 for New York No 2 Spring: 127 ® 1 27} lor No
State Treasurer Cardoza began today.
James Brown, formerly one of the senior
Ex2 Chicago; 1 29 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 35 @ 1 38 tor
Speaker Lee testified that there was a surplus
members of the great banking house of Brown
ungraded Winter Red; 1 36 @ 1 38 for New York No
of 84000 of the appropriation for tbe extra legBros. & Co., died in New York vesterday aged 2 do; 108 for New York No t: 151} for extra White
islative session of 1873. Cardoza proposed that 87.
Michigan to arrive soon; 1 37} @ 1 S8f for No 2 WinLee and Gleaves, President of the Senate
ter Red, November, closing at t 36 bid. 137} asked.
The Fishery Commission wa3 in session a
should issue a legislative certificate for that
1 274 for No 2 Spring November, closing 1 27} bid,
Some affidavits were
short time yesterday.
2 Northwestern
amount, the treasurer, Cardoza, to pay it and read in support of the British case. American 127} asked; 1 27} @ 11 28 for No
November, closing at 27} bid, 1 28 asked. Kye is
the parties to divide which agreement was carwill argue ntxt Monday.
decided
without
counsel
active
change; sales
quiet. Barley
ried oat aud the money obtained.
Mr. Wood70.990 busb at 83 ® 82}c for 4-rowed State and 86c
The Newfoundland fisheries are a total failruff, clerk of the Senate, testified to almost the
82
No
91c
for
ldo;
@ 92c for unfor No 2 Canada;
same facts.
The certificate was prepared by ure and the prospect ha* not been so bad for
graded Canada. Barley Mall dull and unchangbush:
market } ® lc
Woodruff in the name of C. L. Frankfort a
years.
ed. tloru—reccelpts 486,090
fictitious person intended to represent F, L
The Kendrick Luom Harness Co.’s manulower; sales 217,009 busb, including 161,000 hush on
Mixed
on the track;
Western
for
new
at 59c
Cardoza. The jury is composed of 4 whites and
factory in Pronidence was partially turned yes- the spot
69} @ 61c fur New York No 2 in store; 61 @ 61}c for
8 colored men.
terday. Boss $3000.
tor
62c
New York
lor
distilling ;n store;
do afloat ;|58c
Suits of the United States government
deliverable next week; steamer Mixed November,
61
IHorton’a Slock Overissue*.
tor
No 2 No61}c
agaiDSt the National Steamship Company to closing at 60c bid, 61}c asked; 61c @asked.
at 60}c bid,
Oala—rePhiladelphia, Nov. I.—The examination of recover penalties for silk smuggling, came to vember, closing
sales
59,090 bush
ceipts 52,847 bush; market steady;
trial before Jndge Johnson iu the District
John S. Morton before the Register in Bankat 32 ® 38c for Mixed Western and State; 34 ® 43c
Alvar Graff,
Court in New York yesterday.
ruptcy, in relation to the affairs of John R.
for White do, including New York No 3 White at
and
O
.veas
Thomas
Thus. Owens, Edgar
Gray 36®36}c; do No2 at37c;doNo2 White at 37}®
Nagle & Co., was continued today. Morton
reiterated the testimony of Tuesday and stated
38c; do No 1 White at 44 jc; Mixed Western 35 @ 38};
plead not guilty.
White Western at 36 @ 43}c;; No 2 Chicago nominal
that he conld not say how much money was
mill
in
extensive
flouring
FostoHammond’s
at 37}c 1'offer quiet and unchanged, sugar dull
raised by the firm on fraudulent stock he had
ria, Ohio, was wrecked ye.-t-rday by Ibe exand heavy at 7J ® 8}c for fair to good reflning, 8} ®
Two persons were killed.
given them. No consideration was paid either
plosion of a boiler.
8gc for prime; sales 400 hltds Melaco at 6}c; reflnsit
to him or the railway company for any
Loss $20,000.
spuiquiet and unchanged. Molaanc* quiet and un10ns stock, and no dividends have been paid on
The Memphis Cotton Exchange has remitted
changed. Kice quiet and steady. Petroleum is
it.
He was not in any way interested in the
dull and lower; crude at 8}c; refined 13} bid and 13|c
to the Fernandina sufferers.
$1000
firm of Nagle & Co., except as surety for their
askel November; sales 35,000 bbls united at 1 97} ®
Magdalen Islands advices say all the vessels 2 02}. Tallow is steady at 7|@7}c. Naval
performance of a contract with tbe Centennial
with
tneir product
Stores—Ltosiu unchanged. Turpentine is steady
have left for the main land
Catalogue Company.
at 34c. Pork is dull and irregular; sales 200 bbls
of the season’s fishtry, which is below tbe
Brcf steady. Pul Meals
mess at 14 36 @ 34 00.
average.
quiet; middles quiet and heavy at 8} @ 8}c for WesThe Chaplain of the House Oeis a Belter
Edward Murtagh, employed io the New tern long clear; 8| ® 8}c lor city do. l-ard | shade
Place,
York post office as collector of letters, and a
loner; sales 560 tes prime steam at 8 60 ® 8 79, closBaltimore, Nov. 1.—It is said that Rev. confederate, Francis Jas. Cook, were held to ing at 8 65;1 590 tes November at 5 60. Whiskey is
John Poisal, Chaplain of tbe United States
steady at 09},
bail yes'erday on a chtrge of embezzling letFreights to Liverpool a shade firmer; Cotton per
House of Representatives, will resigu the
ters.
sail } ®9-32; per steam 11-32; Wheat per steam 9}
Chaplaincy tomorrow and accept an official poThe funeral of tbe late Edwin Adams took
lOd.
®
sition under Mayor Kane of this city.
CnicA90, Nov. 1.—Flour dull and a shade lower;
place from tbe residence of Dan Gardner, in
Western extra 5 00 @ 6 t 0; Minnesota do 5 75 @ 6 50;
Philadelphia, yesterday.
patent 6 50 ® 9 09: Superfine 2 50 ® 4 00; Winter
The Ohio Election.
The oourt of appeals has decided the Atlanextra 5 50 ® 5 75. Wheat active; options higher and
case
Avenbe
adtic
Brooklyn
improvement
lash lower; No 1 Spring 1 09 @ 1 09}; No 2 do 1 07}
Nov.
Columbus,
1.—The official vote fur Govversely to the ciiy, thus throwing nearly $300.- cash; 1 05} ® 1 05} November, 1 03} ® t 031 for Deernor is 555,5(30, or 103.589 less tliau for the
assessments
the
at
upon
cember; 7 03} ® 1 03} all the year; No 3 Spring at
300 of
city
large.
President Iasi year.
Bishop had 271,625, West
Corn n fafr demand but lower
1 03}; rejected 93c
In the Supremo Court at Providence yester249,105, Bond 12,489, Thompson 4836, Johnson
at 41}® 44|c cash, 44} ® 44}c for November; 41}c ior
[6,912, scattering 93. Birhop’s plurality is 22
day a verdict of $5000 was rendertd against the December; rejected 42} ® 441c. Oats steady at 24 jc
520.
Stonmgton Railroad for personal injury at
cash, 23}c for November or December; rejected 2i}c.
tbe Richmond Switch disaster.
Rye is easier at 54c. Barley dull at OOc. Pork dull
Stale of a Bailraati
Grant
visited
and loser; new 13 50 cash, 12 62} ® 12 65 November,
Madame
Tuiets
Gen.
yesterl210Decembe.
Lard dull and lower at 8 12} cash,
a
crown
flowers
of
an!
to
presented
Nov.
1.—The Lake Erie, Evaoslay
place
Cincinnati,
810 for November, 8 02} @ 8 05 December. Bulk
m her busbtnd’s grave.
ville & Northwestern railroad was sold under
Meats a shade lower; shoulders 6}c; short ribs 7}c;
United States troops caught a baud of high- dear sides
dreclusure for 86100 at Beymont, Ind., jester7}c. Whiskey easier at 1 07; sales ieportway robbers in the Black Hills yesterday.
lay, subject to claims before the court.
:d at 106}.

WASHINGTON.
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FreightsSCorn to Buffalo 3|c.
Receipts—12,000 bbls tionr, 113,000 bosb wheat,
157.000 nnsb :orn, 70,000 busb oats, 22,000 bu9h rye,
28.000 boBh barley.
.Shipments—9500 bbls tionr, 57,000 bush wheat,
133.000 bush corn. 33,000 busb oat9. 18,000 hush rye,
35,060 bush barley.
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat was
higher at. 1054^1 95§|c sir in< 1 1 04 alt the year.
Corn firmer aud Sc higher. Oats firm and um-haug2. Fork tirru aud unchanged. Lard 24 ft 5c lower,
rouBDo. /. 'V. 1..—Flour dull. Wheat easier; No
1 White Michigan held atl30; extra do 1 32askeil;
Amber Michigan on spot 1 294; November and December 129; No 2 Red Winter ou spot at 1 274 do
November 1 27; No 3 do 116; No 1 Spring 117; Fo
2 do oil spot 1 474; new seller December 1 43; rtjected 1 474; new do ottered at 1 44J; new 1 40J1 rejected
No 2 157. Oats steady; No 2 at 264c, rejected 24Jc.
Receipts—400 bbls Hour, 16,000 bush Wheat, 31,UU0

a

ell, Wells.
Cld 31st, scbs H M Crowell, Crowell, lor Kennebec;
Mulvey, Pierson, Boothbay, to load for Sa, aonab.
Ar 1st, scbs Kate Mitchell, Oliver, Elizabothport;
1 'rank Jameson, Jameson, do; Keuduslceag. Trask,
I loboken; Emily,Jordan, Ellsworth; Sassauoa, Duc-

J laggie

■

[>n, Bath.
Cld 1st. scba L & D Tisk, Biker, and M E Long,
] lardy, Kennebec.
SALEM—Ar 31st. scbs Congress. Willard, Gardlmr
I nr New York; Wm Thomas, Littlejohn, from do lor

t

_

Iridgeport.

GLOUCESTER—Ar 3tst, scbs Catalonia, Johnson,
New York; Curlew, Faraby, Eastport
do.
PORTSMOUTH-Below 31st. scbs Sliver Spring,
! iteele. Addison for Boston; Ringleader, Pendleton,
langur for Boston; Bloomer. Richardson, Mt Desert
or do; Emma A Cutting,Oliver, Bath lor do; Helen,
] tockland lor
or

bush corn, 3800 bush oats.

Shipments—100 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat,
26.000 bush corn, 0000 bush oats.
Dbtkoit, Nov. 1.—Flour unchanged. Wheat ij
about lc lower ; extra White Michigan at 1 31 Sq
1 314; No 1 White Michigan at 1 274 @127} cash;
1 274 November; Nol Amber 1 264 @ i 27. Corn is
iu good demand; Nol Mixed at 50c. Oatstirm; Nol
Mixed at 23s cash or November.

janol I.

FMRKICIV PORTS.

Watts, Philadelphia.
Ar at Tiieste Oct 25, brig H C Sibley, Colson, from
Charleston.
Ar at Marseilles 29tb, brig Tcneriffe, Tracey, from
New York.
Arat Hull 30th, barque Edith Davis, McCarty,
Boston. (Oct 1).
Arat Greenock 28th. barque Harriet S Jackson,
Bacon, Portland. (Oct 13.)
Ar at Dunkirk Oct 29, barque Frank, Wallace,
New York.
Ar at Liverpool Oct 30, brigs Ditigo, Coffin, NYork;
Arcot. Small, do.
Ar at Gloucester, E, 28th, brig Emma, Bucknam,
Philadelpbia.
Ar at Falmouth, E, Oct 30. sch Santa Rosa, Gaul,
Santa Anna, Mex
Ar at Asplnwall 18tb, Bch L A Knowles, Lothrop,

Milwaukee, Nov. 1.—Flour quiet and unchanged. Wheat firm; Nol Milwaukee hard at 113}; No
1 Milwaukee soil at 110}; No 2 do 1 08}; November
Corn easier; No 2
1 06}; No. 3 Milaukee at I 03}.
at 414c. Oats less firm; No 2at 24} @ 24}c Rye is
firmer; No 1 at 54} @55c. Barley is steadier; No 2
Spring at 631c and November 63c, Provisions inictve and easier.
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 4c.
Receipts—14,OUO bbls flour. 177,000 busb wheat.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour, 185,000 bush wheat.
Cleveland, Not. 1.—Petroleum is steady and
«

Chablestgn. Not. 1—Cotton quiet; Middling
nplands at 10 9-16c.
AUGUSTA, Not. I.—1Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 101c.
“_

AT

...

4

uplands
10§c.
New Oklakns, Nov. 1.

fl.Alnn

la Awial,

Vf 1.1M 11 ..

Boston,

r>

Ar at Antigua Oct 5, sch It W Denham, Chase, fm
New York, (and sailed 10th for do )
Ar at Port Spain Oct I, sch Mollie, Atherton, from
Femandina.
Arat Polnt-a-Pitre Oct 3d. sch Baracoa. McClintock, Philadelphia; 4th, C E Moody, Eastman, do.

Cotton weak; Middling

uplands lOgc.

Norfolk, Nov. 1.—Cotton steady; Middling up-

ands at 10 7-lGc.
Savannah, Nov.
lands at 10Jc.

1.—Cotton js dull; Middling up-

8POKK9I.
Oct 16, lat 36 10 N. Ion 135 W. barqne Camden, Robinson, trom Port Gamble for Honoluln.

l.— Cotton firm; Middling up102c.
Mobile, Nov. 1.—Cotton easier; Middling uplands

Galveston, Nov.

ands at
at

Tremont.

Arat Gibraltar Oct 25. brig Amy A Lane, Cosll;an. Philadelpbia, (and sailed for Ancona.)
Ar at Havre Oct 28ih, barque Minnie M Watts,

bbls Uour, 52.0CO bush wheat, 1300
bush corn, 2200 busb oats.
Shipme =—1490 bbls Hour, 45,000 bush wheat, 18,000 bush corn, 360 bush oats.

at

lor

NEWBURYPORT-Ar 30tb, sch- Como, Bunker,

Philadelphia for Haverhill.

Receipts—2357

unchanged.

ives; Elwocd Burton. Jarvis, Alexandria; Allred

C base, Robinson. Port Johnson; Ousel,Rich, Georget >wn, Me; Carpo,Thurston, Deer Isle; Sharon, Don-

lOgc.

NOTICES."

SPECIAL

«
European Markets.
Liverpool, Nov. 1.—Cotton dull; Middling updo
Orleans
at
61d:
sales
7-16d;
8,000 bales,
including 1000 bales for speculation and export; receipts 3850 bales, including 3750 bales of American.
Futures l-32d cheaper; November aud December,
6 8-32d; new crop, shipped October and November,
per sail 6 7-32d; new, per sail 6 3-16d.
Beef 03s for extra mess; market bare of old, uow
quote new. Pork 6 is 6d for prime mess; market is
bara of old, now quote new. Tallow 40s 6d.

lands at 6

There in

CLOAKS !

WholesalelRetail

Danger Ahead

When those

usually active little organs, the
kidneys, are neglectful of their duties and grow
sluggish. Fatty degeneration, Bright’s disease,
diabetes, and other dangerous maladies, are the
result of neglect to remedy this inactivity by medicinal means. When the all important functions
of the kidneys are imperfectiy discharged, those
organs need stimulating, and the best possible agent
for that purpose—since it performs its office without
Bitters
exciting them—is Hostetter’s Stomach

43L & 433 CONGRESS ST„
(Farrington Black,)

YICKERY & LEIGHTON.

KOHLING’S

which, in combination with its tonic and cathartic,

properties, possesses valuable qual ities as a diuretic.
Both kidneys and bladder are strengthened by it,
and the vigor which it Imparts to them, and the gentle but effectual impulse which it gives to their operations, is the best possible guaranty against their becoming diseased. The Bitter9 are invaluable in
other respects as well as the above, since they remedy general debility, uterine troubles, chills and
fever, dyspepsia, constipation, gout, rheumatism,and

Fall

Exhibition
OF ALL THE

oc29eodlw&w

other ailments.

siul&wlm

nov2

LATEST

Economy. The oldest baking powder sold in this
market is Congress Yeast Powder. To try it is to
like it,—it being cheap and healthful, and especially
good for Dyspeptics when used in making biscuits,
dumplings and doughnuts. All should nse it.

STYLES

—

IN

—

Foreign and Domestic

MARRIED.
Iq Cape Elizabeth, Oct. 31, by Rev. B. F. Pritchard, Clarence W. Morse and Miss Emma J. Roach,
both of Cape Elizabeth.
Iu Aurora, N. Y„ Oct. 31, by Right Rev. Henry A,
Neeley, Theodore C. Woodbury of Portland atd Mies
Cornelia Delafield of Aurora.

FABRICS

DIED.
In Wiscasset, Oct. 27, Charles H. Stinsoo, aged 41
years 5 months.
In Gaidiner, Oct. 21, Eleanor G. White, aged 78 yrs
In Monmonth. Sept. 25, Mrs. Mary A., wite of the
late T. J. Bailey of West Gardiner.
In Auburn, Oct, 4, Mr. Jacob N. Merrill, aged 66

well

Satirises.6.39 I High water. 8 25 AM
San sets.4.48 I Moon rises. 3.19 AM

MARINE

the

as

Choicest

W. H.

Decker, Southport.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch Arrival, Faraum, Boothbay.
CLEARED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, NewYork—Henry
Fox.
Barque Acacia, Anderson, Matanzas—Geo S Hunt
& Co.
Sch Montana, Bearse, Philadelphia—J H Hamlen,
and Oriental Powder Co,
Sch Vine, Wass Addison—Nath’l Blake.
Sch Wm Connors, French, Lincolnville, to load for
New Bedtord—Ryan & Kelsey.
SAILED—Barque Jennie Cobb; brig Hyperion;
sch Tbos J Martin, and others.

KOHLING,

No. 99 Exchange St.
sndtf

octl6

APOLLINARIS
NATURAL MNERiL
HIGHLY

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGEl
Cedar Keys, Fla, Oct 28, sch City ot Chelsea
Goodwin. Portland.
Ar at St Thomas 30th, brig Frontier, Armstrong,
Portland for St Pierre.
Ar at Mayaguez 9th, sch Palos, from Philadelphia.
Ar at St Pierre 5th inst. sebs Levi Hart, Giles,
Boston, (and sailed 8tb for Guadaloupe)
Ar at Callao Sept 29, barque Priscilla, Adams, fm
New York; Oct 3, ship Ellen Goodspeed. Morse, Rio
Janeiro, (and sailed 10th for Huanillos); Hagarstown
Whittemore. do and sailed for do.
Ar at Cardift 3lst, brig Five Brothers, from New
York.
Ar at Calcutta prev to 26th, ship Susan Gillmore,
Carver, Liverpool.
Arat Liverpool 31st, barque Augustine Kobbe,
Carver, Bangor.
Cld at London 31st, barque Edmund Phinney, for

Croton and

Ar at

artificially

aerated waters.”

cases

ot acute disease.”

DR. JAMES R. WOOD.

“Mildly antacid;

agrees well with dyspeptics, and where there
is a gouty diathOiis.”
DR. FORUYl E BARKER. “By far the
most agreeable, alone or mixed with wine,
useful in Catarrhs of Stomach or Bladder and
in Gout
DR. J. MARION SIMS. “Not only a luxury,

but a necessity.
be bad ot all Wine Merchants, Grocers, Drug
gists and Mineral Water Dealers throughout tho
United States, and wholesale of
To

FREDK DE BART & CO.,

MEMORANDA.
A cable dispatch states that the ship D W Chapman, ot Damariscotta, from New York for Bremen,
is ashore at Nieue Dieppe, and is supposed to be in a
perilous position, as all bands had been taken off.
Brig Frontier, Armstrong, of and trom Portland for
St Pierre, put into St Thomas Oct 30th with loss of
mainmast and other damage. [Tel to Exchange^
Sch Como, Bunker, at Newburyport from Philadelphia, reports having lost deck load of six toes coal
aim carried away iure ii ubbjco.

43 IVA BREN STREET

41 A-

augl7eodeowlysn

NEW

IORK

Wilbor’s Compound of Pure Cod Liver
Oil and Lime.
The advantage of this compound over the plain Oil
is that the nauseating taste ot the Oil is entirely removed, and the whole rendered entirely palatable.—
The offensive taste of the Oil has long acted as a
prominent objection to its use; hut in this form the

DOxlIESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 30tb, ship Palmyra, PreCork.
for
ble,
SEATLE, O—Sid 23d, ship Yo Semite, Ross, San
Francisco.
SAVANNAH—Ar 30tb, sch Charley Bucki, l c es,
Bath.
ST MARYS, GA—Sid 24th, sch L A Edwards, Miller, New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Passed up 29tb,sch Emma Arey,
from New York for Georgetown.
GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 29th.brig Antelope,Cole,
Kennebec; sch Maggie A Pisk, Matthews, Boston,
BALTIMORE—Ar 30th. schs Annie Bliss. Simmons, and W B Chester, Brown, Kennebec; WmG
Moseley, Urann, Jacksonville.
Cld 30th, ship Imperial, Crosby, Antwerp.
Sin 3lst, Clara Fletcher, Sargent, Barbadoes.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, ech M& h Henderson, Cranmer, Boston.
Cld 30th, sch L W Wheeler, Godfrey, Boston.
Cld 31st, ship Reaper, Poole, Liverpool; sch May
Monroe, Hall, Portland.
S1<1 fm Delaware Breakwater 31st, barque Alexander Campbell, Bunker. London tor Philadelphia.
RICHMOND—Ar 29th, brig Jas Miller, Stewart,
New York, to load for Rio Janeiro.
NEW YORK—Ar 30th, schs Chancellor, Ferguson,
Newborn, NC; Wm Farwell, Lord, Richmond, Va;
Angola, Wooster, Windsor, NS; Jed Frye, Langley,
Pembroke; Paragon, Morang, Lubec; Olive Elizabeth. Lindsey, Gardiner; Anna Frye. Smith, Windsor, NS; Gem, Hall. Rockland; Wm E Smith. Hawkins, Rockport ; Ella Pressey, Pressey, and Allie
Oakes, Pillsbury, Providence.
Ar 31st, sch Frank W Emery, Falker, Progresso.
Ar 31st, schs Victor Putg, Sherman, Cape Haytien,
Nellie Crowell, Hewitt, Jacksonville; Calista, Hall,
St George; Wm Rice, Pressey, Rockland; S F Sea*
bury. Mason, Boston; Czar, Hammond, Rockport:
Olive, Moody, Point Wolf, NB.
Cld 3lst, barque Teekalet, Alien. Bordeaux; brig
John Mason, Porter, Ponce; schs F P Hall, Dobbin,
Jacksonville; Nile, Metcalf. Boston.
Cld 30tb, brig Lydia H Cole, Rose, for St Jago; sch
Josephine, Sawyer, St Augustine.
Sid 30th, ship Detroit, for Callao; barque Emma C
Litchfield, for Belfast, I.
Passed through Hell Gate 30th, schs S S Kendall

trnnhlo is ontirplo

nhvi nforl

A

hoot nf Aa.ilA/intu.

might be given here to testify to the excellence and
success of
Wilbor'8 Cod Liver Oil and Lime.” But
the fact that it is regularly prescribed by the medical
faculty is sufficient. For sale by A. B. Wilbor,
Chemist, Boston, and by all druggists.
oc29
eodlwsn

CABINET ORGANS.
First

Class

Instruments.

We shall sell our stock ot ORGANS at the COST, to close them
out. A good opportunity is mow
offered to those desiring to purchase AT LOW PRICES

&

Bailey

Noyes,

EXCHANGE ST. PORTLAND. HIE
oc26

snd2w

$221,000
City of Cleveland, Ohio,

ti PER CENT

IWfIPAL ROMS
for sale by

Woodbury At Moulton

Rockland;

Eugene, do lor St John, NB; W II Rowe. Amboy for
Boston; Eri, Philadelphia for do; Lizzie Raymond
do for Providence; Douglass Haines, Baltimore lor
NEW LONDON—Ar
Bath for Savannah.

FERVESCENT

PROF. UANKLYN London, Eng “Impregnated only with its own gas.”
DB.fi. R. PEASE HE. “Useful and very
agreeable.”
DR. AUSTIN FLINT. DR. F. N. OTI<*.
“Healthful, and well suited for Dyspepsia, and

31st, brig Daphne. Copeland, trom

do tor

E

DR. LEWI* A. SAYRE. “A delightful beverage.”
DR. WILLIAM A. HAMMOND. “Far superior to Vichy. Seltzer, or any other.”
DR. ALFRED L. LOOMIS
“Most grateful and refreshing.”
DR. R.OGDFN DOREMU9.
“Absolutely
pure and wholesome; superior to all lor daily
use; tree from all the obj ctlous urged against

The new ship Wm G Davis is to be launched trom
the yard cl Geo Russell, East Deering, on Monday
next. She Is to load grain for Europe.
Master I M Grant, of Ellsworth, has a fine barque
on the stocks to be launched 5th Inst.

Bangor; Idaho,

WATER,

The Oaeen of Table Waters.

Fast Sailing—Barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon,
sailed from Portland Oct 13 and arrived at Greeoock,
(Scot) zQtb, 16 days.

trom New York tor

the most

and in fault,

superior manner,

McAllister.
Robert D Rhodes,

New York.

Manufactures.

less style.

Thursday, For. 1.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch W F Cushing, Cranmer, Doboy, Ga—hard pine
to C W Richardson.
Sch Franconia, Leavitt, Philadelphia—coal to Ran-

Boston.
Ar at Ardrossan

as

Gleanings

All Garments made in

NEWS.

the'very

Selections,

American

trom

PORT OF POBTAND.

Sch

embrace

Finest Imported

JT]tnature Almanac.November ‘A.

dall

goods

These

years.

67 EXCHANGE STREET.
oc30

29th, sch Hattie Turner, from

enlf

JIJST RECEIVED!

PROVIDENCE—Sid 30th, sch Nellie Eaton, Townsend, Norfolk; A S Emery, Emery, and W D Cargill
Rich, New York ; Helen G King, Ay I ward, do; Lexington. Leighton, Millbridge
BRISTOL—Ar 28th, bgIi Helen Mar, Duncan, Providence. to load for New York.
WARREN, Rl-Sld 3l8t, sch Freddie Eaton, Motz
New York
NEWPORT—Sid 30th,Jschs Lucy Lee, Ingalls, from
Musquash, NB, for New York; Mary Helen, Jellieon, Macnias for do; Castalia, Hall, St George for doCarrie L Hix, Hix, and Wm Rice, Pressey, Rockland

A

Large Assortment ot

and
English
Toilet
and
Soaps,
Perfumes

Standard
F. T.
ocI9

French

Mealier

&

Co.,

Apothecaries,

Cor, Preble and Concrea. Sts.

tndCm

for do.

Ar3lst, sch D Ellis, Torrey, Rockland for NYork,
(and proceeded >
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 31st, ech Hannibal, Pendleton, Bangor.
VINEk ARD-HAVEN—Ar 30th, schs Keuduskeag,
and Wm Flint, Hoboken tor Boston; Mahaska, harrington, Port Johnson for Portland; Philanthropist,
do tor Rockland; Loduskia, Ellsworth tor New York;
Ruth Darling, Bangor tor Newark; Mary Augusta,
St John, N B, for Philadelphia,
Passed by, sch Mail, Merrill. trom Gardiner for
New York.
Sid, schs Philanthropist, Kenduskeag, Mahaska,
Wm Flint, Jacnin, Ella, Addle E Snow, Trellis. J C
Newman,
Rogers, J W Drisko, Mary B Harris. Kate
J
Helen Maria. Swallow, O H Eaton, F A
A us ton.
Todd,
A
Parks, E
Stevens, Oregon, Maggie
tomiad
Kate C Rankin. Lookout, Sammy Ford,
Smalley. Wm Hill, and others.
KDGARTOWN—Ar 30ib, sets Johnnie Meserve,
French, New York for Bangor; Philanthropist, Shea
io tor Rockland; Alfred[ Chase, Robinson, Boston;
_uke, Tapper, —, (and all Miiftdf*M.)
BOSTON—at 31st, sets S W Perry, Lcok, Gon-

—

NEW

Just

*

Ol
oc9

HADE OF

—

TOBACCO.

received and ior sale by

A. «. SCIILOTTERBECK,
Courren Street, Partlund, Hlatne
snlm
~

MERCHANTS
m

rAKE

NOTICE!

Nic«l> EngraTrd Knnk

( hrebs, ncn ly
ounft '200 iu a book, for sale at the low
V rice of £1.00 per book.

I

I

AIL.EY &
_

*

:xrUMIfiK ST,.
oc26

NOYES.
POBTIAXD.
snd2m

THE PRESS.

Law Decniom.
ho following are recent decisions from t he Law
Court for the Western District:

The iUartha Washington Society.
The thirty-fifth annual meeting of the Martha

1

Washington Society

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

FRIDAY MORMNB, NOV 2.

Eben Corey et al. vs. James C. Perry et al. Exceptions overruled.
John Sutherland vs. X. T. Wyer et si. If the
plaintiff remit $57 he is to recover judgment for the
balance of the verdict with interest from dale ol
writ; otherwise the verdict to be set aside and new
trial granted. The $57 was remitted.
F. H. Marshal vs. Eben N. Perry et al. Exceptions
THE PBH88
sustained.
<T. W. Jones et als. vs. Geo. W. Burnham et als.
of
Periodical
Festhe
at
Depots
May be obtained
Motion and exceptions overruled.
senden Bros., Maiquis, Brunei* Co., Andrews,
Paul E. Merrill vs. George F. Merrill. Exceptions
and Chisholm
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick,
I
overruled.
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city.
Elizabeth Hampton vs. St. Paul Fire and Marine
At Btddeiord, of Phlllsbury,
Insurance Co. Motion overru'ed.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Ben), f. Hall, appellant, vs. Paul EJ Merrill. ExAt Waterville, of ,J. S. Carter.
ceptions overrules
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lew iston, of French Bros., and Stevens * Co
YORK COURTY.
Boston & Maine Railroad Company vs. S. Durgan.
NEW

EDVEHTI8G1HE.TT8

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Cloaks—Viekery

&

TO-DJT

for the defendant and for costs.
Hannah F. Lord vs. Boston & Maine Railroad
Motion sustained and new trial granted,
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

G. W. Cotton et als. vs. W. F. Stanwood et als. Exceptions overruled.
J. C. White vs. Augustus B. Jones. Exceptions
sustained.

Leighton.

NEW advertisements.
Pitno Covers—Samuel Thurslou.
Housekeeper Wanted.
Lost—Lady’s Breastpin.
For Philadelphia—J. Nickerson S Son.

Lucelia E.
for

plaintiff-

OXFORD COUNTY.
Chapman vs. H. S. Pingree.

That Wile of Mine—2.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Important Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Stephen Osgood vs. Nathan R. Miller. Judgment
for plaintiff.
Marshall D P. Thompson vs. Jane C. Hinds. Motion and exceptions overruled.
William Tarbox vs. George M. Vose. Exceptions

overruled.
W. E. Dolbier

vs.

ceptions sustained.
Ansel Gammon

Honrs.

Office

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Deliver
from 9 to 10 a m.
a m

Portland, Me., Oct. 8, 1877.
Arrival and 1>epartnre of Mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
and 1115 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m, and 2.45 aud 9.00

p.

Judgment

W. B. White vs. Thos. II. Brown. Exceptions
overruled.
Jacob Hatch vs. Chaa. II. Howard, appellant. Exceptions overruled.

For Sale or Lease.
Lost—Pocket Book.
Tree Protectors-Edw. C. Bates.
Assignment for the Be tie tit ot Creditors.

Prom 8.00

Co.

m.

Agricultural

Insurance

George B. Huff.

vs.

for plaintiff.

Co. Ex-

Judgment

Brief Jotting*.

Yesterday was a beautiful autumnal day.
Owing to Mrs. Woolson’s lecture this evening the teachers’ meeting will be postponed

un-

til Monday evening.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.20 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
The tickets for Buffalo Bill will be ready this
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at 8.15
a m and 2.45
morniDg at Music Hall.
p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 and
The International Bailway and Steam Navi11.15 p m. Close at 8.15 a m, 2.15 and 9.00 p m.
gation Guide for November has been receved
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, ami connecting routes
Arrive at 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
by Chisholm Brothers.'
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
Chandler’s Band assisted by Mrs. C. K. Hawes
m. and 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a ra and 5.C0
p m.
will give a concert at Saccarappa Friday evenMorning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.35
a m.
Close at 7.15 a m.
I ing of next week.
Lewiflton and Auburn.
Arrive at 2.15 and 9.00
4-W.sx
A
a. m., and 3.15 p m. Close at C.30 and 11.30 a.
m.
and 5.00 p m.
dian and humorist, J. P. Addams, in Portland,
Rochester, N. U., and intermediate offices. Arrive
after an absence of twenty years, will call out
viutw ui 4.uu a m anu z.uu p m.
y. hi.
vw
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. B.
all the old theatre-goers Saturday night. The
R. Arrive at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m. Close at 10.00
bill will prove exceedingly attractive and show
a m and 2.15 p m.
Castine. Deer Isle, Sedgwick. S. W. Harbor, Mt.
the “old man’’ at his best.
Desert, Jorespert, Machias. Wachiasnort, EastMacbias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamPersonal.
er. Aniveat6am. Close at 9p.m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Chas. E. Banks of this city, received the
Close at 5.C0 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Fri- prize for general excellence at Dartmouth
day at 1 p. m.
graduation exercises.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to BaliSenator Blaine arrived home Wedesday night
ng of steamers. Close at 8.15 a. m.
and
the East. Arrive
Express, Augusta, Bangor
He was much fatigued by his journey.
at 2.15 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain is announced
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.15 p m. Close at 11.30 a m,
to speak at the Republican mass meeting to be
also
closes
at
9.00
Skowhegan
p m.
held in Faneuil Hall tonight.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. ArWAnwvnnnvnwxn/v

~

-r- k-“

rive at 2.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s
at 11.30 a. m. and 9 p. m.

The Bales of

Island.

Close

Postage.

Postal cards, one cent eacli, go without further
to all parts of the Uutted States aud Canadas
with an additional one-cent stamp they go to all parts
of Europe.

letters, to all parts of the United States and
Canada, three cents per half-ounce.
Local, or “drop” letters, that is, for- the city or
town where deposited, 2 cents if delivered by carriers, and 1 cent where there is no carrier system.
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
weeklies, regularly issued and sent to regular
subscribers. 2 cents per pound, payable at the office of
All

publication, newspapers and magazines published
less frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pound.
Transient newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, books
and handbills, 1 cent tor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. All other miscellaneous matter, including
unsealed circulars, book manuscript, proof-sheets,
photographs, &c., and also seeds, cuttings, bulbs and
roots, and merchandise not exceeding four pouuds in
weight, 1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof.
The following are the postal rates with Europe
The rates for letters are ior the half-ounce or fraction thereof, and those for newsDaners for four
unces or fraction theieof:—
To Great Britain and Ireland, letters 5 cent
newspapers 2 cents; France, letters 5 cents, news
papers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2
cents; all parts of Germany, including Austria,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Denmark,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents: Switzerland,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Italy, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Russia, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 cents; Norway, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 rente; Sweden, letters 5 cents, newspapres
2 cents; Turkey, European and Asiatic, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 ceDts,

letters,

and

the four

the lialf-ounce limit for
for

ounces

bolding good, the rates

newspapers, still

are:—

To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except to
New South Wales) 5 cenis.via Southampton 15 cents,
via Brindisi 19 cents, rewspapers, via San Francisco
2 cents,via Southampton 4 cents,via Brindisi 6 cents,
China, letters, via San Franc-sco 10 cents, via Southampton 15 cents, via BriDdisi 19 cents, newspapers
2,4 and 8 cents, byihe respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 ceDts, newspapers 4
cents; Japan, letters, via San FraDcisoo 5 cents, via
England, 10 cents, via Brindisi 31 cents, newspapers,
via San Fiancisco 2 cents, via Southampton 4 cents,
via Brindisi 8 cents.

»

Stated Meetings.
CITS GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each mouth.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
evening of each month.

MASONIC.
At Masonic Ball. No. 88 Exchange Siteet.
YORK BITES.

day; Portland,
Wednesday.

second

Wednesday; Atlantic,

third

Chapters-GreenleafR. A.C.,first Monday, Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday,
Council—Portland C. R. & S Masters, second
Monday.
CoMMANDEniES of K. T—Portland, fourth Monday ; St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Com-

mandery, Weduesday evening.

Masonic Belief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic InstructionSecond and fourth Tuesday of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES,
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection,

first

Friday.

Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Friday.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Conshtcry, S,P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
I. O. 0. F.
At Odd Fellows' Ball, Farrington Block, Congrcs
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the
month.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancien
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings: Beacon, on Tuesdav evenings: Unitv. No.
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. ofR., second and
fourth Saturday of each month.
Encampment-Macbigonne, first and third Wednesday ; Eastern Star, second and fourth WednesPort lard, first and third Friday.
Benefit Association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meet s first Monday evening of January, April. July

day;

and October.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars' Ilally Eo, 100 Exchange Street.

Council—Maine,

first and third

»nth.
Temple—Forest City, No
evening.

Monday iu each

1, every Wednesday

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1 and 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on liist and third Saturdays of each month; No l on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Hall; No 2 at School
House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday
Evening.
Bosvtorth Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening iu Mechanics* Hall, comer of Congress and
Casco streets.

Superior Court.
OCTOBER CIVIL TERM, 1877, SYMONDS,

J..

PRE-

SIDING.

Thursday.—Freeman Brown vs. Charles E. Emery. Action on an account annexed for meals furnished employees of the defendant, charged at thirtyfive cents per meal. Defence, that the price charged
was too high. Decision for plaintiff for
twenty-five
cents per meal.
for
Bay
plaintiff.
Winship tor defendant.
nilinf<0 Slrrmf

a

note of

band,

plaintiff.

ra

Terms.

TT,1

„-.1

._

Deforce, payment. Decision for

the

Hanson & Libby for plaintift.
Pride for defendant.
William Moore vs. Simeon Folsom. Action to recover a balance ot an account for board furnished the
minor ion of defendant.
Defence, that the eon left his father’s house voluntarily; that the father was willing and able to pro.
vide him with a comlortable home and maintenance.
Decision for the defendant,
Proctor for plaintift.
G. W. Vcrrill for defendant.
Cornelius Driscoll vs. Thomas F. Donahue. Action
to recover the amount of a bill for groceries. Defendant pleaded in abatement that the promise, if aDy,
was made by the defendant
jointly with one Hughes,
a partner of the
defendant; that the goods were delivered in part payment ot a bill contracted
by the
plaintift with the fim of Donahue &
Hughes, tailors,
lor uniforms for the
Hendrick Zouaves of Ward Six.
Decision for the
detendaut.
Larrabee for plaintiff.

Notice to

00!t„«t.-Thfs,Svfr"e'em'antjury

o’clock, assignments
the November term.

ot

casts

win

™m'S’.'for
made for

Wunicipal « nurl.
JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.
WEDNESDAY. Henry S. Humphrey.
Larceny.
FiDed *5 with costs. Paid.
George W. Murray. Assault and battery. Fined
*10 with costs.,and ordered to recognize to State with
sureties in snm of *300 to keep the peace sixty
days.
Committed.

•

The

following

is the annual report:
Since our last yearly report there has been
held thirty-nine stated meetings of the
Society,
with an average attendance of fourteen, the
largest number present at any one meeting
being thirty-seven. At these meetings new
garments are cut and made aud second-haud
for the deserving poor, who
from want of time or ill health are unable to
do for themselves and we feel that these Gatherings are not only an occasion of social enjoyment to tbe members of the Society, but that
they are the means of relieving tbe sufferinGg
"
of maoy of the worthy poor of our city.
During the year several uew name's have
been enrolled upon our subscription list, aud
two members have been
removed to their
spiritual homes—Mrs. Joshua Shaw aud Mrs.
J. S. Winslow.
To applications received we have distributed
517J yards cotton [cloth, 447 yards print, lft7
yards wooi flannel, 64 yards cotton flannel, 21
yards Silesia, 44 yards dress goods, 30 yards
alpaca, 14 yards cambric. 43 yards giogham, 62
pairs boots, shoes aud rubbers, 20 new hats, 22
pairs hose, 4 quilts, 4 comforters, 2 blankets,
4 skeins yarn, GO ready-made new garmeuts,
1795 second-hand garmeuts, and §21.50 in
money.
The pa‘t ypar the management of the Society
has been subjected to unusual difficulties in
raising money to carry on its charitable work,
in consequence of the long continued depression in business, yet with the aid received and
caretnliy disbursed we feel that tbe usefulness
of the Society has been sustained. You will
also see by the treasurer’s report that our resources are but trifling, only the interest on the
Kimball fund and |the annual subscription of
members, aud to continue our usefulness we
mnst rely almost entirely ou the generosity of
friends.
To all who have conferred favors we tender
our most grateful thanks.
May their kindness
to us be remembered and returned to them
many fold.
Mks. G. W. Beale, Secretary.
Portland, Nov. 1st, 1877.
Martha Washington Society in account with Louisa
C. Dodge, Treasurer, from Oct. 26, 1876, to Oct. 31,
1877.
Dk.
For cash paid balance due on last year’s ac-

count.§

A

^(AlVA JA.A

VAVAVsAO

A

Ul

iVDIUCUl,

OUU

9.77

* U.O

President. 253,00
$262.77

Or.

Hon. Charles Holden.$100.00
dividends from Portland Savings Bank 82 50
annual subscriptions of members....
32.50
collection at lecture by Key. W. E.
Gibbs. 20.00
5.60
By cash, donations.
Balance dae the Treasurer.
22.17

By cash, bequest of

Li

$262.77
C. Dodge, Treasurer.

Farming in the West.—T. H. WestoD
has recently returned home from an ex-*
tended tour through the West. At Castleton

Esq.,

miles

Fargo

gathered to welcome the Spaulding Bell Ring'
their return to this city.
The company
has been reorganized since here last, and the
changes made have been marked improvements.
They now give as good an entertainment as any
travelling show of the kind in the country.
Georgie Dean Spaulding is, as formerly, the
chief attraction of the entertainment.
This

he met Mr. Oliver Dalrymple, an extensive agricnltnralist, who contiols no less than 11,000
acres of tillage land. This land is in two farms,
the first 7000 acres on the Eed Eiver, and the
secoDd of 4000 acres at Castleton, over which
the Northern Pacific Eailroad runs.
The for-

lady has

for years been

known as an accom-

plished musician, but each time she appears she
seems better than on her previous visit.
Last
evening she appeared in the introductory with
the bells, next with a harp, upon which she
played very prettily. In response to an encore
to “The

Old Oaken Bucket” on the harp, she
gave “Yankee Doodle,” and at the same time
sang “Tramp, tramp, the boys are marching.”
Her cornet solo was excellent and was encored,
while her novel musical melange brought down
the house. She produced music upon common
goblets, also upon the steel bars as well as npon
the xylaphone, which is a new instrument
here.
Miss Ryersoa is a very pleasing vocalist, and
her selections last evening were warmly apMiss Clare, the violin soloist, plays
with much expression and precision, and her
rendition of “Bounds from home,” was prompt-

plauded.

ly encored. Mr. HodgdoD, the comic impersonator, was well received at each appearance, but
he is hardly up to some who have preceded him
in

that hue of

business.

Little Kittie sang two

comic songs very prettily.
Female Provident Association.—Tbs adjourned annual meeting of tbe Female Provident Society, was held in the Council room yes-

terday afternoon, the Secretary, Miss Lord, in

the chair in tbe absence of the President and
Vice President.
The Secretary reported 100
families assisted the past season, with 485 yards
of cotton, 729 of print, 41 pairs boots and
shoes,
10 pairs rubbers, 107 yard3 flannel, 61 cotton
flannel' 25 dress, goods, 2 blankets, 2 pairs undervest?, and 2 pairs hose.
Th8 entire list of officers was not chosen as
there was not a full attendance. The vacancies
will be filled at a meeting to be held next Mon.
day afternoon. The following is a list of the
officers elected:

President—Mrs. Joseph Walker.
Vice President—Mrs. S Waterhouse.
Advirers—Mrs. Dr. Hutchinson, Mrs. Frost,
Mrs. FarringtoD, Miss S. J. Newhall, Miss C.
M. Patten, Miss fl. Pearson, Mrs. M. P. Emery.
All Paints Day.—Yesterday was observed
throughout the world as All Saints Day by the
Catholic and Episcopal churches. In this city
the day was observed with the usual worship.
The Cathedral of Immaculate Conception was
crowded with worshippers. The acolytes,
clergy
and bishop moved from the sacristy at nine
o’clock. After adoration at the altar tbe bishop was attended to the throne by the priest, and
delivered the address for the festival. At the
close of the address the bishop officiated as cel'
ebrantoftbe mass.
The Bev. Father Byan
officiated as deacoD, tbe Bev. Father Cook as
suo-ueacon, ana hauler Bradley as master of
ceremonies.
The music was under the direction of the orgaDist, Mr. Gautz.
There were
grand vespers at 7.30.
At St. Lake's Cathedral the grand and bean,
tiful collect for the day was recited. Canon

Hayes officiated as celebrant for the
assisted by the Rev. Mr. Ketcbam.

Eucharist,

Very interesting services were held at St.
Dominic’s church, with fine music The R v.
Father McKenna officiated.
A

Caution—Sergeant Boyd received a postal
card yesterday containing the
following caution:

IF. F. Boyd, Sergeant Signal Service,
City:
The following caution is given you: Han®
in
the
reports
office
your
post
so that the station can he seen.
The way they have been
bun® lately is disgraceful, if you fix
upon a
time to bang them up, have them there at that
time. These cautious are given you in
place of
reporting the ma ter to the chief signal officer.
SERGEANT BOYD’S REPLY.
The person who addressed the above communication to the U. S Signal Observer is respectfully informed that when the observer desires any advice in the matter
oE.publishing his
reports, other than what he receives from his
superior officers, if the individual wiil be kind
enough to siga his full name and prove himself
competent to give such advice, the matter will
receive full attention.
Will T. Boyd, U. S. Signal Service.
“The Green Corn Patents.—In the United
States Circuit Court at
Baltimore, Wednesday
Judges Giles and Bond filed their op:n:on in
the case of J. Winslow Jones vs. Louis Me.
This was a suit for an injunction to
Murray.
restrain the latter from using a certain
process
for preserving green com, which was claimed

by Jones to be covered by certain re issued patents held by him. The decision, which is
quite
lengthy, reaffirms the decision of the Supreme
Court in the case of Sewall vs.
Jones, declaring that the re-'ssued patent did Dot differ in
any respects from the original patent. The injunction was dismissed with costa.

to

MarshaT

man Mattice is wanted
Bridges
in Mod.
trose, Suequsbat ua connty, P H., where there
is a reward of £300 offered for his
arrest. He
has twice broke jail there.
He stole a horse
and carriage in October,
1877, and broke into a
store, stealing about §300 worth ot dry goods.

Removal.—Dr. Fiilebrown, the well known
dentist, tas recently removed to new quaiters
ob the corner of Middle and Cross street.
He
now has a suile of four rooms which aie handsomely and conveniently fitted up.

Presentation.—Yesterday afternoon Mr.
John Evans, watchman at (he Boston and
Maine engine house, was preseLtJd with a
splendid silver watch and
go'd chain as a token
0
e
respect by which l a is held
by the emdivisiou of the Bo3lyn &

Maine mad.6

the

averages about 23 bushels of grain to the
acre, while the latter comes fully up to 25
From these figures it will be seen
bushels.
that the harvest of thfs season on thse two
farms will be no less than 261,000 bushels, and
the profit of the two farms is placed at §8000
for the current year.
Mr. Weston was present
to see a portion of this great crop harvested.
They used an improved reaper which cuts and
binds the grain at once. In some cases a large
number of these machines are ran for nights
and days in order !o get the grain in good
shape. Views taken from the farm show from
twenty to thirty teams plowing, harrowing and
sow
ing^he seed. It is a gigantic concern and
will rank with any iu the country. Mr. Weston says that the land is taken up very fast
alODg the line of the Northern Pacific and he
thinks it is all tiken as far West as Fort Sewell, and for twenty miles back on either side.

a

befo'e.

original articles,

takes

place

The term this year is to close on Saturday
previous to Thanksgiving, instead of bn TuesThen follows the long vacaday as formerly.
tion of ten weeks, which gives the students a

good opportunity

HANCOCK

KNOX COUNTY.

Elmer E. Fletcher, brother of Mr. W. O.
Fle.tcher, principal of the Kockland High
School, was recently murdered at Vandalia,

Missouri.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
At Abbot Upper Village a yeung burglar between 15 and 16 years old, broke into the house
of Rev. Mr. Ridlon on Sunday, the 7th inst.,
while the family were at chorch, and committed such thefts as were agreeable to his tastes.
The thief was found out by leaving a pocket
handkerchief on the premises.
Last March the
a

aueuration, and in firing

a salute broke several
windows in the bouse ot a Democratic resident.
He put in a claim for pay for the damage,
w hich was
resisted on the ground that it was
exorbitant and that a large part of the damage
The
alleged was not the result of the firing.
case came to trial before a justice a (ew days
in
since, and three days were spent hearing testimony. Almost every resident of the town
testified on one side or the other, and much bad
feeling resulted. After the testimony was ont
the case was sent to the Supreme Court on questions of law.
PlaiDtiff, if he gets a verdict, is
sure to have the most expensive window glass
in the country.

WALDO COUNTY.

Harvey Qaimby committed suicide
He had

in Swanbeen low spirited

Rev. H. M, Heywood of Liberty, pat $49 in a
stove to keep it from burglars. A fire was built
in the stove by a domestic, and now there is no
fear of burglars in that honse.
The State Board of Agriculture propose holding a branch meeting in Waldo county, probably at Unity or Thorndike, sometime in DeLeccember, continuing a day and evening.
tures on agricultural subjects will be given by
members of the Board ftom other parts of the
state, to be followed by discussions, in which
all are invited to participate.
Beautiful Chenille

Headings

OOcts a

furnishing

Hill’s

store is

opposite

the'foot o

ocl8-tf

Free street.

Buttons, Buttons, who has got the Buttons?
The largest assortment can be found at Carlton
oc31 3t
K'mball’e, 495 Congress street.
Elegant Breltonue Braids and Galloons just
received from New .York by Carlton Kimball,
495 Congress street. Prices lower than ever.
oe31 3t

ujiuuia

idea that the undeveloped mineral
resources of the state are very rich, and are to
become sources of great profit and give err.
ployment to thousands of men in the not very
distant future; and as an important aid to this
desirable state of things, he advocates a survey
to he commenced next year at a cost of about
§5000, trusting that the results will be of a
character to insure its continuance until the
state shall be thoroughly surveyed.
Signal Service Report.—Sergeant Boyd,
in charge of the Portland station of the IT. S
Signal Service, furnishes the following report
for the month of October :
Monthly Mean Barometer, 30.011.
Monthly

Thermometer, 49.7 deg.
Humility. 73.r.

Highest barometer,

30 515

on

8th.

barometer, 29.468 on 5th.
Monthly range barometer 1.05.
Highest temperature 71 deg., on 1st.
Lowest tempeiature 30 deg. on 26ib and 27th.
Monthly range of temperature. 41 deg.
Greatest daily range of temperature 21 deg on 7th
Lowest

and 18th.
Mean of maximum temperatures 51.7.
Mean of minimum temperatures 43 2.
Mean daily range of temperatures, 13.7.
Total rain fall, or melted snow 5.50 inches.
Prevailing wind, N.
Total number of miles travelled, 6,021.
Maximum velocity of wind, N.30 miles per
on the 5th.
Number of cloudy days, other than those on
rain fell, 5.
Number of days on which rain fell, 15.
Number of Lunar Halos, 1, on the 21st.

a

WOULD inform the public that I am about to
put my Patent Tree Protector on the eims on
State street. Ihis protector has proved the only
sure protection
against the canker-worm, having
been in u?e over twelve years. Persons
wishing their
trees protected should take this opportunity to uotify the agent, that they may be done while he is iu
Portland.
EDW. C. BATES.
The best of references can be given as to the efficiency of my Protector.
no2d3t*

“JUST

An Election Bet in Court—An action
brought by Abner G. Gilman against Marlboro
P. Woodcock, to recover $200 deposited with
him as stakeholder in an election bet, came to
trial in the Supreme Court at Belfast, last week.
Plaintiff testified that be deposited the
money
with defendant, and on cross-examination admitted that it was a wager on the election of
Samuel J. TildeD, whereupon defendant’s counsel moved a non-suit on the ground that by law
money deposited for such a purpose is at once
forfeited to the city.
The court sustained this
view and ordered a non-suit. Exceptions were
filed and the case gor-s to the Law Ccnrt.

following

shows

dtt

“Interesting.”
following Lots which we offer cannot but
prove interesting to all wishing to obtain good values
The

200 Dozen Gents’ four-ply Linen Collars-12 1-2 cents each or $1.25 per
dozen.
100 Dozen Gent s’ fonr-play Linen Cuffs
—20 cts. or S2.25 per dozen.
25 Very fine quality Lmndried Shirts
all ready for wear, $1.00 each.

oclOdtf

Housekeeper Wauted.

A
the

country.
nov2dlw*

LJB1ES’ SIDE LICE BOOTS
shown in Portland.
4*1 CONGKES* ST.,
of
the Gold Boot.
Sign
ever

Lost,
small
SATURDAY,
a

are

Oct. 29,

sum

a

ot money and

Lady’s

a

or

«Foto Lot 2

can

be bad at

244

CUMBERLAND STREET.
STATE FAIR

IN7.1,

1873
1N76

For land,
No Exhibit*

1871.

Artistic P hotography.
point

passed

all

this latter exhibit far su
previous efforts and was undoubtedly tbe

finest “display of plain and colored
ever placed on exhibition in the State.

W. F. STTTDIJEY
FAEMOUTII

Si 1LE

HIGHEST

Transfers.—The following

the real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday.
Yarmouth—Peri z B. Luring to Emma A.
Parker, 8 acres.
During—Urania S. Hunt to Henry U. Hackett, 20 acres more or less for $100
Mary J. Wilson to Owen B. Hill, 10 acres for
$1200,
New Gloucester—Stephen B. Eowe to Wm.

478

STUDIO

OPP.

CONGRESS STREET

PREBLE

HOUSE.
eodt

Eei2i

opening ZEPHYR

and

We have already had quite a
large sale for our CASHMERE
YARNS, it is of superior quality,
it being fluer than other makes,
and the colors are perfect, at

IPreMe

Street,

Opposite Preble

MERRILL’S,

$10.00 by purchasing

ociO

_eod t f
THE ROYAL LONDON TEA CO.,
223 MIDDLE STREET.
The universal satisfaction expressed by our patrons,
and the rapidly increasing demand for

OUR
induces

TRAS,
that
sale of

to announce

us

we

shall continuo the

537

TEA CO..

'FII

S?

£ 117 ■

FOR

Leavitt

&

CONGRESS

Davis,
BLOCK,
STREET.
atf

fllHE subscribers are General Agents for furnishing
A and putting io Shute’s Improved Fire and
Burglar Alarm Also every variery ot Calt Bells.
Hotel Annunciators, &c., at lowest rates.

No. 88

G. M. & C.

see

them.

hTbOSWORTH,

So. 4 Free St. Block,
PORTLAND.

■■ mm\

Exchange Street,

UP STAIRS.

Oxnard & Robinson.
<l3m

eodtf

NICKEL

of

New York,

Cumberland County,

JACOB HEED, late of Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon herself that trust
by giving bonds as
the law directs. Ail persons
having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and alt persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
EMELINEB. REED, Executrix.
Freeport, October 16th, 1877.
3w42*

STREET.

800 Fairs Children’s
all wool hose, colored
clocks, at 20 cents a
pair, just opened at H.
I. Nelson & Co.’s, 443
Congress street, Farrington Block, under
Odd Fellows’ Hall.

dtf

FURNITURE.
THE

oc29

det

We

ore

complete

now

prepared with the

most

stock of

Medium and
Common Furniture

Fine,

Eter shown in Portland.
We hare doable the Quantity and Styles
of Goods compared with any other Furniture Store ia the City*

Our Prices
he

as

and Shall

are

Low

as

the

LOWEST.
DRAPERY

AND

RATIVE

& Co.

Corey

D. S. BICE.
ocu7

J.

Kid F"x

“

Great Mark Down
PRICE
—

Serge Slips

Lea up Serge
Kid Croq Slips

H. HOOPEB.
atr

OF

We oAer (lie following lot ol
Boot* and shoes bought recently
Irons a stock where the manufacturer had Tailed.
They are all reliable goods and
at the prices named you will notice they are way below the prices
■bat such goods are daily selling.
Ladles One Serge Button,. .91.35, regular price 2 25
•<
••
••

28 FREE STREET.

—

LOT !

WORK

Done to Order in the Iflost Satisfactory
manner.

Walter

JOB

DECO-

1.35,
30,
Cong I .OO,

2.25
75

1.25
1.25

73.

Kid Button Walking
Shoes. 1.00,
Oil Goat Button.... 175,
MissesKid Foxed lace Boots 1 OO,
••
Oil Goat
1.00,
fine Serge Button.... l.cO,
Slips.60,
KUCroq
Child's *• Button Boots 7-10 1.00,
..
3-6.
.70,
Pat. Lea. A Ties 2-5...
.33,

«

175
2.50
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.00
1.50
1.00
.50
1.50

“
••

*•
"

••
«

Bals.73,
We give you a partial list of tbo goods only, but
these aro rare bargains,—only to be had at the
Youth’s box toe

Bargain Shoe Store,

FURNITURE

No, 56 Union Street.
C. H. STAPLES A CO.

dti

FRANKENBERG
KIDS !
We have just received a full Ike of those
GOODS in SEAL. KUO VVN, DRABS
SLATES, Arc.,and invite the inspection of
the same by the Ladies of Portland and
Vicinity, ns we think that they are the best
GLOVE in the market Tor the pricr.

$125
1.00

■
...

Oc30d2w

DEANE BROS’.
51

Our Fall

Exchange St.

L. A. Gould & Co.,

Call and see
our large stock,
get our prices, and be convinced
that we are offering our goods
lower than any house in the State,

503

Congress Street.
dtf

sept29

WEW

272 middle
X

will keep

nuwt

a

JAMES

by

H.

Street,

UU I M I o.

Formerly

with

Eire BirJ*,€owu Cats and other Uuriosi*
lira.
Birdnand Bird Supplies for Sale.
Canary Seed (best) 15 eta per quart.
Please call and examine Specimens, including the
Mammoth Views of Niagara Falls and Boston
Harbor, lately exhibited at N. E. Fair.

T. K. BURNHAM,
337 Middle St., Portland.

James Bailey <Sfc Co.

octl5iUf

Falmouth Cafe I

The Largest Stock In Main*.
Hampshire Blanket, full
weight,

regular New
length, size and

Our

a

Lunch Cafe, Wednesday, Oct. 31st,

We are now prepared to offer the best bargains
offered iu Horse Blankets.

where the best of

Hot Soups and Cold Came and
Meats will be served.
dtf

OUT OF TOWN FOR A SHORT
MR. & MRS. DR.

SWEETSER & MERRILL,
haviog sold out their stock of retail
goods on Middle St., and taken the pleasant and spacious store on CONGRESS
STREET, nearly opposite City Hall,
respectfully invlta all their former
customers and the ladies In general to

E. T.
sepl8

338 1-3 Middle Slreel.

Palmer'*

over

Boot and Shoe Store.

All diseases of tlie feet skillfully treated.

Chesley
TAILOR,
No. 20 1-2
lias Just

SOLED

Street,

received his

FALL & WINTER

Fitting Boots,

MERRILL, 241 Middle St.
dtf

Call

and

leate

sept3eodtf

Notice.

the stjle of HOWE Jt
•SMALL has been toruiel tor the transaction
ot business as
General Coitimi.-iou IJterchum, an t Wholesale Dealers In Produce and Groceries, at 85 Commercial St.
JEREMIAH HOWE,
M. W. SMALL.
oc23d2ffSwlm»
Portland, Oct, 22, 1877.

A

241 middle Street.
eodtf

ocl8

Go and

For

under

FOtl

DANCING.

Quadrille Baud*.
Prompter*—Chandle>, Bichard.on Ac
Chandler**

oc2S

One!

NICE!

$13-00,
Bring

S12.00.
Also other kinds of FURNITURE at
equally low prices. This is the golden
opportunity. Improve it at

THOS. P. BEALS',
Street,

market
POST

OPPOSITE

OFFICE.
dtl

novl
u

Difficult Foot,
Come to my store wh»re you will
find just what you want In the
Boot and Shoe line. I not only
have the best stock ot the finest
Boots in the world but also bave
a superior line ot reliable Boots at
very low prices, all made express*
ly tor my tiade and warranted.

M. G. PALMER.
230 middle Street.
au3l___dtf
Southern Hard Pine Timber,
flank and Boards.
“Hector** and “City of Chal
Consignments Schrs.and
Piank.
All sizes Timber
in New EngUad.*—
assortment
the
have
only
1
timber for Bowsprits,
Among the stock is heavy

sea.

Masts

and Beams.

It will be

W.

Care F. 0. Box

sold low for cash

or

SOIdICITKI>.

DEE RING,
Bead Richard...'. Wharf

934.Jj37-H«10tteo<nf

MOULDINGS I
to hang Pictures upon, furnished and pnfc up by

Three

Webb.

Ileadqnarte»,

Buy

If Yon Haven’t Got Fifteen

J.

Your Measure,

Copartnership

HILL & Co.’S,

approved paper.
ORDERS

GO

the finest qualities.

copartnership

Linen Collars, made expressly
for ns, have jnst arrived, at

WELCH,

Middle

in

The Fall Styles of Gentlemen’s

the Great Painless Chiropodists, at

call and examine their selected stock of
Fancy Goods, Hosiery, Dress Trimmings,
&c. Every article new and fresh and of
the latest style and pattern, which, on
account of their extra facilities for buying, can be sold as low as the lowest in
thiscliy. Remember the place, nearly
opposite City Building, Congress Street.
oct21
dly

Glove

GOODS,

If you waul to At

TI^CE.

HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART,
oe26
PLUM STREET.
dlw

BROAD

NEW

29

ever

shown j,in

Maine,

Under the Falmonth Hotel,

oc(3l

90 cts. Each.

ever

CHAMBER SET

MR. WILLIAM R. BROUGHTON
will open

Horse Blankets.

them to be the nobbiest

line

A

DODGE,

272 Middle Street.

seen

foreign and domestic mann*
facture, constantly arriving.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

0Cl31d3t*

Are pronounced by all who have

Both

BURNHAM,

FRFE EXHIBITION of Photograph*,

fine line of

B.

d3m

Four yearn in Bangor and Vicinity.
Fiv»* yearn in Portland.
Fifteen yearn iu Boston.
Twent'-four yearn of bard ntndy and work
in making Portraits and L<and»capen.

STORE,

Having taken Store formerly occupied
X)CNN & SON,

oct25

T. R.

FORMERLY NELSON & GOULD,

Styles

K0W IS YOUR TIE TO PURtlliSE ANDSAYE Y10NEV.

DEANE BROS.

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executiix ot the Will of
NOTICE

A

Portland,

268 MIDDLE STREET.

AUBURN, MAINE.
All Orders will have Prompt Attention.
Jap6eod&wlv STu&Th

dtd

eo2

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

Cash.

octl3

coni,

PLATERS.

F. 0. BALLET ft CO., AUCTIONEERS.

ARAMS,
for

Constable

FITZGERALDS,

Ir >n Eonnders um!

Lirenscdby t he United Nickel Co.,

FIRE AND BURGLAR ALARM.

«ept2»

es, &c.

tep2o

ae|il7_

Office

Floors, Stairs, Bugs, CarriagCall and

LADIES.

FARRINGTON

437

For

a

Bristol Boot!

Durable than Oil

Cloth.

__iseod2w

for

FITZGERALD

CARPETING.
Cheaper, Handsomer,

CO.,

Has just returned from headquarters
and is so delighted with his nui-chases
that he requests the readers of this paper
to call at every store in the city, examine their stuff, hear all their cheap talk,
hang like grim death to their pocket
books. Stand not on the order of their
going but go at once to store 268 Middle
St., directly opposite King & Dexter’s
hardware store, examine the Bargains in
Ladles’ Heavv Merino Vests at 38,50 75
cts ; Gents’ Heavy Undershirts 38, 50c
npwards; Children’s Merino Undervests
28, 33, 35. 38 to 60c ; Children’s New
Britain Union Suits $1.00. $1.25 ; Gents
Shaker Hose 15, 20, 25c up ; Children’s
Wool Hose from 8c up ; Ladles’ Wool
Hose from 25c up ; Ladies’ Merino Hose
from 13c np ; Children’s Merino Petticoats for 50c; Children’s Waists for 75c;
All Wool Bill Tarn 15c; Ladies’ silk
Handkerchiefs 17c; AII Linen Handkerchiefs 5c op; Fringes, Buttons, Ribbons,
Corsets, and all kinds of Fancy goods, at
Hard Pan Prices. Kemember

JAPANESE PAPER

or

wear.
008

ma-

Congress Street.

Cheap

We shall also Giv« Away Desirable Presents
Willi Every Pound of Tea.

More

HIATT

oc22__dtf

UNTIL FURTHIR NOTICE.

LONDON

JAMES E. HA3ELTINE.1 Committee for
JAMES CUN ViNGHAM, 1 sale of City
WM. W. LATHAM.
f Beal Estate.
ASHBEL CHAPLIN,
J

$5 00

the

TUKESBCRY &

Congress Street,

Between Preble House and U. S. Hotel.

House.

Coats. Pants and Vests cleansed
dyed Brown, Black or Blue
Black, and repaired ready tor

save from

can

Agent lor H. DUNN & SON’S Harnesses.
Harnesses repaired; also Firemen’s Equipments
made and repaired; Clark’s Horse Clippers.

222 MIDDLE STREET.

13

they

our

WEW GOODS

oc29dCt

superiority

numbers, they outnumbering them by fifteen.
Each member of the two classes did his level
best, even the ladies did what they could in the *

and flPTMT

M.,

We shall sell twelve desirable
house lots situated on Weymouth
and
rant streets, a plan ol which
may he »een at office ot tihairman
01
or
Committee
Auctioneers.
These lots are situated at the West
Elio where real estate is rapidly
increasing in value, ou new, well
graded streets of easy access to
horse ears, and will be sold upon
favorable terms, thereby offering
unequal inducements to median*
ics and others to obiaiu a house lot
at prices and upou terms within
their means.

B. D. VEREILL.
dtf

FOB

EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.

Inquire for the new FAIRY
ZEPHYR, the Newpst Novelty for
Fancy Worsted Work.

ROYAL

Sold only by
As the cumber of students increases,
Colby
begins to present au aspect similar to that of
More interest is taken in
larger institutions.
base ball, there beiDg a strong Dine in the field.
Military drill still prospers, and as the days become cooler the gymnasium is more
frequently
resorted to, so that the
physical may be cared
a3
for
well as the mental.
Ivy day' was observed last year by ’78, for the first time in the history of the college, and now ’80 and ’81 have
bad a trial of their strength at
“a rope pull.”
Tne Sophmores made good
resistance, but were
overpowered gas might bs expected by the
Freshmen on account cf their
in

to

as

1st Quality
2d

At Merrill’s

HOTEL.

FOSTER’S

Chad bourne lot of land,

Colby University.

goods

OF ART.

Proofs will be shown at time oj sitting, and
Photos sent by mail without ex!r.. charge.

On Tuesday, Nov. 8th, at 3 P.

of purchas-

thinking

ing Cloaks should czamine

SUPERIOR TEAS at LOW PRICES

oct25dtl

FROM

photographs’

ALL WORK EXECUTED IN THE

olocka m.
oo3at

Fall Trade

of excellence

467

The largest purchase of ladies’ All
Wool Felt ever brought to this city can
be found at W. F. blUDLEY’S.
This is
the stock of Bankrupt Manufacturers,
bought Trom their receiver. These skirts
are all wool and will be sold for less
price than you can bny common felt
skirts same style.
An examination of
these goods will convince any one that a
better bargain was never before offered
in this city.

RANGING

o

YERRILL,

jan8

Breast-

unfurnished,

system

10

Important Sale of House
Lots by Auction.

to at all hours.

portmonnaie containing

pin. The finder will be suitably rewarded by leavnov2d3t
ing it at this office.

cti

aulG

135,731

_

to

the

Saturday, commencing at

(iOMignmenta solicited

Jfo. 879 Congress 8t„

REED.

$2.09 to $6.00 per yd.

MERINO UNDERWEAR.

has the finest line of

Cards. 22,030
Papers. 50,475

Estate

object

WOOLS, HOSIERY, CORSETS

Letters. *3,276

B eal

middle

a

Address
MRS. PETERS,
No. 8 Eoyd St., Portland, Me.

filTfTT iVn

UNDER

PRICES

AT

Regular sale of furniture and General Merchandise every

MRS. BULLARD.

Coroner for

In Black, Brown, Bine, and Ox-

St.

seventeen (17) dollars in money, a Chinese
ticket and some horse car tickets. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same
at, IRA C. STOCK BRIDGE'S Music Store, 156 Exno2d3t*
change St.

!

w' “An.

». o. BAiuY.

XTO

Matilasse, See.,

Customers

laundry

We are now

BROWN

Beavers,

Lost.
pocket book containing between fifteen (15) and

A lot of Plymouth Buck, Castor, and
Dog Skin Gloves which we have marked
at the very low price of $1.25.

OWEN, MOORE" & BAILEY,

Plain

terials.

SITUATION as housekeeper, by
aged American woman; would not

DrossmalLlng

33 mm* *1 Bnkaait «i,

Room. 3 and 3 First Floor.

For

no2d3t*

A

All
prompt and personal attention.
done at low prices, and satisfaction
I have or hand a new design of undercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
found elsewhere east of New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Mortar. &c., constantly on hand.
niers from out ot town solicited.
my9d6m

T. B.
ocl6

PHILADELPHIA.

For Sale or Lease.
The 3 story Brick House No. 199
Slati St. corner Congress.
J. N. WINSLOW.

deiiveeed.

97,923

In

At the Bookstores and News-depots Not. 3

131 Commercial

receive

talwMBi

Counsellors at Law,
Centennial Block, 93 Exchange St.

ford Gray,

WIFE OF MINE
no2d3t

will

work neatly
guaranteed.

REED &

Cloakings

THAT

SON,

MAINE.

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. Jobbing of ail kind* in my line

Auctioneers and Commission Nsrchanu,

very

a

nov2d3w

J. NICKERSON

PORTLAND^-

31 1-3 EXCHAIVGE

She stretcheth out her hand to the Poor.

In

during

Letters. 64,740
Cards. 18 301
Papers. 9,882

We have opened to-day

aujN

Sell. Helen Marr, Capt. Nickerson.
PACKET
freight aprly to
&

Street,

and is prepared to do Fashionable Dress and Cloak
making, and solicits a share of the patronage ot the
Ladies of Portland and vicinity.

Office 180 Middle St., Portland, Me.

FOR

Federal

201

sepl7eod3m*

NOTICE

Poatland, Nov. 1, 1877.

FEENEY,
& ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER

PLA

Apprentices thoroughly taught

is hereby given that Abram T. Moses of
Portland, has this day assigned to me all his
property, (exempt from attachment and execution,)
for the benefit of his creditors; and three months
are allowed by law for creditors to become parties
o. u.

P.

Williams’ Block,

WILL BE OUT LATE TO-NIGHT.

inereio.

cure

Dressmaking,

WIFE OF MINE

WORSTEDS, SHETLAND FLOSS,

in every case brought to his notice he should
met9 ont to the offenders the full penalty of
the law.

CLOAKINGS.

New Englacd and State Fair, Port*
land, 1877, SILVER MEDAL.

arrested to that he could hold them for riot,and
give the public to understand that this sort of
disorder will not be permitted in Portland, as

dtf

LIKE THE WOMEN.”

FOR

which

Judge fined Murray §10 and.costs, and put him
under §300 bonds to keep the peace for thirty
days. He said he only regretted the other
tbiee participants in the outrage had not been

COLCORD,

fine line ot

Assignment for the Benefit of Creditors.

F. O. BAILEY ft CO„

D„

The undersigned has taken charge of the Dressmaking department, in Uo

I

J. Brown.

Jiew lot Gents’ Double Breasted Scar*
set Shirts, at $2.00.
hour,

W.

Jan24

AWARDED TO

Formerly wiih M.^G. Palmer.

aulG

J.

143 Pearl Street.

and Bates Patent

First Premium

specialty.

Irving

who went to the aid of a stranger
while surrounded by a crowd of roughs, was
before Judge Knight yesterday motniDg. The

COLLECTED,

at!

Burt’s boots in all widths and
sizes. 421 Congress St., Sign of
ihe Gold Boot,

Beoj. Shaw,

Carriers’ Delivery.—The

Portland.

Tree Protectors.

Bangor.
No Exhibit.

Ceim’ Congress Gaiters and
Calf Boots at bottom prices.

Made an Example of.—George Murray,
who was arrested by Miles and Hanson as one
of the pait'cipants in the assault upon Mr.

the mail matter collected and distributed
the month of October:

Matthews

given to piivate pnpils by the subscribe*-.

1VUIUU

with the

Mean
Mem

Free street Block,

STATUS FAIR,
You. are Invited to visit my new
store before buying your Fall aDd

now

Monthly

Thurston,

nov2

YERY
withiboard,
noldlw*

NOTICE.

attracting attention and bid fair to be
P. L. Bartdeveloped at no very distant day.
lett, State Assayer, is very strongly impressed
are

Samuel

the Library Room of the Association,and continue
Wednesday and Friday Frmiuatn of
h week ihrou«{h ih«* Winirr. Free of tuition to mechanics from
Only
any part of the State
a limited number of scholars can be
accommodated;
those or last year will have
this year, proprererence
vided they apply.
Two classes will be formed,—-a
Primary Class iii Architectural and an Advanced
Class in Mechanical
Drawing. Pupils required to
furnish themselves with
necessary implements and
stationery. Application received uutil the day of
openiDg which must be made to
G. L. BAILEY,
0
Secretary of the Committee, 48 Exchange St.
oc30dtnol4

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

PRICES

desirable rooms, furnished

mineral reand those of

UO^U3lb3

LOW

at

M.

Never fails
any chronic case where a cure is p >!*slble, no
difference how many “regulars” have lailed on It.
No poison* given, nor incurable cases undertaken.
The sick at a distanco can be examined Clair voyantly and treated when desired. Call and see.
oc23
d2w*
to

in

Rooms to JLet.

his conclusions
Prof. Jackson in 1836, 1837 and 1838, indicate
Tuiunuio

EXTREMELY
&

opening

now

HULL,

Magnetic
Physician, 51S 1-9
Congress Street, Portland.
and Botanic

Treats Chronic and Acute Diseases.

on

on
ea'

PORTLAND.

BLOCK,

ST.

A large stock

_

Hill’s unlauodried shirt for $1 has not an
ocl8-tf
equal.

Btate. There has been no survey of the state
since 1861 and 1862, when Pro'. Hitchcock
made a geological and scientific survey, without

ULU

yard.

Extra Heavy Chenille Fringes, $1.25 per yard;
at Carlton Kimball’s, 495 Congress street.
oc31 3t

mineralogical survey of the

Yet

FREE

This School will bo openod

Republicans of Athens in-

celebration nf President Hares’ in-

ville by hanging.
for a long time.

FREE

ASSOCIATION
DRAWING
SCHOOL.

W.

D.

M.

THAT

appropriation for

sources.

1 I

LOW

SAMUEL THURSTON,
3

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Endiea’ Scollop Top French
Moiocco Side Lace Walking Boot

ascertaining

SELLING

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

A house and barn on the old Potter place in
Chelsea, belonging to George Douglass, were
burned Tuesday night.

C.

AUCTION SALES?

BUSINESS CARDS.

Wednesday Eve., Not. 14, at 7 1-2 o’clk,

COUNTY

Leonard Cordage of Bluehill, went to Boston
Wednesday to transact some business. While
on Atlantic avenue he was approached by a fellow who, in tin most gentlemanly manner imagin ble, made his acquaintance. After talking some time he a«ked Mr. Cordage to oblige
him by giving him S60 in bills in exchange for
His request was
the same amount of gold.
complied with. It is almost needless to say the
gold turned out to be very poor brass.

M.

and desir-

new

to teach.

Winter Boots.

to

full assortment just received, in
able styles.

A

STATE NEWS-

dnlired in

EDUCATIONAL.

(Third Year.)

evening.

effort will be made at the next session of
the Maine legislature to get authority and an

special regard

Piano Covers!

Wednesday

next

an

a

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

larger nnmber of students than

The whole number is 124
Seniors 17, Juniors 26, Sophomores 31 and Freshmen 50.
The public exhibition of the Junior class,
ever

State Mineralogical Survey.—An Augusta correspondent of the Boston Joarnal says

on

that the

on

mer

lectures

More about Mattice,—J. M.
Von Vklk=n
burg of Lexington. N. Y writes

west of

Northern Pacific Kail road in Dakota Territory

Mrs. V oolson s Lectures.—A
reminder
that Mrs. Wooison opens her course of

English literature this evenirg at the hall of
the Mercantile Library
Association, should be
sufficient to fill that cosy audience room. Mrs
Woolson’s abilities as a thinker and orator
are
so well known in this
city that words of praise
would be snpetfluons, and her
subject is as entertaining and instructive a one as cruid be selected.

containing

clothiDg repaired

station, twenty

__

Blue Lodge—ADeient Land-Mark, first Wednes-

yesterday

after-

The Spaulding Bell Ringees.—City Hall
was well filled last evening by an audience
ers on

charge

newspapers 2 cents.
For Asiatic countries,

_____
——

held

noon at No. 16 Brown street.
The following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President—Mrs. Benj Kingsbury.
Vice President—Mrs. U. 13. Humphries.
Secretary—Mrs. G W. Beal.
Treasurer—Mrs. Moses Dodge.

CITY AND VICINITY.

Judgment

was

way of giving “good cheer” to their comrade?.
The catalogues for '77 and ’78 are now out,

t-%,37 Market Square.
d2m

Hale, No. 2 Free St.
oc31

dlw

■■WM———■

EThe Philadelphia grand jury haa indicted

POETRY.
Beggars for Yesterday.

them with fraudulently making a
written instrument and uttering and publishing the same, and with conspiracy to defraud
the Market Street Railway Co. out of $200,000.

“Princes!—and yon

most valorous,
Nobles and barons oi all degrees!
Hearken a while to the prayer of us
Beggars that come from the over-seas!
Nothing we ask of gold or fees;
Harry us not with the hounds, we pray!
Lo—for the surcote’s hem we seize—
Give us—ah! give us—but Yesterday l”

Another true bill was found against Merton,
Stokea and Holm charging them with embezzling 200,000 of the property of said company,
and against Nagle and Vickers, charging them

knowing it to have
by dishonesty.
John Lowery, keeper of the insane asylum
at Ward’s Island, has been convicted of cruelly
beating a patient and sent to the penitentiary
with receiving the money

for one year.

“Damosels—dames, be piteous 1”
(But the dames rode fast by the roadway trees.
“Hear us, O knights magnanimous!”
(But the knights pricked on in their panoplies.)
Nothing they gat or of hope or ease,
But only to beat on tne breast and say,
•‘Life we drank to the dregs and lees—
Give us—ah! give us—but Yester day!”

History of Seven Hays.
The New* for the week ending Wednesday Night, October 31.

CAPITAL.
The chief topio of interest at Washington
the! past week has been the appointment
of the House Committees by Speaker Randall.
The striking point abo at the Committees is
NATIONAL

that the South is

given a great preponderance,
having eighteen chairmanships, while the
West has nine and the East only five, and
none of these in New England. Of the financial committees, the banking and currency
goes to the West and the ways and means to
New York. The East has, besides the latter,

only the Pacific railroads, agriculture, manufactures and mines and mining. The West
has only the banking and] currency, public
lands, District of Colombia, war claims, military affairs, Territories, Presidential elections,
rnmmif.f.AAS

all

tha

roat.

on

South.

The two changes causing the most
talk are the removal of Morrison from the
ways and means and S. S. Cox from the banking and roles. Few wonder at the selection of
another in place of Morrison, but putting Mr.
Cox tiff the rules in addition to his main committees is generally criticised. The ways and
means is a
moderate-tariff committee, the
banking and currency for modification cer-

tainly,

and probably a repeal of the resumption act. The appropriations is economical;

military affairs against increasing the army;
coinage, weights and measures for a silver dollar with full legal-tender attachment.
The House was crushed under an avalanche
of bills Monday, and was actually obliged to
adjourn till Wednesday to give the clerks time
to make up the journal. Eight hundred and
forty-five were Introduced and read by their
titles, the reading consuming five hours.
This
is the highest number ever introduced in one
day before in the whole history of Congress.
The highest number ever reached before has
been about six hundred. One member introduced thirty bills. The old members seemed to
think best to have their measures on the calandar early, and were quite prominent in presenting bills. It is quite impossible to present
anything but a general description of the bills’
The majority of the Western members seem to
feel it necessary to put in their bills for modify-

ing repealing the resumption act and for remonetizing silver, and the Southern members
dealt most largely in internal improvements
and claims. There were many bills to repeal
the bankrupt act. Two complete bills revising
the tariff were presented, one from Mr. Willis
of New York and one from Mr. Morrison. One
of the old members of the banking and currency committee, himself for resumption under
the present act and against silver, says the inor

uivwv>vuu

VI
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pea

resumption act, and the restoration of
the silver dollar, so far as the House can conof the

trol the matter.
Maine members of the House have positions
on the following
committees:—Mr. Hale is
plaoed on the Committee on Appointments;
the Committee on Library; Mr.
also on
Frye on the Committee] on the]Judiciary; Mr.
Lindsey on the Committee'lon Claims; Mr.

Heed on the Committee on Territories, and Mr.
Powers on the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Last week the Pennsylvania Congressional
delegation was invited by Secretary Evarts to

suggest some Pennsylvania man for the English mission, with the understanding that the
President would heed the suggestion. Thereupon the delegation unanimously named Simod Cameron. This choice;the Presidont refused to ratify, and; Tuesday nominated John
Welsh. The nomination of Welsh occasions
much surprise and consequent oomment. He is a
merchant of Philadelphia, brother of William
Welsh, late one of the board of Indian comHe is about 72 years of age, and
missioners.
has made a large fortune in the sugar importHe has never
ing business in his native city.
held office of any prominence outside of local

Philadelphia politics,

and is better known to
tfee public ae President of the Boa:d oi Finance of the late Centennial Exhibition, and
one of the most active promoters of the success
In politics Mr. Welsh has
of the exhibition.
always been a thorough Republican, supporting
all of the state and national measures of tha1
pa rty. At the same time he has never been
identified with the Cameron division in the
management of state affairs.
The Senate confirmed the nomination of
as minister to Russia,
Messrs. Stoughton
Noyes to France, Easson to Austria, Lowell
to Spain, and several other diplomatic appointments.
The ease of

Senator Patterson, who was
claimed on a requisition of the Governor of
South Caroline, and who sued out a wiit of habeas carpus, has been farther postponed by
agreement of counsel at the request of the
Attorney General of South Carolina, who is
nnable to be present'on account of official business. The oass will
not again be heard till
Bometime after the 10th of November, the ex.

agreed on hereafter, with the express understanding and agreement that no
other requisition will be made or a new charge
preferred during the pending of the present
proceedings before Judge Humphreys.
act time to be

President and Mrs. Hayes, Webb and Burch-

Hayes, Secretary Evarts and daughter,
Secretary and Mrs, Sherman, Attorney General
Devens and others left Tuesday for Richmond,
where they were enthusiastically received.

ard

The national bank circulation issued for the
month was $3,000,000, for which Secretary Sherman has directed the retirement of $2,424,000
in legal tenders. A large number of orders for
the new circulation received during the month
remain unfulfilled and do not appear in this
statement. The treasury will probably soon issue a

call for bonds.

.Luo

ure-pruoi

commission win

report mat all
buildings, with the exception of the
Department, are in part constructed
of such materials as to render destructive conthe public
new State

The commission will
therefore recommend that a fire-proof building
of ample dimensions be con6trncted for the
accommodation of the archives of the government no longer required for constant use.
By care being exercised in saving all the remnants of models fennd in the ashes in the pat-

flagrations possible.

ent office after the fire, many of the
models can be reprodnced.

Appleton Hutchinson, a well to-3o farmer of
Mt. Vernon, N. H., heard a rattling of his
barn doors Sunday evening and taking his gun
in hand went out. Nothing has since been
heard of him, though the whole town
has been searching. Foul play in Bome form is
feared. Some think be has been kidnapped
seen or

for i reward, as it is known he has a wealthy
brother in New York.
L Cass Capert, alias Carpenter, editor and

(From the Maine State Press of Nov. 1, 1877.)

min nr

destroyed

A Washington special says Senator ConkliDg
in conversation with a delegation of prominent
said that many of the President’s nominations were very objectionable,
especially those for the Sonthere States, and
that the Republicans in the Senate would stand
together on the question of ^nominations in the
Sontb, and would not confirm any man not
identified with the Republican party in the

Pennsylvanians

past.
CONGRESS.
Congress has been in session but a small
part of the past week and the business of the
sessions that have been held has been of little
importance. Thnrsday both houses were in
session. In the Senate a petition for the repeal of the bankrupt lawjwas referred. Also a
bill for the distribution of the balance of the
The Honse discussed the Colorado case and finally referred it to the committee on elections. A number of petitions

proprietor of the Columbia (S. C.) Union, has
been arrested for forgery in raising two notes
from $600 to $1600, and also from default of
$3000 in settlement with the U. S. government,
which snm he drew on salary and advertising
accounts, but did not pay the bills.
Robert H. Isabelle, lata pension agent at
New Orleans, Wm. Ferrell, Wm. L. Randall
nd John H. Hainson were arrested Tuesday
with forgery, perjury and subornation
of perjury in the matter of Isabelle and Bond
a

charged

pension agents, and in default of bail were
sent to the Parish prison.
The indictments vs. F. S. Cardozo, late Treasurer of South Caroline, were oalled in the Supreme Court at Columbia Tuesday. Attorney
General Connor desired to single out for trial
the eight cases against Cordozo, in which he is
charged with conspiracy with Gleaves, Lee,
Woodruff and Jones, to cheat and defraud the
as

state by means of fraudulent warrants upon
the State Treasury.for $4000 in favor of C. S.
Frankfort, the initials of which name when
reversed stand for those of Cardozo. Judge
Mellon, the defendant’s counsel, objected to
aL __J

_r
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from workiogmen associations, all of them
asking for legislation for their benefit, were
presented and referred. Some two hundred
oolored men asked for an appropriation to enable them to go to Liberia. Mr. Kelley intro
duced his yearly petition for a change in the
government’s financial system, and got it referred amid roars of langbter.
In the Senate Tuesday, on motion of Mr.
Edmunds, it was decided that the select committee on the subject of ascertaining and declaring the result of the election of President
he oomposed of nine Senators instead of seven.
CASUALTIES.

John Astwort, aged 6, of Patterson, N. J.,
died of hydrophobia Thursday.

T
auu

wi

aigucu

tuu

trial to proceed in the order of the cases upon
the docket. Court held that the state oonld
bring to trial what it saw proper, and Thursday
next was assigned for the hearing of this case.
The case against Congressmen Smalls (colored)
for (accepting a bribe while a member of the
South Carolina legislature, was set for trial on

HMm
igu

Soft

OF

The witnefses relied upon by
the state are all Republicans.
Seven masked men knocked down and robbed
Agent Wilson, of the Northern Pennsylvania

Railroad, near Allentown, Pa., Friday night.
They secured ,$900, a watch and other valuables. Wilson was fatally injured. A series of
wholesale robberies, supposed to be the work

—

—

women

Horse

Shoeing,

Booksellers and Stationers.

well in hard times on this work.
etc., to TUTTLE & DOWNIE, 03

HOYT & FOGG, No.»l Middle Street.

Book Binders.

d.3m»

A

to take
sel7

working expenses. After paying all preference oharges .there will be a balance of $781
000.-Bark Hattie S. Hall of New York has
been libelled for transporting coolies.-The
oigar makers’ ttrike in New York still contin"
ues.-It is rnmoied that the Erie Railroad
will extend its line to Boston.-General
the

Grant says silver remonetization is only a form
of repudiation.-A Bismarck. Dakota despatch reports the President an 1 his Secretary,
Rodgers, have bought real estate near Bismarck and a favorable endorsement of the
Northern Pacific extension scheme is confia

dently expected.-Snow has fallen to a con
siderable depth in Canada.-It is stated that
many shipowners of New York are intending a
movement for the repeal of the existing navigation laws and for free trade in ships.-It is
stated that Gov. Williams of Indiana will appoint Dan Yoorhees as the suceessor.’of Senator
Morton in tha case of the latter’s decease.Prof. Orton of Vassar died in Panama on the
24th of September. President Eliot of Harvard
College was married to Miss Grace Hopkinson
Tuesday evening.-Mr. Tilden spoke in New
York Saturday night in response to a serenade.
He still thinks he was cheated out of the Preedency.-Attorney General Devens explains
that the President’s famous c vil service order
was not intended to prevent officials taking

partin campaigns.-Gen. .Howard complains
that he is abused by the newspapers.-Edwin Adams, the actor, died Sunday.—Gen. N.
B. Forrest died at Memphis,
-Snow fell in New York

post-office department
way postal clerks to wear

The

Tenn., Monday.
Friday night.-

has ordered all railblue uniforms.nominated for repre-

P. T. Barnum has been
sentative in the Connecticut

legislature.

ItTRCO-RUSSIAK

WAR.

The Turkish defeat in Asia has been a serious matter, but it is doubtful if it enables the
Russians to winter in Erzeroum. It simply
drives the Turks into the garrisons, where
their inferior numbers will avail to make a protracted defense. Todleben is shoveling his way
into Plevna, and Gen. Gouiko has been sent to
close the back door of that position, has won a
creditable victory in establishing a position
athwart the road and has captured a Turkish
force of three or four thousand. It is now realized that Mehemet All’s forces on the White
Lom'river were really inadequate to the part
which he played so successfully of engaging
the Russian army there: after bearding and

coolly withdrew

toward Kustchuk, amauoouver
which bis opponents did not very promptly
discover. He has since been reinforced, and
Suleiman has taken command. Tbe Russians
in Asia and in Bulgaria are being heavily reinforoed, and they will lay a railroad from Sistova on the Danube up the Jantra to Gorny
Stnden and Tirnova. This is an obvious economy in the necessity of transporting the supplies tor 170,000 men for a year probably.
A rising is feared in Albania, Epirus and
Macedonia.
The Porte is endeavoring to master some 23,000 irregulars to put down tbe insurgents, and has ordered that they be treated
without mercy.

boarders and

a

few table boarders

on

31i Exchange

WIH TER

BLOCK.

FOR

STBEET.

t.

W. H. PENNEUU

CHURCHILL,

heretofore

EVERYTHING,

OF

ALL
1

!

d6t

RandolphBoynton.
HES

uieanea and warranted, tor
“

“

“

'■

186

W. Fourth

1878

Wholesale price. Call early while the
assortment is large.

Sisrn of the Gold Pen.

STARCHENE!
PERFUMED STARCH ENAMEL.

are

now

icinity
No.

jul

THE

AGENCY

&

LADIES’ VESTS

New House for Sale in Deering.
rooms; bath;
perfect
Story House;
TWO
drainage; stable; 7100 feet of land; situated
to F. G.
head of Pleasant Street.
10

AGENT.

W. F.
oct25dtf

STUDLEY,

o

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO..
ADVERTISING AGENTS
tup.

r.pjruun

\rPurpp4r>p

Return

Dealer In Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in tlie United States or Canadas at publishers’
west prices. Send for estimates.

Cords of Wood

responsible

on

STARCHENE.
To preventive Iron from sticking,

for three
Kilns

Those who have used steam for heating buildings

drying purposes, have long felt the need of a
perfect device for returning, at a high temperature,
of condensation from the heating pipes to
water
the
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of luel. Such
has been found in the ‘‘Meharg Steam
device
a
Trap,” which is ottered to those in need with a guarthat
antee
they will keep the pipes free of water.

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
Receive advertiseiuci r, for all newspapers in the
United States an 1 Canada, at their office,

ties need apply.
VI.

STARCHENE.

For terms address

par-

HENRY JOY & BALDWIN,
N. 11., or Wells River,
sepl2dtt

Fabyan Boose,

use

Recitations, and Impersonations.

Pereira!
oclO

Arenne,

a?

Dorchester, Mass.
eod3w

We caution
public about imitations of the
Starchene, as unscrupulous persons are endeavoring to introduce a spurious article on the market.
Each of our bottles will be labelled with our Trade
Mark. Do not take any other.
the

or

Per-

Bottle.

J. H. BOSWORTH & CO.,
O. x>. M orrlBi As’tj
3X4 Federal St., Portland Maine.
nets

eodCm

angle
Vaults Cleaned
taken out at short notice, lrom
cord or $2 a load, by addressing

AND

myUJtf

$1 to

a

A. LIBBY. Portland P. 0.

Tlie most convenient place in the

city

Boots & Shoes
very neatly and promptly repaired. ofSiunthe Gold
IRVING J. BROWN.
Boot
auldti

Public Notice.
persons are hereby forbidden trusting or
harboring my wife, Lizzie J. Gordon, as I

ALL
shall

no'bills of her contracting after this date.
oct29d2w»
tG. CLAEENCE.GORDON.
pay

NO BRIDGE IVOCK.
Daniorth House, D. Danforth. Proprleto

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HIEE.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor
PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Proprietor.

SKOWHEGAN.
Tamer House, W. G. Heselton, Piourtetor.

FORTEAND.
Adams House, Temple St.

purchase your Coal is at
&
RANDALL
MCALLISTER’S
new office, No 78 Exchange St.,
to

opposite the Post Office.
oel9

Vaults

Cleaned and
moved.

dtf

Ashes Re

ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
or addressing
R. GIBSONt
anldtl
888 Congress Street

ALL

S. Allen

A.

LAGER BEER.
A

CO. S

CELEBRATED
for which

BAVAKAIN LAGER, orders
STANLEY
addressed
keg

by the

or

case,

STAN i.EV A

CO,

Lawrence Man*.,* will receive prompt attention.
dtl
ju28

Vaults Oloanod,

Address

ARRIVALS.
8.30 a.
9.30 a.
2.20 p.
2.50 p.
6.00 p.

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

from Lewbton and Auburn.
from Gorham (Mixed).
from Montreal, Quebec and West.
from Lewision and Auburn.
from Lewiston, Auburn and

s. f. kicker,
Libby*. Corner,

Deerin^,

South Paris

Offices

Passenger

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

AMD

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates l
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, St. Lonis. Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,

First class fortnightly mail steamers cf this line
sail from Halifax every other Tuesday, for
Liverpool, touching at Queenntowu.
Passage: First-class-$50, $70 and $$0 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate—$40 gold; Third-class at
lowest rates.
With return tickets $100, $125 and $150 gold,
according to accommodation.
The fclanaovr Lint* of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all part9 of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No 3. India Street, Portland, Me.
B^'Night Nierling Checks issued in *um*
to *uit, for t£, and upward**.
mylbdtf

Norfolk.

Proprietor.

cur Hotel, cor. congress and

Ureen si.

J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw & Son, pro-

prietors.

Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and PAuu»
Sts. O. E. Ward, Proprietor.
(J. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
WEST NEWFIELD.
Went Newfield House, R,0. Horomsle,

prietor.

_MEDICAL.

STEAHMUII-

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,

1ul8dtf

Eastern

Railroad,

OCTOBER

8, 1877.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

cares

Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

S3f*Sold by Druggists and Dealers inlledicia
d&wl
myll
1 will Forfeit Five Dollars
any
IN FHECKLE
and
case

where

mv

MOTH

AND

and SAT 17 It BA Y.

Freight lorwanled from Norfolk to Washington and

Alexandria l>v eteamer Lady of the Lake and .’ana
MOMIT.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg sd<J
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all placoj in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington StM
Boston.

To all points of North and South Carolina- by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston,
And to all points in the West by Baltimore Sc Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 210 Wasningtonstreet,
Boston.

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash■gton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
_

«o2dtf_Provdncee.

MRS. S. SPENCER,
20 Broun St., Portland, Me.

PbiMelpMa & New England Steamship Line.

-—-

v/iiiiiituxjo

ted.

utu.

Mondays.)
RETURNING,

Leave Boston at 7.30 a. in., IM.&O and 7.00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. & N, A. Railway tor St, John

to all Points South and West at
Pullman Car Tickets for Meats and

owest rales.

Berths at Ticket Office,
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
julldff

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R. R.
OCTOBER
TEnoiminuuinura

Dili, 1877,

Trains will

run as

tallows

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. wn..
-“-3.3© and 6.30 p. m.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and BostDn & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer J unction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, in., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m.t connecting with trains South and
West.
3 30 P. M. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Rover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua lor
Lowell and
Boston, at Aver Junction for Fitchand
the
West
via
BLoosac
Tunnel
burg
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor New York, at Pntnam with
&

Philadelphia Express

Line” for
and Washwith Norwich

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
de4dtf
J. M. LTTNT, Supt.

PORTLAND & OMHIRG
RAILROAD.

connection

.vlth OLD COLONV
KOAD.

their residences when desired.

be tre
ocl2d6m

can

obtained tor mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,

designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc

nventions that have been
by theinPatent Office may
most cases, be
still,
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Office, we can make closer
searches, and secure Patpromptly and wilk broader claims than
remote from

Washington.

rpftTOTK
111
fill 1
1

tentability. All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO CIIARCiE UNLESS PATENT
IS
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
no24
dtf

purturc,.

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER,there

connecting with the Clyde Micamcra, .uII.uk
every MONDAY, WEDNESDA Yand SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers ot Navigation around Cape Cod avoided
Insuran t' one-eighth of one per cent.

Freight,

to

or

other

information,’apply

D. D. C. WINK.
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
janlldtf

ARRANGEMENT

OWE

TRIP PER

WEEK.

The Steamer LEWISTON, (112

tons
will

burden,)Capt. Chas.Deering,

leave
Railroad
Whart,
foot of State Street, on and after
the 19th
inst, every Friday eveung* ut lO
o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and IWacliiaaport.
Returning, leaves Hlacbiu.porl every Toes
day moroin. at 4.30 o'clock,
touching
as above, arriving in Portland same night,
usually
connecting with Pullman trains ami early morning
trains for Boston and the West.
■ For further
particulars enquire at Rialroad Wharf,
Portland,
GEO, L, DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.
Portland, October 21

feTONIJfGTOM
AHEAD

This is

OP ALL

OTHERS.

Only Iiisidtt Route
Avoiding Point Judith.
tlie

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the eieand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New 1 ork
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Bostoo Sc Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins <ft Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,

£nt

ocl

73

dtf

lJiTEIWATIOMAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Calais,

Nl. John, N. H
Arniapolis, Windsor and Halifax. N, A,

Charlottetown,

FALL

P. E. I.

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIPs”PER

TWO

On and

WEEK.

after

Mondav, Sept.
17th the SteamersCity of Portland
Capt. S. U.Pike, and New Bruns.wick, Capt. E. B. Winchester,
’will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State
every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
Sty
P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, st.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., sliediac, Amherst, Pictou, Snmmerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any farther information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance

Co.,)

mh21dtl

of Time

Change

LINE

FOR NEW YORK.

or

of

A. R. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

STEAMER*’

BOSTON

Passenger Trains will leave Portland
10.30

a. m.

for all stations, running through to
Nwanton and Burlington.

2.43 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
11.10

a. m.

1*.

in*

from Upper Baitlett, <Sc.

jivui an oiauviiB uu

tmuugu

jiuc.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
octl ldtf

Portland. Oct, 5, 1877.

Maine

Central

RAILROAD.

.The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until turther notice, run alternatlely as folows: Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock P. .71., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at .1 P, M..
(Sunday excepted)

S1.50

Passengers by

this line are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
and
inconvenience
of arriving in Boston late
pense
at night.
fSTTickets and Stale Rooms lor sale at IJ. II
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the variou.
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
cure a

OTOJKDAY,

OCT#

8. 1877.

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at
12.40 and 11.45 p.

m.

For Mkowhegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Augusta, Hallowell. Sardine, aud
Brunswick at 7.C0 a. m., 12.40, 5 23 and 11.45 p.
m.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln K. It., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
7 00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00a. m., 12.40and 5.25p. m/

For Farmington, IBonmonth, Winthrop.
Keadfleld, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

Freight

and 5.20
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Winthrop and Waterville. The 11.45
p. m. tram is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, and tor
Honlton, Woodstock, Ht. Andrews, St.
Ntephen, St. John and Halifax.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta. Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
aud all intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.P0 p. m,
The afternoon train from Auerusta. Bath. K. Sr. t,.
K. K. at 6.20 p. in, JLhe night Pullman Express
tiain at 2.00 a. m.
m.

Portland, Oct. 8, 1877.

attention of shippers of freight at Portland
Is called to the new arrangement of freight
trains on Maine Central R, R., to take eflect APRIL
2d, 1S77.
f reight tor I.ewUton, Auburn.
Banger,
«■<* Belfast received at freight houso before
5 30
P. M„ will be forwarded same
day, and will be ready3
tor early delivery at destination next
morning

THE
STEPHEN

ffieok, fob and

BERRY,
bfmd Ida del ,^

37 Plum Street.

CLAIRVOYANT.
nr. S, M A D D# X, t he celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
now located at No. 4 Mechanic St., where she can be
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience In telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &<:., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunityof consulting the greatest fortuneteller ofthe age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con
ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part ofthe world and describe them
She also describes all manner ot disease
perfectly.
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00: Ladies 60 cents. Office hours
no9dt
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

March

_,

,*>AYSON TUCKER, Superintendent

31st, 1877,

Maine

&p2dlf

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew Ycrk
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
at o
Portland, every MONDAY and TH L'USIIAY,loia
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New
4
P.
at
MONDAY
THURSDAY,
and
every
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this » very corn tnient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Good destined beyond
Room, *3. Meals extra.
Portland or New York lorwarded to destination at
Information
apply to
For further
ouco*
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. B„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
dec!6tf
Exchange street.

usual.

AND

Pii IJLAI>RJJP1I1I A
Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

Ho

Wed’s’y

& Sat’d’y

Wharfage,
From
Long Wharf,

p.m
From Pine Street Boston, Phils,
Wharf,
delphia, at 50 a. m.
; Insurance one halt ,he ratf f
—--sailing vessels.
for
the
West by the Penn. R.
freight
R.,aml South

by

a

connectingUnesforwaMed^^,,,,^
Passage

For Freight

apply to
B. B. HAMPTON.
Agent
in23-ly_>0 l ong Wharf, Ho,,..
or

i-jniii

UKEAT

FALL RIVER LINE
—

NEW

julldtf

Maine Central Railroad.

as

—

For Lewiston and Auburn.
Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p.

taken

<le30-76dtf_J. B. COVl.R, jr,. Gen’i Agt,
IB 0 8TO N

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

i"i

MADAME

BAIL-

Boston to the South. Only TrI-Wfcekly
Line.
Quick Time. Law Bute,, Frequent De-

Commencing October 8, 1877.

or

all.)
EP*People

No.

—

1877_oct22dtf

Through Tickets

vuur

sweil don’t
them lubrica(Examination free to

feet burn
fail to get

those

FBOM

O S T O N,

FALL
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarbpro’, Saco, Riddeford, Hennebunk, Welle, North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
8.45 a. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebank, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
3.15 p.m.
5.15 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at !J.15 a, m., every day (except

CORNS I

more
who are

H.j.

CLYDE’S

MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS.

DR.D. Cr. CARIjTOIV fans removed to No.16 MARKET SQUARE,
where he will treat all diseases of the feet
Coins, Bunions. Ingrowng or Club Nails,

tents

—

LOTION will not remove the

Moth
Freckles if used according to my directions. Price, 23 and 50 crnla.
with
a soft sponge three or four times a day
Apply
until the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is generally accomplished in one week.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
rcorst

uij25dCm

AKJD

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY

STEAMBOAT CO.

Restores

THOMAS 6. GEHHISH Ml, Mass.

LINS

week.

PORTLAND, BINGOR & MACBUS

a. m

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and bladder Com plaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure of Fever and Ague, Bilious,

■

Flr.t Clot, ttjeaut.hlo
HOPKINS.
WM.CRANK.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Bo.100 direct every ICKSUAV
aud SATI KDAV.

In
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is In splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, ana is making the oest connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
^•PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.

“Boston

Family Medicine.

time.

JOHNS

Koriiiwest, West and Southwest.

ington, at New London
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
6.30 P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a.m., arriving at Portlana 6.40

at

Baltimore & Washington

—

and all points In the

Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J. B. Perry
Proprietor.

Fortland & Ogdensburg Railroad Co.
holders of the 1st Mortgage Bonds of the
P. & O. R. R. Co., dated Nov. 1, 1870, are
hereby notified that the scrip for interest^coupons as
provided for by the recent arrangement is now
ready for delivery.
Tbc amount of first coupon on said scrip will be
paid in gold on delivery of liie interest warrant.
The coupons (for January and July, 1877, and for
January aud July, 1878,) may be sent to either of
the Trustees of the Mortgage, or to
JNO. W. DANA,
Treasurer.
oc

STARCHENE.

Price 25 Cents Per

|

1\HE

Starchene, Perfumed Starch Enamel, which is
kept by the Grocers, is an article of genuine value.
It has been used in our family, and been pronounced
very superior as an ingredient in starch to secure
stiffness and a beautiful polish. Once tested,
t will always be used.
J>roper
From the “Boston Home Journal,” Jaly 7, 1877.

Pro*

prietor.

To Holders of First Mortgage Bonds

fine Laundry finish, use

Aak year Grocer for Starchene
fumed Starch JEnamcl,

This trap has been in use for several years, is simconstruction and practical in operation. It is
a price solow that no one who is using
steam for heating can afford to do without it. They
will be put on for responsible parties on trial for 30
days, and if not found entirely satisfactory, will be
taken oft free of expense.
Further information as to price, &c., can be had
by addressing Gen’l T. W. Hyde. Bath, Me.; C. D.
Brown, Brunswick. Me.; or W. H. Pennell, No. 17
au7dtf
Union St., Portland.

ple in

ottered at

TO LYCEUMS.

Readings,

Trap.

or for

WILLIAM II. SAT WARD,

per year
13,000
years—to be cut and delivered at Coal
Railroad track. None bat
and

use

miEEBRIDGE.
Atlantic Honse, Geo. A. Hopkins,

ERS’ WAREHOUSE,

IN CARROLL, N. II.

STARCHENE.
To save labor,

MACBIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

promptly attended to.

PRINT

Derry.

I

LITTLETON, N H.
H. E. Thayer, Proprietor

A

106 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

a. m.

m for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.50 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

EINCOENYIEEE.

For
Sale.
FIRST-CLASS three-story Brick House, on
Free St, with all the modern improvements,
gas, sebago, hath room, first and second story supplied with hot and cold water; all in perfect order. Inquire of JOHN. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange
Street.
Ju30dtf

Dealers in Printing Materials of everyidescription
Type, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

Wood Contract to Let

STARCHENE.

or
J. A.
oct29dlw

The new and thoroughly built
bouse 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part of the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply oil the premises.
.5. It. AVERILE.
july.31dtf

Locke ea

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 8, 1877,
trains will run as follows:
lot Auburn and Lewiston.

House, Eincolnville, T. E, Phillips,
Proprietor.

For Sale !

ROW, NEW YORK.

The best Linen Polish in the world is

Jf you want your linen to look like new, uso

LIMEBll'K.
Eimerick House,—D. S. Eogg, Proprietor

IN

S. M. PettengilJ & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade,
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

jr.r.

the premises.

House for Sale,

LOCKE.

D. R. Locke,

near

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Quebec
nioruing,
every Maiurday
for
Liverpool, touching at

ers

For Rates of

LEWISTON

DeWitt Haase, Q a in by Sc murcb,;Prcprietor.

Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modern improvements. Inquire at this
au2dtf
office.

637 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Under Falmouth Hotel.

Apply

PATTERSON, 379] Congress Street,

STROUT,

Grand Trnnk R. R. Co. of Canada.

prietor

A

COE, WETHERELL & CO.,

ever offered in this city. Price 37 1-2
cents. This is no humbug, but a good

HIRAM.
Mt. Culler House,—Hiram Baston,Pro

Horse lor Sale.

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

pnn

Higgins A Sons, Props

Proprietor.

GOOD Family Horse, kind, hardy and excellent diiver. Will be sold cheap. Apply at
28 EXCHANGE STREET,
Beptl3dtt

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers o
all cities and towns ol the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

ready to

bargain.

FOR HOT OR COLD STARCH,

English Schooner Anita, 197 tons, four vear3
old, well found in sail and rigging. Will be
sold cheap. For further information apply to
oc30dlmJ. S. WINSLOW & CO.

near

BATES

H.

HALLOWELL.
Hallowell House. Hailowell, H. Q. Blake,

noes.

at

I hare just secured the best value In

EEESAVORTH.

City Hotel.—N.

sit-

For Sale.

T. C.EVANS,

dtt

the

eight rooms, beside bath-rooms. Has direct
sunlight during the entire day. Will he sold or let.
A. W. COOMBS.
oc30dlm
Centennial BIock.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New fork
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov

ADVERTISING AGENCY Sc

c onvey parties i o any resorts in th
reasonable rates. Apply to
JOHN RAY,
Commercial Wharf or 219 Brackett street

DEXTER,

merchants’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, M(.W. G. Nlorrill, Proprietor.

To L<?t.

on

S. M. PETTENGILL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING

or

now

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

Pleasure

Wagons.
“ZEPHYRUS”~ANI) “RAY.”

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Ball, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. IV. Clark, Proprietor

A

occupied by
undersigned,
uated
HOUSE
westerly side of Vaughan st., next
Geo. W. Woodman’s. Lot 80x100. House

pense.

ATWOOD’S OVSTER HOUSE, 117
131 and 133 Center St., PORTLAND.
ocl2
3 aid

Snmowl House, Trask Bros. Proprietors

SUMMER_ SERVICE.
Shortest Ocean Voyage.

Four

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen Supt.
8. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
sopt5

LINE!-

ALLAN
I

rooms.

Philadelphia, Baltimore

south of
contains

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

J. H. Bates, late of

The Standard’s
Paris correpondent says
President MacMahon has received positive
assurances that a Moderate Left Ministry would
have a support of a majority of tbe Senate.
Another attempt was made on Tuesday to
burn Frederickton, N. B. The supposed incendiary, Mark Conroy, has been arrested.^M
Gen. Grant is now in Paris, where he has received an official reception by tbe government.
On the 6th instant a banquet will be given in
his honor by the American residents.
Father Croce, a prominent Jesuit, has been
expelled from the Order because ho opposed
the temporal power of the Pope.

For Sale

DODD’S

34 PAi.K

Always the choicest and
freshest Oysters constantly
on hand at the lowest prices.
Orders by mail or telegraph
answered promptly.
Oysters delivered in any
part of the city free of ex-

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. H. Doris, Proprietor

lt/f1\T T? XT to loan on first class Real Estate
IfAv/JJ* Aj A Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate. 379] Congress Street.
nol8dtf

Cincinnati, O.

Street,

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

d3m

The Paris Journal (Bonapartist) states that
the French government
has cot decided
to abandon the policy of resistance, a great
part of the senators and deputies being
absent on account of next Sunday’s election
for Conseillers d’Arrondisement andConseillers Generaux. Negotiations for a compromise
which had commenced have been postponed to

REAL ESTATE.

S, 18. NILES,

Congress St„ Opp. the Preble

482

ROOMS

H., !(via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence.) at 8.45 a. in.
For Wolfboro ngli at 8.45 a. m. For Centre
Harbor, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
at 8.45 a. m. For Mcaborrougb, Fine Point,
Old Orchard Beach, Maco, Biddeford and
Bten tie bunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Morning Trains will leave flienncbaak
The 3.15 p. m. train
for Portland at 7.20 a. m
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also tl e quickest route to the West. Through
Tickets to all Points Mouth nnd West nt
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers juuniDg between Portland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at Transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes lor refreshments at first class

P. Ac K.
Proprietor.

AGENTS,

ADVERTISING

OTHER FOREIGN NEWS.

Monday.

oclldtf

..

8.45a.
Con-

cord, N.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,

Proprietors.

Mechanics Hall.
and Hall to let now occupied hy lilt; Young
Men’s Christian Association. Apply to
GEO. A. HARMON,
ocl7
Mechanic Building.
dtf

contract for advertising in this
Estimates furnished free. Send
for a Circular.

d6t

DIARIES

SANBORN,

Exeter, Haverhill, (North Andover, Law-

rence, Andover and |Eowell at 6.15,
For Manchester and
m., ,3.15 p. m.

St.-Chapin,

St.

The New England House, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de2Sdtf
Portland, Me.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully gives
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

Colony.

etor.

Preble House, Congress St.CUboon &C«.,

authorized to

are

121

The undersigned, having just returned from Western Texas, proposes to form a colony to
purchase
land in Hondo Valley, and build a New England Village thereon. All those intending to remove to the West, can be greatly benefited by joining us, and thereby secure cheap lands and low rates
of transportation. By united action, we shall have
a village at once, and profit by the resultant rise in
real estate surrounding us. This section has good
soil, fine water and timber, and a mild and healthy
climate. Send for Circular.
J. W. GREEN, 23 Circular Block, Bangor, Me.
nol

■

ADVERTISING

1.00
.75

au28dtf

at

HOUSE,

N. FRESHMAN & BROS.,

E.

$1.00

Opposite Preble House, 482 Con gress St

Retailing

To Let.
No. 32 Brown Street; possession given
Nov. 1st; about 10 rooms, Sebago, gas and
G. W. VERRILL,
good drainage. Inquire of

AGENCIES.

|

Clock, and Jewelry of all kind, repaired
rcry low price*.

1878

mu

HOTEL TO LEASE.

Portland, Oct. 8, 1877,

at

Texas

mwo HAI.ES in Mechanics’ Ruildics,
X TO EET; enquire of
CEOBCiE A. HARMON, Jeweler,
my!7d6munder the Hall,

is this day dissolved. Parties holding bills against
the concern are requested to send the same to the unISAAC EMERY.
dersigned.

paper.

“

Mechanics’ Hall.

between

THE
SANBORN & EMERY and EMERY &

WORK

N. S. GABDINEK,
No. 28 Exchange Street.

auglSdtf

copartnership heretofore existing between
Ephraim Sanborn and myself under the style of

—

KINDS.

Mainsprings
Case springs

possession given. Apply to

Dissolution.

CATALOGUES,

WATJ3

HOUSE

WM. II. SNELL can be found at 25 Preble St.,
where he will he pleased to see all his old customers
and lots of new ones.
oc3td3w

PAMPHLETS,

oc30

To Let.
No. 17 North Street; arranged for two
families; up stairs and down; immediate

CIIAS.’b. PEt’TENGILL.

BOOKS,

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. It, Crocker, Propri

prictors,

dtf

THE

Blinds,

copartnership
existing
THE
Pettengiil & Snell, is this day dissolyed by

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. O. Parker*

BROWN STREET.

House to Let.
lower part of house No. 231 Oxford St., very
convenient, containing eight rooms, gas and
Sebago. For particulars apply to F. H. IVIDBEB,
220 Commercial
sepl8dtf
Street,_

—

and

tor.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C‘ 8. Bailey Sc Co. P

To A,Ct.

DISSOLUTION.

St., Boston, Mass.,

MERCANTILE

THE

is this dissolved by mutual consent. The business
will be continued by Edward E. Carleton, under the
same style and at the same place, with whom the
books and accounts of the late firm remain for settlement, he having assumed the liabilities of, and being
entitled to all the debts due the firm.
CHARLES S. FARNHAM.
EDWARD E. CARLETON.
oc9dtf
Portland, Oct. 1st. 1877.

Any Information in regard to its cost will be cheerfully furnished by the agent for this city,

AND

part of house No. 232 Oxford Street,
containing all the modern improvement gas
and Sebago. For particulars, apply to
J. B. PIKE,
oct6dtf
57 Union Street.

FARNHAM & CARLETON,

Sashes

BOLSTER'S HILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprie-

lower

name

Doors,

Bath Hotel, C. lit. Plummer, Proprietcr

Thayers Hotel,

House lo Let.

RAILROAD

Arrangement.

On anti After Monday, October
f-u.S. IS77. train* will I,CAVE
PORTLAND FOB BOH I ON
.Tnf
at 0.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. in., arriving at Boston atl 0.45 a. m./1.30, 8.00 p. in. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.in.,
For
p. in.
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10
Wells, North Berwick, Maltnon Falls,
Rochester,
FarmBreak Falls. Dover,
ington, N. II-. Alton Bay, Newmarket,

7.00
8 a.

Tremont House, Tremont
Guraey * Co. Proprietors.

STEAMERS.

datzgafer

BATH.

in consideration will make the terms
J.’> or call at
easy to the right parties. Address
184 Middle St., (third floor) during day, or call at
old No. G7 Danforth St. alter 6.45, p. m.
ocl8dtf

a

Fall

Wbilhd

Proprietor.

Beach

heretofore existing between
UPPER RENT.
as
of
THEthecopartnerehip
undersigned under the firm
sept28

It has received tho highest recommendation from
Engineers in every large city of this
country whe re it has been introduced

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St.,

kitchen ana wash room, three unfurnished third
floor rooms, &c
The owner wishes a room and

TO

miles from City Hall, where
advantage of seeing their
Carriages stored free.

DEALERS IK

Proprietor*.

six (6)
No. 41

Furnished House to Let.
a
small family, containing four sleeping
rooms, bath room &c., parlor, dining room,

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Steam

—

To Let.
and after Nov. 1, a nice tenement of
rooms on first floor in brick house,

Rooms to Let.
gentleman and wife; an elegant unfurnished
parlor and front chamber in a private house.
26 BROWN STREET,
Inquire at
octll
dtf

E.C. O’BRION,
BOX 1514, C1TF.

—

ACBUHN'
Bln, House, Court. St. W. St, A: A. Vcuuz

board, and

DISSOLUTIONS.

Inllrst cost and subsequent expense it
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Less Liable to Accident and
More Economical than any other knoirn

PRINTERS OF

Street.

BOARD

oc29d2w

be examined at No, 17 Union

TO

two

STEAM BOILER.

39 arch

ON

_dtf

India St., next east of Universalist church. Apply
to P. FEENEY, 201 Federal St., Portland, Me.
oc!9dtf

HORSES.

horses at any time.

ROCKWELL &

oc20

IN DEERING,have the

THE LYDIE

in

ROOMS

C. P. MATTOCKS,

owners can

aul6dtf

To Let,
Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession giv6p
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquire ot
93 Exchange street.

hay and grain at my farm—running water and
yards-$2 per week. Storage of Carriages

oc21dtf

dtt

can

rooms, sebago water, rent
Inquire ot G. W. Burnham,
Thomas Frothingham, saw
dentist. Temple street.oc2Cdlw*ttt

C. D. SMALL,
Cornu'll, me.

sunny
iree.

Leavitt & Davis,

It

on

dtf

wbi h

always be fonud I

ROSTOV A MAINE

dinning

stairs

per
$6 50, on Lowell street.
1091 Congress street, or

•

Sold only by

eepl7

rent 8 rooms, hard and soft water, garden and j of stable
UPmonth.
Douglass street, $8.50
Also house 5

Horses Wintered

LADIES.

CONGBESS

To Let.

/ |N hay and grain for $2.00 per week. Good
•J buildings, sunny yard for exercise; running
water in stable; hay fiist quality; horses well cared
for; carriages stored without charge; the best of
references given.

St.
d&w3tn

Bristol Boot!

437

prepared
dtf

cc(22d3m

FARRINGTON

BRICK

Horses Wintered.

AGENT FOR MAINE,

FOR

HOUSE containing 13 rooms, Gas and Sebago, 96 India street, now occupied by Dr.
Possession
Ordway.
given Nov. 21. Apply to
JAMES R. LUNT
Co., Druggists,
oc23dtf5*6 Congress street.

the Dr. Clark
now

board, at 30 BROWN ST.
my24

S1UARDON,

93 Exchange

aniea.

mav

UAiVAKISCOTTA MILLS.

To Let.
n

Boarders Wanted.
FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with

A

THE CELEBRATED

The.National Liberal League at its meeting
Rochester, N. Y., voted down a proposition
to nominate a presidential ticket in 1880.-

iDg centrally located and on tide waters makes it one
of the best situations in the city for a cooper shop,
wood and bay yard, or for fish purposes.
Will be
rented very cheap. Inquire of Wharfinger at Franklin Wharf.
oc23dlin*

P. O. BOX 957.

WM, MATHEWS has taken
MRShouse,
117 Congress St., and is

BLOWERS.

Awarded Silver Medal and Diploma and
Bronze Medal at N. E. Fair, 1877.
Agents wanted in every town. Send 3 cent stamp
for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

in

THE

Cumberland St., to

en

NEWBURY STREET.

Cooper Shop To Let.
building formerly used as a cooper *hop by
Mr. George Burnham, Commercial street. Be-

—

liuuracrti

BRIEF MENTION.

oc2Cdtt_108

To Let with Board,
desirable front room
gentleman and wife.
Address
oc!6dtf

EMPIRE PORTABLE FORCE

sep26

STORE

A

£C-M27

Office

To Let.
276 Congress Street. Millinery and Dress
or
desirable
as a Shoe Store.
Making,
Enquire

Boarders Wanted

Teachers.

GENERAL

ON

tew young men can find a pleasant home in a
private family, within five minutes walk of
Post Office. Address
HOME, P. O. BOX 1293.
Boc30dlw*

G. R. PAINE. Teacher of Piano-Forte
Mu.ic .and Harmony, 937 Middle Sirert.

dlw

House to Lei.
New Cumberland St. A new cottage house, 7
rooms, bath and modern conveniences, to let
furnished or untarnished. Possession given Nov. I.
Aprlv to A. M. Smith, 221 Commercial St., or F. G.
PATTERSON, 379} Congress St.
oc26d2w

BOARD.

A. KEITH.

GEO. II.

a

No. 93 Exchange

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

modern conveniences.
Good
Apply at
CUMBERLAND STREET.

A
oc27

great
at
by leaving
191 DANFORTH ST'., near Brackett.

oc31d3t*

house with

reterencces required.
IN
253
octfildlw*

a

J. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St.

HAND

a

Embreclngjth leading Hotels in the State, at
the Daily Pases

STREET.

To Rent.
pleasant tenement, 6t Winter street, furnished
with Sebago water and gas.

St. Church and Danforth

der

75 PORTLAND

Famished Boom with Board.

High
St.,
BETWEEN
pair of Gold bowed EYE GLASSES. The finfavor
will center
them

Real Estate Agents.

AND

$300

Lost.

Flumbers.

Let.

deodtf

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

dtf

oc/Idtf

FOtJND~

LOST AND

No. 4

seven rooms at
on the premises,

THE

or

press,

Inquire

To

water
used.
stamp for circular or $3 for Outfit.
STATIONERS’ MANUFACTURING UO., 10 & 12
DEY ST., NEW YORKQel6dlm

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Strce

—

make

can

MERRILL.

auglO

house and stable No. 257 Oxford St. House
contains 9 rooms with gas and Sebago. Stable
room for three horses. Apply at the premises, or at

terms,

our

Copying-Book
Send

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

A.

Send for

Federal St., Bos-

Agent
per
month selling
WANTED.—Any
Magnetic Instantaneous
brush
and Ink. No

Carpenters and Builders.

J.

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors

oc22d2w*

CONVENIENT rent of

Locust Btreet.
A
oc20

ton.oc21dlm

WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ml.
SMALL & SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plain
Street.

PROCTER,

HEATED BY STEAM.
Terms hereafter will be hut $2.00 per day.

To Let.
GENTS WANTED.—To take orders for the
new illustrated History ot the Dominion of Canada—art Illustrations—one grand quarto volume. It
sparkles with $10,000 worth of art engravings.
Wanted a reliable man in every town and city to
whom liberal terms will bo given. Agents are doing

ME.

The best Located House for Business Men

JERRIS, Real Estate

Agent,___

WANTS.

by S. YOUNG A CO., Practical Horae
Sboers. 70 Pearl Ml. Price $1.50 per act

JOHN C.
Street.

PORTLAND.

gas and
next west of Dr

Pine street,
A Sebago water,to WM.
hersom’s.
H.

Apply

DIRECTORyT

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

To Let.
NICE lower tenement ot eight rooms,

(itf

BUSINESS

oc20eodtf

House.

»p.2tProprietor.^

Free Street.

Sts.__

RAILROADS.

This house is beiusr relUted and
furnished, and will be re-opened
September 25,18771). S. FOGG,

JOHNSON, Dentist, at his offi-e over H
Apothecary store, coiner of Middle and

Dr. W. R.
If. Hay’s,
Free

on

have been outraged and valuable horses
Much excitement prevails.

The importation of Russian hides into this
country has been forbidden on account of a
cattle disease prevailing in Southern Russia.
-The last contribution to the Grant-Sumner
controversy is from Secretary Schnrz who says
that Mr. Sumner never favored the San Domingo treaty and never gave Gen. Grant to
nuderstand that he .did.-Eight hundred
families in Fernandina will have to be supported by charity until business can be re.
sumed.-The report of the Grand Trunk
Railroad Co., shows a reduction of $99,000 in

45

now

HOUSE

Robes.

Fancy

Limerick_

VERRILL,

To Let.
occupied by S. W. Thaxler, No. 62
Winter St., containing all the modern improvements; possession given Nov. ist. innuire of

AM)

oc!9

of the [same gang, have been committed at
Dennisville and Newton, Buck’s county. Two
stolen.

n°ltf_

BUFFALOES

kinds.

B. D.

To Let.
Tenement of 8 rooms to let in
Free Street.
C. A. WESTON.

Dunlap Myle.

Of Gold. Hat

Low.

povldt*_Centennial Block.

in

GLOVES
Atl

Inquire

SILK HATS

23T Middle Street,

HELMETS,
and

HATTER,

HOTELS.

House, finely located,hewly
A repaired thioughout,
with modern improveof
ments.

JlBBflJI

MERRY

DERBY’S

Very

LARGE. Pleasant

Monday next.

Geneva award.

CRIMES AND

To Let

come

“Dames most delicate, amorous!
Damosels blithe as the banded bees!
Hearken awhile to the prayer of us—
Beggars that come from the over-seas!
Nothing we ask o! the things that please;
Weary are we, aud old and gray;
Lo—for we clutch and we clasp your knees—
Give us—ah I give us—but Yesterday!”

tarn

TO LET.

charging

BY AUSTIN DOBSON.

and

MISCELLANEOUS.

John S. Morton, Samuel P. Hnhn, B. F.
Stokes, John R, Nagle and Geo. N, Vickers,

TO

—

_rOBK.

The Mammoth Steamships Bristol and Providence of this Line are the largest, handaomeat
and mom foully Steamers in the world.
Trains leave Boston from the Old Coleny It It. Station at 4.30 P. I?l. accommodation, and 6 P. M.
steamboat express, connecting with these floating
palaces at Fall Kiver daily (Sundays from July 1st to
Sept 2d inclusive) arriving in New York at 6 A. M.
No Line can otter the accommodations presented by
this lavorite route.
Only 49 Miles ol Kail.
Pissing
Bays by

SlOBfr

through Narragansett and Mount Hope
NO UIN.UiBEHABLE
daylight.
CI1ANGF*.

Grand Promenade Concerts on board
each Steamer every evening:.
fold in Portland at all It. R. ticket
-1 Eastern R. R. Depots, and on offices,
board
State Rooms and Berths secured
<°o
0lcliia!'a.Ine,rr9
8tate Hottse> aod at Old Colony Depot, Bos-

TickeU

ton

GEO. L. CONNOR,
J. R, KENDRICK,
Gen'l Pass. Agt.
Supt.
L. H. PALMER, Agent, 3 Old State House.

Jy6

d3m

Ashes

ADDRESS
ms8

TTmi 1«,1.
H. F. KICK R

I.ibby

.

R.
Corner,_I»e*rinir
dtt

